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Introduction 
On request of the Academic Computing Centre Amsterdam (SARA) the Mathe-
matical Centre adapted its library of numerical procedures for use with 
the CD CYBER 70 system. The major part is now available for use and 
compatible with the CD ALGOL 60 compiler version 3. The resulting library 
is called NUMAL. 
The aim of NUMAL is to provide a high level numerical library for ALGOL 60 
programmers. The library contains a set of validated numerical procedures 
together with supporting documentation. Except for a small number of 
double length scalar product routines, all the source texts are written 
in ALGOL 60 and they are to a high degree independent of the computer/ 
compiler used. 
Unlike the former numerical library of the Mathematical Centre, the do-
cumentation of the library NUMAL is self-contained and does not ref er to 
other MC-publications as far as the directions for use and the source 
texts of the procedures are concerned. 
Of course, the library is in continuous development and any description 
will be an instantaneous one. In this report we give an index of the 
procedures available in april 1974 and a kwic-index of the procedures 
whose full descriptions were available at december lst 1973. 
The aim of the Mathematical Centre is to distribute an extended version 
of the index and kwic-index approximately twice a year. 
Organization of the library 
The library NUMAL is stored as a number of permanent files in the 
CD CYBER 70 system of SARA. 
These files are: 
1. the file "numal 3 index" 
This file contains an up to date index of the library. A listing of 
version 740321 (march 21st 1974) is printed below. 
It gives a survey of the procedures and it describes the way one can 
obtain the documentation of each procedure. 
2. the file "numal 3" 
(Numerical procedures in ALGOL 60, version~). 
This is a library file which contains the object code of the procedu-
res available. This library can be used when programs are loaded, com-
piled by the CD ALGOL 60 compiler, version 3. 
3. the files "numal 3 document a" 
"numal 3 document b 11 
etc. 
These files contain the documentation. 
Each of these documentation files is subdivided into a number of seg-
ments, each consisting of two successive records. The first record of 
a segment contains a description of a procedure (or set of procedures) 
and instructions for use; the second record contains the ALGOL 60 
source text(s). 
The files "numal 3 document a" and "numal 3 document b" only contain 
ALGOL 60 source texts. Full documentation is in preparation. Mostly, the 
user can find documentation in the LR-series of the Mathematical Centre. 
The files "numal 3 document c" upto "numal 3 document f" contain full do-
cumentation of those procedures which also were available for the EL-XS 
computer of the Mathematical Centre and which are now available in a re-
vised form for the CD CYBER 70 system. 
The files "numal document g" and "numal document h" contain full do-
comentation of the procedures, developed in 1973 for NUMAL. 
The procedures described in "numal 3 document a" up to and including 
"numal 3 document f" are available for all users of the SARA CD CYBER 
70 system. At the moment (april 1974) the procedures described in 
"numal 3 document g" upto and including "numal 3 document j" are only 
available for those who have the disposal of an MC-project number. 
INDEX TO THE LIBRARY 
NUMAL 
OF ALGOL bO PROCEOURES IN NUMERICAL MATHEMATICS 
***~***********•~******************************************************* 
ON REQUEST Of THE ACADEMIC COMPUTING CENTRE AMSTERDAM ( SA~A l 
THE LIBRARY NUMAL IS DEVELOPED AND SUPPORTED ijY THE NUMERICAL 
MATHEMATICS DEPART~ENT OF THE MATHEMATICAL CENTRE (AMSTERDAM), 
THE PRESENT DOCUMENT CONTAINS A SURVEY OF THE PROCEDURES AVAlLABLE IN 
OR PLANNED FOR NUMAL , MOREOVER, IT DESCRIBES THE "AY BY "HlCH ONE 
CAN OBTAIN FULL DOCUMENTATION OF THOSE PROCEDURES ALREADY AVAILABLE, 
Fii.ES, 
THF. LIBRARY NUMAL CONSISTS Of A NUMBER OF FILES! 
I, FILf ·~JHALJINDEK", 
THIS FILE CONTAINS THIS PARTICULAR DOCUMENT, l 1 t, THE lNOlX TO 
THE LIBRARY, 
2, FILE "~UMAL3" 
TNE PROCEDURES 
COMPILE~ UNDER 
SE~ £,G, 
A LIBRARY FILE wHICH CONTAINS THE OBJECT CODE UF 
AVAILABLE, THIS LIBRARY CAN BE USED wHEN PROGRAMS, 
ALGOL3 , ARE LOADED, FOR THE USE OF A LIBRARY FILE 
SCOPE REF MANUAL, CHAPTER b 1 
INTERCOM REF MANUAL, CHAPTER 31 XEQ COMMAND 1 
3, THE FILES "NUMAL300CUM~NTA" 
·~UMAL3DOCUMENTB" 
•NUMAL3DOCUMENTC" 
ETC, , 
THESE FILES CONTAIN THE DOCUMENTATION OF THE PROCEDURES, 
EACH Of THESE FILES IS SUBOIVlDEO INTO A NUMBER OF SEGM~NTS, EACH 
CONSISTING OF T~O SUCCESSIVE RECOROS, 
THE FI~ST RECORD Of A SEGMENT CONTAINS A O~SCRIPTION OF A 
PROCEOU~E C OR SET OF PROCEDURES )f THE SECOND RECORD CONTAINS THE 
~LGOL bO SOURCE TEXT(S), 
THE FILES •NUMALJDOCUMENTA" ANO "NUMALJDOCUMENTB~ ONLY CONTAl~ 
ALGOL bO SOURCE TEXTS, FULL DOCUMENTATION rs IN PREPARATION, MOSTLY 
THE USER CAN FIND OOCU~ENTATIDN IN THE LR•S~RIES OF T~E 
MAfHlMAT!CAL CENTRE, ~H!CH CONTAINS DESCRIPTIONS OF THE El•X& 
IMPLEMENT4T!ON OF THE ALGORITHMS, 
THE FILES "NUMAL3D0CUMENTC• , •NUMAL3DOCUMENT0" ETC, CONT UN 
FULL DOCUMENTATION, 
HOW TO GET E~TRANCE TO THE OOCUME~TATION, 
CLASSIFIED ACCJROING TO SUBJECT, THE PRESENT INDEX CONT41NS T~E 
~AMES O~ THE PROCEDURES, THE CORRESPONDING CODE NUMBERS IN NUMAL3 
A~D A REFERENCE TO THE DOCUMENTATION, THIS REFERENCE GlVEL A 
FILE~AME A~D A NUMBER OF RECORDS TO BE SKIPPED ON THAT FIL~ (SKIPRl, 
IN ORDER T) CO~SU~T A SPECI~IED RECORD Of DOCUMENTATION, ALL PRtCEDING 
RfCORDS ~AVE TO BE SKIPPED, 
EXAMPLE, 
IN OROER TO OBTAIN THE DESCRIPTION OF THE PROCEDURE "MULTISTEP" (SECTION 5 1 2,1,1 1 1,1, ,ON FILl "NUMA~lDOCUMENTt" , SKIPR=30 J 
THE NEXT CONTROL CAROS CAN BE USED 
ATTACH,N3C,NUMAL3DOCUMENTC, 
SKlPF 1 '13C 1 30 1 
COPYBR,N3C,OUTPUT, 
' .... ' . IN ORDER TO OBThJN THE SOURCE TEXT, ONE MORE RECORD HAD TO BE SKIPPED, 
SERV!CF, 
ADVICE ABOJT THE USE Or THE LIBRARY OR ABOUT THE USE Or THE I~OlVIOUAL 
PROCEDURES CA'I BE OBTAINED FROM THE PROGRAM ADVISOR Of THl 
~ATHfMATICA~ CtNTRE, 
'IOTE, 
FOR FUTURE PUSLICATIDN THE DOCUMENTATION 15 SCATTERED WITH LAYOUT 
SYMHOLSI S+ I< i> $1 $: ~I S, ETC,, 
RlMARK, 
P,w,HEMK£R 
(MATHEMATICAL CENTRf) 
AT THE MQHE'IT ( 1974•3•20 l T~E PROCEDURES DESCRIBED IN NUMALOOCUMENTG, 
NUMAL3DOCU~ENTH AND NUMALDOCEMENTJ ARE ONLY 4VA!LABLE FOR TMOSf WHO 
HAVE THE DISPOSAL Of AN MC~PROJtCTNUMBER, 
NO PART ~F THE LIBRARY NUMAL MAY Bf REPRODUCED, STORED tN A 
R~TRIEVAL SYSTEM OR TRANSMITTED, IN ANY FORM OR BY ANY MEANS, 
ELECTRONIC, PHOTOCOPYING, RECOROI~G, OR OTMf.RwISe, WITHOUT THE 
PRIOR WRITTEN PERMISSION OF THE ACADEMIC COMPUTING CENTRE AMSTERDAM (SARA) OR THE MATHEMATICAL CENTRE (&MSTEROA~), 
INDEX PROCEDURE CODE O~StRJPTlU" 
Fil.Et.U.HE SKI PH 
1 1 ELEHENTARV PROCEDURES 
1.REAL VECT AND MAT OPERATIONS 
l,lNlTIALlZATlON 
INlVEC .HOIO NUMAL 1DDCUHE NTO 0 
lN!MAT 31011 NUHAL3DOCU14ENTO 0 
!NlMATO l1012 NUMALlOOCUHf.NTO 0 
!NUYHD llOU NUMALlOOCUHENTO 0 
lNISYHROil HOl4 NIJMAl.300CUMENTO 0 
2 ,'.>UPLICAT ION 
DUPVEC 31030 NUM.U,3DOCUMEhTD 2 
DUPVECROw :Hon NUMALJOOCUHEhTD 2 
DUPROl'IVEC JIOJZ NUMAl.3DOCUMEl'<TO z 
OUPVECCOL llOH NUHAl.3DOCUMEl'<TD 2 
DUPCOl.VEC 31034 NUMAL3DUCUMENTO 2 
DUPMAT l1035 NUMAl3DOCUHtNTD i 
3,~ULTIPLICATION 
"IUL.VEC 31020 NU14Al.100CUMt.NTD II 
MUI.ROW 31021 NUMAl.lOOCUM[t;TO 
" llULCOL ll022 NUMAUDOCUHlNTD II 
COL.CST ll 131 NUMAl,.jDOCUMENTO 
" ROwCST 31132 NUMAl.lDOCUME.l'ITD II 
11,SCALAR PRODUCTS 
VE.CVEC 34010 NUMAl.3DOCUMENTD I> 
MATVEC 34011 NUMAUDDCUME l'ITO b 
UMVEC 111012 NUM,tl.SDOCUMENTD 0 
MAT"IH J401l NUMALlOOCUME.hTD 0 
fAMMAT 3110111 NUl'IAllODCUMf:.lllTO 0 
MATT AM 311015 NUMAUOOCUME.l'ITD b 
SEGJVEC 11101() NUMALJDDCUMENTO I> 
SCAPRD1 111017 NUMAL300CUllENTD b 
SYMMATVEC 311018 N':JMAl.JOOC~MHHO I> 
S.EUMPIATIO-.! 
ELMVEC 311020 NUMAL3DDCIJME.NTD 8 
El,.MCOI,. 1402.5 NUMAUDDCUME.'-TO 8 
ELMROlll 3110211 NIJMA\,.300CUMENTO 8 
ELMVECCOl. 311021 NUM,U,.JDDCUMU<T 0 8 
ELMCOl,.VEC JllOi?i? NUl'IALlDDCVMENTD 8 
ELMVE.cROw 311021> N0MAl}0DCUMENtD 8 
El.Mr:IOWVEC l110Z7 NUMAl.iDOtUMlt.TO 8 
EV4C0LR0w )11029 NVMALlDOCiiMEt.TD 8 
ELMr:IOWCOL 34028 NUMAL3DOCUM(NTO 8 
MAXEl,.MROw .111025 NUMAL3DOC9ME.NTO 8 
&,INTERCHANGING 
ICH~EC: 311030 fllUMAL.!DOCVME.NTD 10 
ICHCOL 14031 NUMAL.3DOCUMENTO 10 
ICHROlll .i/1032 N0MAl.3DDC0ME.t.TD 10 
ICHROWCOI. lllOH NUMALlDOCUME.NlO 10 
ICMSEQVEC 140311 NUMAl,.lOOCUMfNTD 10 
ICHSEQ jll0.55 NIJMAl.3DOCVMENTD 10 
7,ROTATION 
ROTCOI. 311040 NUMAl.lDOtUME.NTD 12 
l!OTROW 3110111 hUMAL3DOC~HE.NTD 12 
8,VECTOR NO~MS 
A6$MAXVE.t llObO NU'4All00C1:1'4ENTO .!l 
I, I, q,VECTOR SCALING 
INDEX Pl<Ot!DURE ~ODE l)tStRlPTlON 
fll.ENAME. SKI PR 
s. 1. 9, REA SCI. l1118l NUMAl,.lDOCUMENTF 8 
10,MATRIX NORM5 
MAX MAT lllZlO Nl!MAl, ll)OC: lfl'IEl'i TD 2b 
11,MATRIX SCALING 
2,CO~Pl VECT AND MAT OPERATIONS 
1, 
2, 
3,MULTIPLICATION 
COMC01,.CST jf.1352 NUMAL.lOOCUMENTG b 
COMROYICST 311.SS3 NUMAL.JOOCUMENTG b 
11,SCALAR PRODUCTS 
COMMATVEC 3113511 NUMAl,3DDCUMENTG 16 
HSHCO>!COL :!11355 NUMAL.300ClJMl:.NTG c• 
MSHCOl"PRO 3435b l\IUMAl3DOCUMtNTG 211 
5,ELI111NATION 
ELMCOMVl:.CCOL 3437b lllUMAL300CUMtNTG 0 
El,.MCOMCOL. 311371 NUMAL300CUMl:.NTG 0 
ELMCOMROWVEC 3tn78 NIJMAl.300CUMENTG 0 
&,INTl:RCH4NG1NG 
7 ,ROTATION 
ROTC0"4COL 34357 NUMALJOOCUMENTG 2 
ROTC:OMROlll 311356 NUl'IAl,.lDOCUMENTG 2 
8 1 VECTDR NORMS 
9,VECTO~ SCALING 
COM SCI,. 111193 NIJMAL300CIJllENTF 10 
10,"ATRIX NORMS 
COMEUCNRM 34359 NUMALlDUCUl!fNTG 20 
11,MATRIX SCALING 
SCI.COM .SUbO NUMALlDOCl.>MfNTG u 
3 1 Cu~PLEX ARITHMET[C 
l,MO~AOIC OPERATIONS 
CO'IA8S 3113110 NVMAl..SDOCUMENTO IQ 
COMSQFlT 5115113 "UMAL3DOCUMtNTD 1b 
CARPOL 3431111 NUMAl.300CUMl'.NTO 1tl 
2,0YAvlC OPERATIO~S 
COMMUL. lll.Slll NUMAl,.3DOCUMENTD cO 
COMO IV 311342 NUMAL30DC~ME.t.TO 22 
4,LONG INTEGER ARITHMETIC 
l,.NGINHDO .51200 NOT YET AVAii.ABLE 
1,.NGI•HSIJR 3120 l t.Ot YET AVAILABLE 
LNGINT14UL 31202 NUT YET AVAii.ABLE 
1,,NGINTDlV Ul03 NUt YET AVAii.ABLE 
L.'IGl"ITPOlll 312011 Nat Y£T AVAILA6Ll 
5,LONG REAL ARITHMETIC 
!,ELEM, ARITHMETTC OPERATIO~S 
2,SCALAR ?RODUCTS 
LNGVECVEC 34410 NVl'IAl,.Jl)OtUMENTH 14 
l.NGM.t.TVEC :!111111 NUMAL3DOCUMl:.t.TH 111 
\,'llGUl'!VEC 31.flll2 NUMAl,.}DUCUMtNTH Ill 
1,,NGMH"1AT 3111111 NUMAL.300CIJME.NTH 111 
1,NGUllllllAT 3114111 NUMAl.lDOC:UMf l'iTH 111 
1,.NG14ATTAM l<l4'5 NUMAL,3DOCUMf:NTH 1" 
1,.NGSEQVEC JUI$ NUMAl,.)DOCV"'ENTt'I 111 
1,.NGSClPRDI hlllT N0MAl.lDDCU11£.NTH 111 
1 t 5, 2, 1.NGS'l''1MATVEC 3111118 N~HAl.}DOt9M£NT11 111 
INDEX PROCEOURE COOi! D~~CRlP!lUN 
FlLENAME 5KlPR 
2 1 ALGEBRAIC EVALUATIONS 
1,EVAL, OF A FINITE SERIES 
2,EVAL, OF POLYNOH14LS 
l 1 EVAL, OF GENERAL POLYNOMIALS 
POL ll 040 NUMALJOOCUMfNTC 0 
"EWPOI., .SI 0111 NUHAL3DOCUMENTC c 
HYPO!,. 312111 NOT YET AVAILABLE 
1,iQRDtRPOL. lli!lli! NUT YET AVAILABLE 
OE RPO I, 312Gr; NUT YET AVAILABLE 
2,EVAL, OF ORT~OGON, POLYNOMIALS 
CHEPOI. )10112 NOT YET AVAILABLE 
ALLl;MEPOL. 310113 NOt YET AVAILABLE 
ORTPOl, 310411 NUT YET AVAlL.481.E 
Al.LORTPOL 310115 NUT YET AVAILABLE 
CHEPOl,SER 3104& 1,10T YET AVAILABLt 
ORTPOl,.SER ll 0117 NOT YET AVAlLABl.E 
3,EVAL, OF TRIGONOM 0 POLYNOMlAl.S 
FOUSER 31090 NOT YET AVAll.ABLl 
3,EVAL, OF CO~TINUED FRACTIO"S 
JFRAC .S0:.083 N~l'IAUDOCUMfi'fTJ 0 
4 1 0PERATlONS ON POLYNOMIALS 
l,TRANSf, OF REPRESENTATION 
f\IEWGR\I 31050 NUMAl.lDOCIJMt.NTC lj 
POL CHS 11250 NOT YET A~AlLABLE 
POlliCHS .SI 051 No! YET AVAILABLE 
2,0P 1 ON GENERAL POlYNOl'IIALS 
AODPOL ll05l NOT Y~T AVAILABLE 
SU9POL 310511 NOT YET AVAii.ABLE 
14ULP01. 310':i2 NOT YET AVAll.A8Ll 
DIFPOI, llOSS NOT YET AVAILABLE 
JNTPOL 31057 NOf YET AVAll.ABlE 
51 0P 1 ON ORTHOGONAL POLY\IOMJAl.S 
lNTCMS 312118 NUT YET AVAILABLE 
5,FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM 
FFT 11500 NUT VET AVAlLABLt 
l 1 LlNEAR ALGEBRA 
!,LINEAR SYSTt.MS 
!,FULL MATRICES 
10 SQUARE ~ON•SINGVLAR MATRICES 
\,REAL MATIUCES 
!,GENERAL MATRICES 
11 PREPARATORY PROCEDURES 
DEC lll.SOO NU14AL300CIJMt.NTE 22 
GSSELOI .U12ll P<VMALlDOCUMt.NTE 22 
ONENRotINV lllc?4 0 NUl'4Al.JOOC0Mt.NTE 22 
ERBELM Uc?lll NUMAL3DOCUMENTE 22 
GSSERB s11a11z N0HAl.300tiiHEt.tE i?2 
GSSNRI :Sll252 NYMAl.lOOCUME:Ni~ 22 
2,CALCULATION OF DETtRMINANT 
DETER~ llB03 N~MAl,JOOCUMf.NTE i!ll 
3,SOLUTIO~ OF LINEAR EQUATIONS 
SOL 34051 NUMAL,\DOCUME.NTE c!& 
Of.CSOL ill.SOI NU1'4Al.JOOCUMENTE 2& 
SOLEl.'4 340&1 NUMAl.lDOCUMENTE lb 
l, 1, 1, 1, 1, !, ~. GSSSOL. 311212 NVHAUDOCOMENTI' 2b 
INDEX PROCEDURE tOOE DESCRIPTION 
fll.ENAME 51<ll'R 
l, 1. 1. 1, 1, 1, 3, GSSSOl,.E'.RB )4il43 Nl:IMALlDOtUMl:.NH 2b 
4,MAfRIX lN\IERSlON 
IN\/ 311053 NUMAl.3DOCUMf.NH 28 
DEC INV 31U02 NUMALJOOCUMEl'iTE 28 
lNVI 34235 N0MAL3DOC0MtNTE 26 
GSSINV 3423b NUHA1.3DOCUMf_NTE. 28 
GSSINVERB 3Q2llll NUMAl.1DUCUMENH 28 
5,ITERATlVELY IMPROVED SOL~TION 
IT I SOL. 34250 NUMAL3DOCUME.NTE .so 
GSSITJSOL .S4251 NilMAl.JDOCUMtNTE "\O 
ITISOL.l!RB 34<?53 NUMAl.3DOCUMfNH 30 
GSSITISOLERB 3112511 N0MAl.3DUCCtMtNTE 30 
2 1 SVMMETRIC POS OEF MATRICES 
!,PREPARATORY PROCEDURES 
CHLOEC2 311310 NUf'IAl,.3UUCUMtNTF 0 
CHI.DEC I .Sii.Hi NUMAI. .SOOCUHtNTf 0 
2,CALCUl.ATION OF DETERMINANT 
CHLOETEIH12 311312 NUMAl..SOOCUMt.NTF 2 
CHLDETERMI 311.S13 NUMALJDOCUMf.N ff 2 
3,SOLUTIO~ OF LINEAR EQUATIONS 
CHl.SOL2 311HO NUMAl.lDOCUMt NTF I.I 
CHLSOl.l l4l9 I NUMAL3DOC0ME.NTF II 
CHLOEC80L2 jllH2 NUMALSDOCUMENlF II 
CHLOECSOl.1 3a3q3 NUMAd. 3DOCVl'lf.N TF q 
11,MAT~I~ lNV!:RSION 
CHLINV2 341100 NUMAl.:SOOCUMt.NTF b 
CH1.INV1 .HlllOI NUi'IAl, lOOCVMl:N TF b 
CHLOEc1r..v2 311402 NUMALlOOCUMEl<Tf b 
CHLDECINV1 51.1403 N~MAL3DOC~ME.NTF b 
i,COMPLEX MATqJCfS 
2 1 FULL RANK OVEROETERM SYSTEMS 
!,REAL MATRtCES 
!,PREPARATORY PRQCE~URES 
1,.SQORTDEC 54134 NUMAl.lDUCUMENTI: .S2 
1.SQOGLINV l4132 NUl4Al,.lDOCCtME.NTE 32 
2,LEAST SQUARES SOLUTION 
LSQSOI. 34ll1 NUMAf.3DOC:U1'1t:.'"lt 311 
1.SQORTDECSOI. l4!35 NU14AllOUCUl4fNH 3q 
S,INVERSE MATRl~ OF NORMAL EQN, 
I.SQ INV 34131> NUT YET AVAILABLE 
2,COMPLfX MATRICES 
3,0THE:R PROl:ILEMS 
1,RE4L "'4TRltES 
l 1 SOLUlION OVERDETERMINED SYST 
SOl.SVOO'VR )4~80 NUl'o\LlDOCUMtNTH 0 
501.0VR ~11281 NUMAl.lOOCUMENTl't Q 
2,501.UTION UNOERDElERM SY5TEl'S 
SOl.SYDU>IO lll282 NUl'Al.lOOCUMt.NTH i 
SOl,U"ID 3Ui!8l NUllAl..SDOCUl'ENTH 2 
3,SOLUTION l'IO~OGENEOUS EQUATION 
Huf'ISO\,SVD 31.i28'i NVMAl.3DOCUMENTH l,j 
>iOMSOI, lU285 NUMAl.300C~MEloiTH II 
1.1,PSEUOO•tNVERSlO~ 
PSDINVSVD l428b "IUMAL.JOOCUMf:.lvTH 11 
3, 1, 1, 3, 1 I 11, PSDIN\I 3U287 NUM4L3DDCUMtNTH b 
INDEX PROCEDURE COOE D~~CRIPJlON 
F 1.L.ENAME SK!PR 
3, l, l, l, 2,COMPlEX MATRICES 
2,SPARSE MATRICES 
l,OIRECT HETMODS 
l 1 REAI., H4TRtCES 
1,NON•SYMMETRIC MATRICES 
l ,BANO MATRICES 
11 PREPARATORY PROCEDURES 
DECBNO Jll.S20 NIJMAL300C~Mt.NTE 0 
2 1 CA1.CULATtON OF DETERMINANT 
DETERMBNO 311321 llllJ14Al.1DOtUMENTE 2 
3,SOLUTIO~ OF LINEAR EQUATIONS 
SOLBND 311071 NuMAl.300tUMt.NTE q 
Df.CSOL.BND 311122 NUMAL30DCUMf NlE q 
2 1 TRIDIAGONAL MATRICES 
1,PREPARATORY PROCEDURES 
DEC TRI 3111123 NUM41.3DOCUMENTH lb 
Df.CTRIPIV 311112b N~MALlDOC~Mf NTH lb 
2 1 CAl.CULATION OF DETERMINANT 
31 501.UTION OF LINEAR EQUATIONS 
SOL TRI 31111211 NUllAUDOCUMElllTH 18 
OECSOl.TRI 3111125 N0MAL3DOCUMENTrt 18 
SOLTRil'IV 1111127 NUMAl.3DOCUllENTH 18 
OE.CSOl.TRIPIV 311428 NUMAUDOC~ME:NTH 18 
3,BLOC•TRIDIAGONAL MATRICES 
2 1 SYMMETRIC POS DEF MATRICES 
l ,BAl'4D "IATRICES 
!,PREPARATORY l'ROCEOURES 
CHLOECBND 34.HO NUMALlDDCIJMENTI:. b 
2,CALCULATJON OF DETERMINANT 
CHLOETERMBNO ~llH1 N~MAl.3DOCUMEllTE 8 
3,SOl.UTIO~ OF LINEAR EQUATIONS 
CHLSOLSND 311H2 NUMAL3DOCUMEt.H 10 
CHLOECSOLBNO 3113H NUMAL.31JOCVMENTE 10 
2 1 TRIDIAGONAL MATRICES 
11 PREPARATORV PROCEDURES 
DltSYMTRI 31111i0 NUMAL3DOCU14El'll t< 20 
2,CA\.CULATION OF DETERMINANT 
3 1 SOl.UTION OF LINEAR EQUATIONS 
SOlSY"ITRI 3111121 NUMAllOOCUMfNTH 22 
DECSOi.SYHTRl )11422 NUllAl,lOOCqME.Nll'I 22 
3 1 8~0C•TRlOIAGONAL MATRICES 
2,COMPLEX MATRICES 
2,ITERATIVE "IETHODS 
t ,REAL MATRICES 
CONJ GRAD :$41220 NUMAL.llJOCUMt.NTC 3b 
CONJ RESI 311i!i!1 NOT YET AVAILABLE 
2,COMPLEX MATRICES 
2,TRANSFOR"IATION TO SPECIAL FORM 
!,SIMILARITY TRANSFOR~ATIONS 
1,EQUILlBRATlON 
1,REAL M4TRICES 
EGILBR .l111H NUHAl.lOOCUHENTf 12 
BAKlBR 3111711 NQM.t.l,300t9MEhlF 12 
~,COMPl,.EX "IATRICE.S 
3, 2, I, I I 2, EQll.BRCOM 3113111 NUMAL300CUME.NTG lb 
INDO PROCEDURE CODE O!:.SCRil'T ION 
Fll,.1;.NAME SKH'R 
3, 2, I ' 1 • 2, SAKl,.BRCOM 3QJo2 NUMAl,.300C UMU<T G lb 2,TRANSF TO HESSENBERG FORM 
!,REAL. MATRICES 
!,SYMMETRIC MATRICES 
TFMSY'ITRI2 l~ I /JO NUMAl..SOOCUMENTD 31.1 
BAKSY'ITRI2 li.11111 NUMAL3DOCUMl:.NTD 311 
HMPREVEC l41112 NUMAL~OOClJMENTD .Sii 
TFMSV'ITRI! 34143 NUMAL3DOC0M£NTO 34 
BAKSY'ITRI 1 3411111 N~MAl.3DOCi.Jl'IHHO 311 
2,ASYMMETR!C 'llTRlCES 
Ti''MRfAMES .14170 NUMAl,.3DUCVME.NTF 14 
'3AKREAMES 1 311! H NUMAl,.3DOCUM!:.NTF 14 
BAl<RfAHES2 31.117 2 NUMAL 300C UMENTF 14 
2,CO'IPLEX MATRICES 
!,HERMITIAN MATRICES 
HSHHRMTRI .S43&3 Nl)MAl.3DOClJMl:.NTG q 
HSHl-lR>ITRIVAL 3113&11 NUMAl.3DOCUMtNTG II 
SAKHRMTR! ~411>5 Nl)MAl.3DOCl)fl[NTG /j 
2,NON•HtRM!TIAN MATQ!CES 
i'ISHCOMHES 30bb NUMAl.300CUMf.NTG 14 
B~KC0'1HES l4lb7 NUMAl,3DOC~MENTG 14 
2,0THER TRANSFORMATIONS 
!,TRANSf TO BIDIAGONAL FJRM 
I ,REAL MATRICES 
'iSHREABID l4Zo0 •HJMAl..SOOC IJMU<l 1-> 6 
PSTTF"IMAT 3U<!&I NUMAUOOCUMf h TT< B 
PRETf"1"iAT 34262 NUMAUDOCUME.NTH 8 
2,COMPLEX MATRICES 
3,T~E (ORDINARY) EIGENY PROB\.,EM 
l,RE4\.. MATRICES 
!,SYMMETRIC MATRICES 
1,TRIDIAGONAL MATRICES 
VALSY14TRI 311151 NUMAUOOCU,.ENTD 3b 
YECSYMTRI .14152 NVMAL300C0MENTO 3b 
QRIVA~SY.,TR! 3a 1 bO ~OT YlT AVAILABLt 
QRISV•HR! 3'! lb I NUMAL.30UCUMtNTD 5b 
RAT QR! 3ll 1 bb NOT YET AVAILABLE 
2,FUL.L MATRICES 
E!GVALSYM2 3415.1 NUMAl.5DOCUMtNTE 12 
EIGSVM2 341511 NUMAl.300CUMENTf 12 
EIGVAl.,SYMI l11!55 NUM~l.lOOt: C/Ml:.N TI: 12 
ElGSYM! JQ)5b NUMAl.3DO(:UMt"'TE 12 
QRJVAl.,8YM2 lll1b2 NUl'IAl.lOOC:UMENtE !2 QRISYM 1111 b3 NUMAl.~OOCIJMEfllTE 12 
QRXV~l,,SHI\ lll lbll NVMAl,.1DOt:UMtNTE 12 
2,ASYMM[TMIC MATRICES 
!,MATRICES IN HESSE~BERG FOR~ 
REAVAl,.Q~l 311180 NUM,1.\,.:SDDCUMfNTF lb 
REAVECHES lU llH NUMAl.lOOCLJMENTF lb 
RfAQRI lQ1811 NUMAl. lDOC (if>lf.NTI' lb 
COMVAl.QRl lq1qo NUMAl.3DOCUl<ENTF lb 
COMVECMES 111191 NUM4l.lOOCQMcNTP lb 
2,fULL MATRICES 
RE AEIGVAl,. 111162 NUMAl.JOOCUMENTJ b 
3, 3, I, 
"· 
<?. REAEIG1 lu1811 NUMA~lDOCGMHHJ b 
lNOEX PROCEDURE CODE Ot8CRlPTlON 
FU .. ENAMt. SK!PR 
3, 3, 1, 2, z, RtAElGil 14185 NOT YET AVAILABLE 
Rf AE1G3 311187 NUMALl0DCU14fNTJ 6 
CDMEXGYAI. 14191! NUl4AL3DOCVMfNtJ b 
COHUGl l41'fll NVMAL.lDOtUHHltJ 6 
COfllEIG2 311195 NOT VET AVAILABLE 
2,COMPLEX HATRlCES 
t,HERMITIAN fllATRICE5 
EIGVAl,.HRM llll68 NUHAUDOCUMENTG 8 
E'lGHRH 3436'1 NUMAL.SDOCUMENTG 8 QRJVAl,.MRM l4l70 NUMAl,.JDOCU14fNTG 8 
QRIHllfll 3U71 N9HAi.lDDtyM£NtG 8 
2,NONeHERMlTIAN 14ATRICES 
11 HATRICES IN HESSENBERG FORM 
VAl,.QRICOM 311Hi! NUMAL.SOOCUMENTG 12 QRIC014 311373 111~14Al..3DOC~l4El'HG l i! 
2,F<JL.L "'AfRtCES 
E1GVA1.COM 34.5711 NUMAL.300CUMtNTG 10 
EIGCD14 lll375 NUMAl,.lOOCUMENTG 10 
4,TfllE GENERALIZED ElGENV PROBLEfll 
5 1 SINGULAR VALUES 
1,REAL MHRICl!'.S 
1,BIDIAGONAI.. 14ATRICES QR ISNGVALB I 0 Hi70 NUllAl..300CU'1tNTH 10 
QRUNGVAL.OECBlD 311271 N~MAL30DC~ME.NTH 10 
2,FULL 14.lTRlCES QRUNGY'-L .illi!72 NU"4ALlDOCUME.NTH 12 QRISNGVALDfC 34273 NUHAL 300C0ME.r.r>1 12 
2,CO~PLEX '1ATRlCES 
&.ZEROS OF POLYNOMIALS 
!,ZEROS OF GENERAL REAL POLYNOM 1 
POL.ZEROS 511500 NUT Yt.T AVAILABLE 
2,ZEROS OF ORT~OGONAL POLYNO~, 
&LLZERORTPOL 313•6! NOT YET AVAILABLE 
1..UPZERORTPOL 313•3 NOt YET AVAILABLE 
SELZERORTPOL UlU NUT YET AVAILABLE 
3,lEROS OF COMPLEX POLYNOMIALS 
COMKWO 141115 NUl'IAL300C\!MEr.TO 2'1 
11,ANALYTIC EVALUATIONS 
1,fVAI., O~ AN JNl'INifE SERJES 
EULlR 32010 NUMAUDDCUMtNTO 28 
SUMPOSSERIES 32020 NUMALlDOCUMf.NTE 16 
2 1 QUADRATURE 
1,0NE•OIMENSIDNAL QUADRATURE QADRAT 32070 NUMALlDOCUMElllTC & 
INTEGRAL 1205! NUMAL300CU"f"TC. 118 
2,MUl.TlD!MENSIONAL QUADRATURE 
TRICUB )2075 NOT YtT AVAlLABLt 
J,GAUSSlA~ WEIGHTS 
llECCOI' 311!49 NUT YET AVAILABLE. 
GSSWGT 31420 NUT YET AVAlLABLt 
J,NU~ERICAL DIFFERENTIATION 
1,FUNCT!ONS OP ONE VARIABLE 
2,FUNCTIONS 01' MORE VARIABLES 
1,CALC, WITH DIFFERE.NCf FORMULAS 
"· 
3, 2, I, JACOBlllNF 3114.57 ~OT YET AYAJLA8L.~ 
!J>.JDEX 
4, 3, 2, 1 ' 
5 1 A~ALYTlCAI. PROBl.f~S 
5, 
1,A~ALYTICAL EQUATIONS 
1,NON•LINEAR EQUATIONS 
11 A SINGLE EQUATION 
?,A SYSTE~ OF EQUATIONS 
!,AUXILIARY PROCEDURES 
2,JACOBtAN MATRIX N~f AVAILABLE 
3,JACOBIA~ MATRIX ~VA!LABLE 
2,UNCONSTRAINEO OPTIMIZATION 
!,fU~CT!O~S OF ONE VARIABLE 
2,~UNCTIO~S OF MORE VARIA8LES 
!,ALIXlL!ARY PROCfDU~ES 
2,~0 OlRIVAT!VES AVAILAB~E 
l,GRAD!E~T AVAILABLE 
3,0VERDETER~I~ED NO~LINEAR SVST, 
!,LEAST SQUARfS so~uTJO~S 
l,AuX!LIARY PROCEDUqES 
2 1 JACOBIA~ MATRIX ~~T AVAILABLE 
3,JACOBIA~ MATRIX AVAILABLE 
2,FJNCTIQNAL EQUATIONS 
!,DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
1,INIT!AL VALUE PRO~LEMS 
2, 1 • I, 
!,FIRST ORDER ORO!~ARY O,E, 
I ' 
!,NO DERIVATIVES RH$ AV4ILABLE 
2,JAC08IA~ ~ATRI~ AVAILABLE 
SEE ·~so PROC, ~ULT!STEP cs,2,1,1,t,ll 
l,SEV~RAL DERIVATIVES AVAILABLE 
PROCEDURE 
JACOBNMF 
JJ.COBNBNDF 
ZER0!"1 
ZERO! NRAT 
QLIANE~BND 
GlUANEllBNOl 
DAMPED Nf~TON 
LINfMIN 
RNK!Ul'O 
DAVUPD 
FLEUPO 
RNK!M!N 
FLEMI'-1 
M.ldlQUHlDT 
RK! 
~K!N 
RKQA 
RKQNA 
RKSNA 
MULTI STEP 
O!FFSVS 
~OOtFIED RUfl<GE KUTTA 
EXPONENTIAi. FITTED RUNGl KUTTA 
HSJRK 
EFERK 
1.INIGEA! 
l.INIGERi! 
T~HSIRI< 
<;ODE 
H14l8 
344H 
3Ul50 
3443& 
.14430 
3~1131 
.1<1200 
.S'lc!O 
.14211 
34212 
3L!2D 
.!4c 1 a 
34215 
34~QO 
HO!O 
.S:SO!l 
HO lb 
HOl7 
H018 
33080 
33180 
330b0 
B070 
H!bO 
33120 
33130 
HlH 
~3 ! '10 
OtSCRIPTlCIN 
fll.ENAME 
NUT YET AVAii.ABLE 
NOY YfT AVAil.ASL~ 
NUMAL300C\JMtNTF 
NUMAUDUCUMENTF 
NUT YET AVAILABLE 
NUT VET AVAILABLE 
NUMAl.~ODCUl<ENTB 
NUMAUOOCUM!:.lllTD 
NUMAUOUCUMl:N TD 
NUMAUDDCUMl:NlD 
NUMAL3DOCUMEt.TD 
fl<UM•L3DOCUMH<TD 
NUMAL300CU"IE.NTD 
NOT YtT AVA!LA8Ll 
NUMAUDOCUME Ni C 
NUMAl.30DCuMtNTC 
NUMAL3DOCUMU,TC 
NUMAl.3DOCUMENTC 
NU"1AUOOCUMf P,TC 
NUMAL3DOCUME'11TC 
NUMAl.lOOCUMENTJ 
NUMAI. sooc;l.iME"' TC 
NUM A L.3DOCUM~ N TA 
NUMA.l.3DOCUMtNTC 
NUMAL3DOCUMENTC 
NUMA\.300CUMENT D 
NUMAl,.300CUME.NTD 
NUT YET AYAILABLl 
SK!PR 
18 
18 
UL! 
.lO 
30 
JO 
30 
30 
50 
8 
1 0 
20 
22 
2ij 
30 
8 
28 
1 b 
34 
32 
38 
38 
INDEX PROCEDURE CODE DESCRIPTION 
f'll,ENAME SK!PR 
s, 2, t • I ' t. 3. MOOIFifD TAY\,OR 33040 NUMALJOOCUMENTC 2b EiPONENTIAL FITTED TAYLO• .BOSO r.UMAl.300CUMENTA 12 
-2,SECOND OROER ORDINARY O,E, 
1,ND DERIVATIVES RHS AVAILABLE 
RKZ 33012 NUMAL3DOCUMtNTC le 
RK2N non NUMAL300CUMf.NTC 14 
Rl(3 3301 q NUMALJDOCUMHHC lb 
Ri<JN BOIS N~MAL.300CUMENTC 18 
2,SEVERAL. DERlV, RMS AVAILABLE 
3,P•RTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
2,BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS 
!,Two POINT B,Y,P, 
!,SHOOTING MET~oos 
2,0ISCRETilATIO~ PROCEOuRES 
1,SPEC!AL LI~EAR SVSTE~S 
SEE ALSO SECTION 3,!,2 
3,SPECIAL NONMl,t~EAR SYSTEMS 
2,TW0901MENS!ONAL B,V,P, 
!,ELLIPTIC B,V,P,S 
1,0ISCRETIZ•l!ON PROCEDURES 
2,SPEClAL LINEAR SYSTEMS 
RIC!</lRDSON H170 NuT YtT AVAILABLE 
ELIMINATION 33 I 71 NOT YET AVAILABLl 
SEE ALSO SECTION 3,1,2 
3 1 SPEC!AL NON•LlNEAR SYSTEMS 
2,PARA80LIC ~ ~YPERBOLlC s,v,P,S 
3,MULTl~DIHENSIONAL B,V,P, 
Q 1 0VER•DETERMJNED PROSl.EMS 
l,INVERSE PROBLE~S 
2,INTEGRAL EQUATIONS 
3 1 1NTEGRO• O!FPERENT!AL EQS 
u,DIFFERENCE EQU•TIONS 
5,CONVOLUTIDN EQUATIONS 
&,PUNCTlO~ EVALUATIONS 
!,MATHEMATICAL CONSTANTS 
EUl.ER NUl>lBf RS 55131 NOT YET ~VAILABLE 
BfRNOULl.I NUMBERS 35132 NOT YET AVAILABLE 
2,PHYSICAL CONSTANTS 
\,RANDOM NU~BERS 
RANDOM lOOIO NOT Y~T AVAILABLE 
SETRANOOi.< .iO 0 t l NUT YET AVAILABLE 
u,ELEMENTARY FUNCTIONS 
!,CIRCULAR FUNCTIONS 
TAN >51i!O NOT YET AYAlLABl,.E 
ARCSlN 35121 NUT YtT AVAIL~B~E 
ARC COS 35122 NOT Yf T AVAILAB~t 
?.,MYPERBOl,.IC FUNCTIONS 
SINH 35111 NUMAl,.lDOCUMf.NTA 211 
COSH 35112 NUMAUDDCUMtNTA 2£1 
TANH lSl U NUMAUDOCUM(NTA 211 
AllCSlNH 35114 NUMALJDOCUMtNTA e,4 
ARCCOSM l511 s NUMAL3DOCUME.NTA 211 
ARC TANH 3511& NUMAUDOCUMf:.NTA 24 
S,EXPOlllENTIAL INTEGRAL 
b, s, EI 35080 NUMAl.30DCUMtNTJ Q 
. . 
INDEX PROCEDURE CODE OEStR[P~JOh 
f lL,ENAMt. SKIPH 
b, 5, EI ALPHA 35081 NUMALJOOCUME.NTJ 2 
fI BEU 3508i! NUT YET AVAILABLE 
b,GA~MA FUNCTIO~, ETC, 
GAMMA j50111 NUMAL3DDCUM!:.NTC 112 
RE.ClP GAMMA 350&0 NUMAUDOCUME.NTC 112 
LOG GAMMA j50&2 NUMAL3DOCUl1t."ITC 112 
INCOHGAM ~5030 NUMAl.lOOCUMENTC 40 
JNCBEU l50SO N0MAL3DDCVMENTf: 14 
IBPPl,.USN 15051 NUMAI. JDOCUMENH 14 
IBGll'LUSN l505i! NUMAL lDOC UMENTE 1Q 
JXGll'IX 15053 NUMAL3DOCUl1fNTt. 14 
llCPFI X 35054 N014AL3DUC0ME.NTE 111 
FORWARD l5055 NUMALjOOCUM(NTE !(I 
BACKWARD 350511 NUMAL3DOCUMf.NTE 111 
7,ERROR FUNCTION, ETC, 
ERF 350i!O NIJMAl.3DOCUMENTC 38 
f'RESN!:L 350i!7 NOT YET AVAii.ABLE. 
f'G :S5028 NOT YET AVAILABLE 
8,1.EGENORE FU~CTIONS 
9,BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF ?NT, ORDER 
!,BESSEL FUNCTIONS J ANO Y 
BESSELJ 35100 NIJl'IAL.3DOCU11E.NTA 21> 
~ESSEI. Y l!; l 01 NUl'IAl,.300CVl1ENTA i!b 
YO )5078 NUT YtT AVAii.ABLE 
2 1 8E5SEl fUNCTIONS I AND K 
BESSEi.I 35102 NIJP'IALJODCUMENTJ 10 
BESSELK 35,03 NUllAl..SDOCUMt.NTJ 10 
KO 350110 NUMAUDOC(JME.NTJ 10 
NONEXPBlSSf.1.l 351011 NUMAL3DOCUMt.NlJ 10 
NONEXPB~SSl:.1.1< 35105 NUMALl00CU11EN T J 10 
"40hEXPKO 35038 NUllAUDOCUMENTJ 10 
j 1 1<ELVIN FUNCTIONS 
10,BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF REAL ORDER 
!,BESSEL FUNCTIONS J AND Y 
J~Pt,.USN 15079 NUT Yl:.T AVAlLABL.E 
u :ssors NVMALlOOCUMENTJ 14 
VAPLUSN 3507& NUMAL300CUl1ENTJ 111 
BESSELPlil 350 77 NUMAl.3DOC911E.NTJ 14 
21 8ESSEL FUNCTIONS 1 ANO K 
lAP1.U$N .S510b NOT YET AVAILABLE 
"IONEXPUPl.USN 35107 NOt YET AVAILABLE 
KA 35071 NUMALJDOtiJl1t.NTJ 12 
KAPl,.USN l5b7il NUMALlDOCUMt.NTJ 12 
NONEXPKA 35073 NUMALJDOCUMfNTJ 12 
NONEXPl<APLUSN 35074 NUMAL.3DOCUMt.NT J 12 
5,SPHERICAI,. BESSEL FUNCTIONS 
SPrtfRBe:SSJ .S5150 NUT YET AVAlLABLf 
SPHERBESSY l5151 NOT VET AVAILABLE. 
SPHERBESSI 35152 NUT YET AVAIL.ABLE 
SPHERBESSK 35153 Not YET AVAILABLE 
NONEXP SPHERBESSl 551511 NOt YET AVAILABLE 
NONEXP SPHERBESSK 35155 NOt YET AVAILABLE 
q,AJRY FU"ICTIONS 
AIRY J'HllO NUT YET AVAILABLE 
b, l QI q, Al ~51111 NOf YET AVAILABLE 
INOE.X PROCEDURE CODE O~SCllIPTION 
F 0.ENAMf. Sl<IPR 
"· 
10, II, BI 351112 NOT YET AVAILABLt 
AIRYU:ROS 351115 NOT YE.T AVAILABLE 
7,INTERPOLATION & APPROXIMAT10N 
1 1 HITERPOL.A TlON 
NEWT Oii 3&010 NUMAL.~DOC~Mt.NTC 1111 
2,APPRDXtMATlOll 
l 1 PREPARATORY PROCEDURES 
lNI .Sb020 NUMALlDOCUMENTE 18 
SNDREMEZ )&Oil 1 NyMAl.~OOC9MENU 20 
2,NEAR MINIMAX APPROXIMATION 
3 1 MINIMAX APPROXIMATION 
MJNMAXl'Ot. .Sb022 NUllAL.SDDCUME.NTC 4b 
11 1 LEAST SQUARES APPROXIMATION 
ll 1 "'Uto!BE.11 HIEORY 
9,TABLE ~ANDLlNG 
llEAD 19999 NOT YET AVAILABLE 
WRITE J9998 NUT YET AVAILABLE 
Vf.R5l0"11 7U032l 
06SOLETE PROCEOURES 
PROCEDURE COOE RE\'lREMENT EXP I RAT JON REPl,.ACEO BY 
RNKSYM20 14100 73090 l 740401 
SOL.SYM20 111101 730901 731201 
RNK50LSYM20 54102 710901 731201 
INVSYM20 llllOJ 730901 71101101 
RNKINVSYM20 3111011 73090 I 7401101 
SOLSVMHOM20 311105 710901 71101101 
RNKSYM10 34110 73090 I 7110110 I 
SOL.SYM10 311111 7l090 l 7401101 
RNKSOl,.SYM!O HI 12 750901 740401 
INVSYMIO 311113 73090 l 71101101 
RNKlNVSYMIO 341111 730901 740401 
DE.T H050 7l090t 71101101 OEC(3 1 l 1 11 l 1 11l 1l),OETERMC3 1 l,1 1l1l11 1 2) 
OETSOL 311052 7}090 l 740401 OECSOL,(l,t,l 1 l 1 l 1 1 1 3),0lTlRM, 
l>ETINV 3110511 H090l 731201 OECINV(3,1,l,1,1 1 11 11) 10ETERM, 
RNKEl,M 3110110 710901 740Q01 G55ELM(3,1,1 1 11 1111 1l 
RNKSOL.EL.M 340&2 73090 l 7401101 GSSSOL(3,l,l,1 1l,1,3) 
SUL MOM 3110&3 730901 71101101 SINGULAR VALUE PROCEDURES (3,5) 
lNVEl,.M 340&11 730901 7401101 GSSINV(l,l,l,l,1 1 11 4) 
Ol Tl!NO 34070 H090I 71101101 OECBN0(3 1 1,2,l,l 1 1 1 1,l),OETERM8~0C3,1 1 2,l,1 1 1,1,2J 
OETSOLBNO 311072 7'.\0901 71101101 OftSOL8ND(3 1 lt2 1 l,t,1,l,J),OETERMBN0 1 
OETSYHi.' 14080 730901 ?110401 CHLDECi(l 1 11 11 t,l,2,1J1CHLDETfRH2(3 1 1 1 11 11 11 212) 
SOLSYH2 34081 730901 71101101 CHLS0LiC3,1Jl 1 1,1,2,3l 
OtTSDLSYH2 34082 730901 7401101 CHLOECSDL2( 1 l,1 1 111,2 1 3l1CHLOElEHM2, 
INVSVH2 34083 7lOCIO 1 71101101 CML1NV2(3,l,1 1 l,l,2,ll) 
DtTINVSYH2 340811 710901 7401101 CMLOECJNV2(3 1 !tltltl•2tq),CHLDEIERM2, 
Of.TSYHl 140110 710901 740110 l CHl,.Dftt(3,1 111 l,l,2 1 1),CHLOETERM1(3;t,l,1,l 1 2 1 2) 
SOl,SYHl 14091 730901 71101101 CHLSOL!Cl,1 11,l,l,2,3) 
OtTSOLSYMI 140'12 7l090l 7401101 CMLOECS01,.1(3 1 t,!,l,1 1 2,ll1CHLOETERHl, 
INVSYMI 34093 730901 7401101 CHLINV!Cl 1 1,ltlol 1 2 1 4) 
DE TINVSY"11 ill0911 no<101 7110110 I CHLOEC1NV1(3,1,l,1 1 l,2 1 11),CHLOETERM1 1 
Of:.TSYMBNO 34120 71090 I 7401101 CHLOECBN0(3,t,2 11,!,2,1 1ll1CHLDETERM8ND, 
SOL5YHBND Jll 121 7l090l 71l0110 I tHLSOLBN0(3 1 1,i,1 1 1,2,1,3l 
OETSDLSVMl:INO 311122 13090 l 740110 I CHLDECSDLBNO(J,l,d,1 1 11 2 1 1,;),CHLDETERMBNO, 
LSQOEC 311130 71090 I 7110401 LSQOR10ECC3,l,l 1 2,1,1) -
l,.$QDECSOL l41B 730901 7110401 LSQORTOfC50~(3,l,l,2,1,2l 
VE~SIO"'I 740521 
Kwic index to the library NUMAL of ALGOL 60 procedures in numerical 
mathematics. 
This key word in context (kwic) index is based upon only those procedures 
whose full documentation was available on 1 december 1973. 
Directions for use: 
The kwic index is based upon program abstracts such as: 
32070 C 6 $qadrat ( $quadrature ) computes the $definite $integral of a 
$function of one variable over a finite interval. 
The first ten characters ("32070 C 611 ) of each abstract are a code to 
locate the procedure, while the remaining characters until a period com-
prise a short description of the program (its name, what it does, and 
how it does it), only "important" words (preceded by a$ in the above 
example) are used as key words in the kwic index. 
The first appearance of our above example abstract in the kwic index is: 
t ( quadrature ) computes the definite integral of a function of one 
variable over a finite interval. 32070 c 6 
If this program (qadrat) is of interest, you can locate it as follows: 
the first five digits give the number of the object code procedure in the 
library file "NUMAL3". The next letter is to locate the documentation 
file: "A" corresponds to file "NUMAL3DOCUMENTA", "B" to file "NUMAL3DOCU 
MENTB" etc .• The final number specifies the number of records to be skip-
ped on the documentation file in order to locate the documentation of the 
particular program. 
In case an entry in the kwic index is not completely readable (i.e., 
truncated at an end of the line), you can find a complete listing (by 
code number) of all the abstracts following the kwic index. 
H£ NCW ftOW ELEMEHT 0F MAx••~u~ 
MAT MATR!X EbEHE~1 Of MAXIMUM 
91 G£AqS, ,_DAMS P MDULTOt1 1 CR 
tNG MULT1STtP MET~OPS; ~EAWS, 
Et.l'COMVECCOL 
&t.MCOl'COL 
EL"c;O .. RowVEC 
!1.l>'VEC 
•V1C0t. 
f;t.,.~VECCCL 
£:i,.MVECR(1V 
t!.MRQ\fVfC 
(1.MCOl.RC'W 
Et.,Mo;(OWCCL 
hAXE1.l'lRClll 
fUL(R COMPUTES T~E SUM or IN 
NO~!AL (IN GRU~fRT FOAM) ~HAT 
0 FOA THtS PtNt~AX ~OLVNO~!AL 
rtRENT1AL fWUAT10~5 USlNG T~[ 
L VA~Uf PROBLEMS, GtV[~ AS Ati 
~ VALUE PRO~LEMS, Gii't~ AS A~ 
L VALUf PR0dLff15, G:Vf~ as A~ 
~ VA~Uf ?ROd~E~S, GIVE~ .\S A'J 
L l :..jf.M i "v 
R'-Kl1IP;) 
tiAVvP0 
FLEUPD-
\ xor \ x 
\XPFiX 
IS A!~ 
! 5 At~ 
1S A"'.j 
13 A'; 
;$ A~o 
1S A~' 
FGRWAtH~ 
~Ac~·..i~J<n 
s A~ 
s ,.., 
~AKSV~~-:'R l .f:: 
"'4! 
C5SUl1' 
c,qS·;~ I 
c.o'.-~sc L 
·~ iS 
:S 
:S 
P-fQ;""QtfitS 
A'' 
AN 
A~, 
"'' 
'ft-( 
6AKSVf~'l"Q . Pt:~FCQ,-~S ~f-f. 
BJP(L &;::.> PEP.fCR;,5 Ti-( 
BAKREA'<ES: P(R>-<C~';:; Ti-f 
BAi<REll«ES2 PERFOQ~~s Ti-'[ 
6AKHR'\TR J P(PH"OR•l5 1-( 
8Al(CO"l1-H:S DE~FO~~-,~ t-E 
6AKL..8RCQt--'0 -;,[tH"OQ~>S ,..r 
COMPUTES TrlE DET[RM!NANT DF A 
STEM or L!~EAR E00ATiCNS WiTH 
~ SYNMETQ!C POS TiVE ~Ef JNJT( 
A SyJ-1ME:TR l c POS I "f l Vf; 0EF' I~ I ""E 
ASS~AXVEC cortpuTE§ TH! l~FIM!TY ~OQM 0' A VfCTOR A~D DE~iVEAG T~[ lhD[X ~oq A~ l~EMfNT M&xr•A~ ·~ ~o 
ABSOLUTE VALUE, 
i<65CLuTE VIH .. Vf. 
ADAMS - PJA.S!U1FQ1!Tt; MF,:T)'ol-01'J W!Trt AUT0MA1'lC STt::P A,NO ORDER -c:ouTROi.. .~'.) Su!1'A8t..E ?"!'.'))( "tM[ J~1'ft§~A1'tCN 0-P' 
AOA•S ~ r•OULTOh, OR -oA-,S • ~ASHFQATH METHOD; WIT~ AUTO•ATJC S~EV AND ~RDE~ CONT~OL ANO SUITA6Lf PO~ 
ADDS A COHP~Ex ~UNBEN T1~ES A CDMP~Ex COLUMN vrcTo~ To A COMPLEX VECTO~. 
ADPS A CDM~lEX ~u"atA T1MES A CDMP~E• COLUMN V!CTO~ TO INDT"!~ co~PL[X COLUMN VECTO~. 
AOPS A CO"PLEX ~U~9Ek Ti~EI ~COMPLEX VECTOR T~ A CO~PLEX ~ow VfCTOR, 
ACf:S A SCA~AR T 1 llES A VECTOR TO A"IOT!"<Eq '/ECTtll!, 
AD~S A SCM.A" T 1 liES ~ Cl)~U"" V(C. TO~ ro IHO'rl"<[~ co~uw-1 VfCTOR 
aor-s A SCAb.AR T ! tH:;:s A C"'l!..UMN ve:<. "!'CHl TI) A Vf.CTQO t • 
~DDS A SCALAP T lfl~S A R'liil VECTOR TO A'IDT'iER RCJW VECTOI! 
ADr--s A SC.Ai.AR T f!1[S A V".CiOR TO " C.0-L.it~"l Vf.C.TOQ, • 
ADDS A SCA1...AR !i:1£S A R"'IW VECTOR l'O A VEC"!"~q. 
AOC"S A SCAi.,.AR T ! lf_S A VF-:CiOR TO A :JOW ve:craR:. 
AOPS A SCAL.AR TPlf.5 ~ R·l-# VECTOR TO A COLWM!N V(CiO~. 
Aons A SCALAR T!~•tS M C3LU~N VECTJQ T~ A ROW vrcT~~. 
ADP5 A SCALAR Ti.~ES A Q~J VfcTOR TO A ~o~ vEcTo~, AHO AfTURNS THE suescA1PT VALVE OF TMf NfW ~c. [LE 
A~;[~~ATt~C. SERIES. 
APPRllXl~ATfS A fU~CTIQN ~IV(~ rOQ o:§CQ!TE ARG11ME~TSJ Thf SECO~O ~!MEz ExC~AN~~ ALGO~!TNM !5 UIEO FC 
APPROX;1"Ai10""~. 
AqC L[·~GTM AS NT(GQ~Tl)~ VAq1AnLE. 
AU.O'·;o·1cus svs Ei'· OF FI Q!;T OQDER Di rr~~f.1H' AL. 
;;.u".'"0~10·\CUS svs E'~ OF F 1 q!;T OQDER :'.)I i"i'i'f'..QE•.oT, t.!... 
l,t;TC:io·~c:JS svs E-1 UF F l ~ST OROER DI r:'"F£Q£ "-J'f' AL 
AVTC'i0'1CHS SVS fi·t CP- f i :>ST ORDER 0 ! FF'f;;;l['f"!" i A~~ 
AUXIL•ARV P~0Cf0UR[ fQR ~PT!M1ZAT 1 0~. 
~uX!L1ARV ~QOCEDuQE FOA OPTJ~!ZATIO~. 
~ux1~IARV P~OCEDURf fQR OPTl'~IZA~ION. 
~tJXILIARY PROCEOU~[ roA OPT!4iZATION. 
[QJGiii10NS, 
f:Q,JAi1dNS, 
fQ;J1;,T10NS, 
fQJAT i Jp..g!;, 
A0X!LIAAV PROCECJRE FOR THE 1~COMP~fTE BETA fUMCflON. 
AUXILSAAV PROCECURE fQR TH[ 1NCOMPbfT~ 6ETA FUNCTION, 
Al!Xij_\A_RV PlH"lcfDIJRf. fOfi THE i~COMftl.,.E'f£ et::TA F'UNC,.lON, 
~UXIL!AAV PROCEDURE FOR THE iNCOMP~ETE B~TA FU~CTIDN, 
"UX'1.i1Rv CROCEOJ~E FOR ~4!~lf~AX AP~ROX!MATfON. 
av 
"'" sv 
"" ev AN 
!V f._N 
ExPDNtNTIA~Lv •1TTED, E•• \CIT ~u~G! 
ExP~NE~TiAbLV F 1TTfn, l!M - !~PL CiT 
1:1PL.!C•T, fXPDN£-"'TiAl.LY f T'r[p, F "'ST 
:·-iP!,..JC1T 1 t:x_P-iil'.af:~T\Al..J...V f TTEO, S COfla 
~uX1L1ARV PROCECURE FOR THE SOLUT!O~ CF L'MEA~ E1UATJO~ W!T~ A~ JPPER BOUNn FCQ THE ERRO~. 
AL!XIL~ARV P~ncEou~E F~R TH~ 1TERATtVELV REr1r1Eo 30LU~lON or A ~v~TEM nF L 1 NEA~ ECUAT QkS, 
Mux1~iaRv PR~cE~uRE FoR THE cOMPuTAT10~ oF coMPbcx EIGENVECTORS oF A RfAL ~•TR1x, 
aACKdA~C IS A~ A0X!~!ARY PQOCEOUR~ roq T~E 1rJC~M?~ETE 3ETA FUNCT· ~. 
~ACK T~A4$FOR~AT1Qt. CORQE$PONOING TO TM( MOUSE~O~DERB TRANSVO~~AT ON AS P£QF0RMEO BY T~MSybTR;2, 
JACK T~AYSFCRMATlOH COR~ESPO•IOl~G ~0 T~E ~nlJSfHO~O!RS ~~AN!FOR~AT ON A~ PEQ'''RM[D 5Y TFMSVNT~!i. 
qACK TRA~SrOQr~AT!Q"I COQRESPO~Di~G TO TWE Enu LtBAAT o~ AS PERFORI~ D By E~'LBq. 
;~ACK T~A~JSFORMA'1"'1Ct; LOPQESPONPlt•G TO '!'"HE: Wil.K1t-JSON TRA<>JSfO~fJ.ATJOJ; AS PERraq~!'.:O CV ,..~-f-AQf'.Ari.t::S, ON A VE 
~ACK TRA~S~OR~ATIQ~ coPqfsPO~D!~G TO TMf •!LK!N$0h TRA~SFOP~ATj0•1 AS PERVOAMEO av TfMREA~ES, ON T~E 
~ACK T~A,SFORHATrOJ~ CORRES~O~O!NG TO ~Srl•1R~TR • 
qAC~ T~A!~S~ORr4AT10• LORqEsPO~O!NG TO ~SHCOMHES. 
.IACK TRA'iS~OR~ATIO~J CORQESPO~Ol~G TO TME fQU•LiBRATIO~ AS PERFOR•tED ~y E~ 1 L~qca~. 
3AKC.DMriES PE'H"0Qf1$ Tt~E 9ACK TRAt~SP'OR~-iATiO"-l CO~RESPQND!\lG Tf"I MSHCC:MHES 1 
:3A'<t"'q1\i';"l"R i ?ERFOQi\S THE ~ACI< 1"RAr-~qPOR*'Ai 1 J~ CDRRES?CND 1-'tG TO H$1·H·rnMTR \, 
9AKL~RCCM PERFORr•s TiiE 9AC~ TRANgrORMAT!~~ CORRESPQNO!~G TQ THE EOU 1 ~ PRAT1QN A5 PERFOR~EU ev EQ1LBR 
1AYLRR PfQFQRMS T~E dA(( rqA•~SFOR~ATION COQRESPC'~DING TO THE Enu1LIBRAT1n~ AS PlHFORP,ED BY EQ~LSR, 
UAKA[A•tE51 PER•CA•5 T"E !ACK TRA~SFOQ~IT1Q~ CORRESPONDING TO TME llLl,~SDN T~ANSFORMITION IS PERFOA~ 
lAKREA•lES2 PERFCA~S T"E ~ACK T~ANSFOA~AT•O~ CQDRESPOND!NG TO THE WlcK1MSON T~ANSfDAMITION AS P!AFO~M 
3A~SYM!R<1 PfRFCR•S T!"<E ~ACK T~AMSFOQ~AT;Ql• COQRCSPONDl~G TC THE HOUSEHOLDERS TRA"SfOQ~ATIC~ AS PfRf 
JAKSVMTR 12 PERFCRMS T;;E ~ACK TllA'lSrCRllAT 'On CORRESPO"D i '-G 'fO THE M0USE'90LDf.RS "'RA'ISFOR"AT ! c~ AS P!RF 
BA'iG MAiR1X, Wh\Ct1 t-~AS ~EE"J DECOMF>OSE'.D ev nEC9"iD 1 
BA•ic MATR1X, W~!C~ !S OECO~POSED BY DECBtJO, 
qA~C ~ATRIX, WMICH M•S ~EEN DECOMPOSED 8¥ CHcDEC9~D. 
)AflD Mt.,TR l )( AND SOLVt.S "'HE SvSif:~ OF k. I !4[AR f.0UA..,.: ONS ~v THE Ctt01-ESKV <Af!:T!"'H')D. 
!) 
D 
34230 !) 
l30fj@ c 31) 
;s31}60 c 3C 
34376 G () 
34377 G fi 
34370 G 0 
34020 D !l 
340Z3 D ~ 
34021 D ~ 
34024 !) ll 
J4022 !) l! 
34026 D e 
34027 !) e 
34029 0 II 
~4028 0 El 
34025 0 ii 
J2no o u 
36022 c 46 
36022 c 46 
330111 c 24 
33120 c 32 
33100 c 34 
33130 0 38 
331.11 0 :u 
34210 D 3t) 
34211 0 30 
34212 D 3C 
34213 D 30 
35053 E 14 
350::>4 E 14 
350!'>5 [ 14 
350?6 E 14 
36020 f 1ll 
34242 E :>2 
342!>2 E ?2 
34193 F 10 
350:>6 E 14 
3414!. () 34 
34144 D 34 
341]4 F i2 
34111 I' 14 
341/2 I' 14 
343b5 G 4 
3431>7 G 14 
34362 G 16 
343c7 G 14 
34365 G 4 
34362 Iii 16 
34174 F 12 
34171 f 14 
3~172 f 14 
34144 D 34 
34141 0 34 
34321 f 2 
34071 E 4 
34332 E 10 
34J33 E 10 
TRIANGULAR DECOMPOSITION OF A 
RPORMS TriE DECOMPOSITION OF A 
, ADAMS - MOULTON, OR ADAMS -
SOLSilou;Jo CALCULATES Ti"E 
SO~UND CALCULATES THE 
CBETA CO~PUTES THE i~CO~PLETE 
P"USN co·1PuTES THE I l•COl<PLETE 
P"USN COMPUTES THE INCOMPLET[ 
N OF A REAL MATRIX OF WH1CH A 
TRANSFORMS A REAL MATRIX INTO 
10 TO TRANSFORM A MATRIX INTO 
ID TO TRANSFORM A MATRIX INTO 
THE SINGULAR VALUES OF A REAL 
ED TAY~OR SOLVES AN INITIAL I 
NGE KUTTA SOLVES AN INITIAL I 
UATIONS AND COMPUTES AN UPPER 
ERSE OP A MATRIX AND AN U~PER 
REFINED SOLUTION AND AN UPPER 
ERBELM COMPUTES AN UPPER 
RMS A COMPLEX NU1·1BER GIVEN 1 N 
NEAR EQUATIOOJS ) (OViPJTES T!-E 
NEAR E~UAT ! 01-iS ) CO~'\PUTE.5 Tr<E 
SITIVE DEFINITE l!ATR IX tlV 'T ~M [ 
EM OF Ll'IEAR EOUAT I O~>JS nv ,.~E 
EM OF LI 'JEAR EQVAT i 0'\!S Bv Tl-E 
El~ OF L!'IEAR EQUAT10~JS BY THf 
CHLDECl'IV2 CQi'1PUTES 1 ttv T~[ 
CH1..DECINV1 COf.'•PVTE:S, ~v Trf. 
L ELEMENTS A•'D SQUARES DF Ti-<E 
INiSY~D !NliJALlZES A 
LIZES (PART 0F) A DIAGONAL CP 
ADRATIC EQUATION WIT~ COMPLEX 
"JEWT'JN OE1'F.q11 ( NES T!-<E 
'I I N"·1AXPOL OETf.R;' I ~ES THf. 
TES THE SCALAR PRODUCT UF T~O 
INTERCHANGES ELEHENTS OF TWO 
ARV ROTATION OPERATIC~ ON T~o 
R PRODUCT OF A RO~ VECTOR AND 
~LEMENTS OF A ROW VECTOR AND 
PUTES THE SCALAR PROJUCT OF A 
MU1..COL f1U~ TI PLIES A 
C0LCST MULTIPLIES A 
BA~D MATRIX BV GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION, 
BAND MATRIX BV GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION AN~ SOLVES THE SVSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS, 
9A5hFORTH METHOD; WITH AUTOMATIC STEP AND ORDER CONTROL AND SUITABLE FOR THE INTEGRATION OF STIFF DI 
!EST LEAST SQUARES SOLUTION OF A UNDEROETERMINED SVSTE~ OF LINEAR EQUATIONS, PROVIDED THAT THE SINGU 
BEST LEAST SQUARES SOLUTION OF A U~DEQOETERMINED SYSTE~ OF LINEAR EQUATIONS BY MEANS OF SINGULAR VAL 
3ETA FUNCTION l(X,P,D),0<:X<:1,P>0 0 Q•0, 
9ETA FUNCTION l(X,P+~,DJ 1 0<=X<•l,P>0,Q>0, FOR N:J(1)NMAX, 
8ETA FUNCT10~ I (X,P,W+NJ,D<:X<:l,P>0,1>0, FOR N:U(i)NMAX, 
~li:'IAG')NAL DECO~POSITIO'J IS GIVEN, BV ME:t.NS OF All IMPLICIT QR.ITERATIO~, 
91DIAGONAL FOR~ BY MEANS OF HOUSEHOLDEq TRANSFORMATION, 
d1DIAGC)NA~ FORr-', 
51 D ! AGDNAL FORI', 
31DIAGONAL MATRIX BY MEANS OF iMPLICI• OR•ITEHATION, 
30UNDARY ) VALUE PRO~LE~, GIVE~ AS A SYSTEM OF FIRST OqDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, BY A ONE.STEP TAY 
jOUNDARY ) VALUE PR0HLE1 1 GIVEN AS A SYSTEM OF FiRST ORDER ( NON.LINEAR ) DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, BY 
90\0N~ FOR ITS ERROR, 
BOUND FCR ITS ERROR, 
goUNO FCR ITS ERROR, OF A svsTEM OF ~Ill/EAR EQUATIONS, OF \lrilCH THE TRIANGULARLY DECOMPOSED FORI>' OFT 
BOUND FCR THE ERROR IN THE SOLUTiOll/ OP A SYSTEM or LINEAR EQUATIONS, 
CARPOL TRANSFORWS A COMPLEX NUMBER GiVE'1 IN CARTESIA~ COORDINATE& INTO POLAR COORDINATES, 
CARTESIAN COORDINATES \~TO POLAR COORDINATES, 
CHLDECi ( LINEAR EQUATlnNS ) COMPUTES THE CHOLESKV DECOMPOSITION OF A SYMMETRIC POSITIVE DEFINITE MA 
CHLDEC2 ( ~!~EAR EQUATliNS ) COMPUTES THE CHOLESKV DECOMPOSITION OF A SVl\Mf.TRIC POSITIVE DEF!N•TE VA 
ChLDECf!ND PERFORftS TllE TRI ANGULAR DECQMPQS IT I 0'1 OF A SVMMETR I c PDS IT I VE DEF I"-! I TE MATR Ix ev THE Ct<OLE 
CHLD[Cl~Vl COMPUTES, BY THE CHOLESKY ~ETHOD, THE INVERSE OF A SVflMETR1C POSITIVE DEFINITE •ATRIX, ST 
C~LDECi'V2 COMPUTES, BV THE CHOLESKY ~ET~Oo, THE i~VERSE OF A SYMMETRIC POSITIVE DEFINITE NATR1x, ST 
ChLDECSCLl SOLVES A SVM~ETRIC POSITIVE DEFINITE SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS ev THE CHOLESKY ~ET~OD, T 
CHLDfCSCL2 SOLVES A sv~•ETRIC POSITIVE DEFINITE SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS ev T~E CHQLES~V ~ET~OD, T 
CHLDECSCLB~D PERFOR'\S T~E DECOMPDS!T!ON Of A SYMMETRIC POSITIVE D~Fl~ITE BANO MATRIX AND SGLVES THE 
CHLDCTERM1 COMPLTES THE OETERM!NA~T OF A SvM!IETRiC POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRIX, WHICH HAS HEE~ DECOMPOS 
CHLD~TERM2 COMPUTES THE DETERMl~A~T OF A SVMMETR C POSITIVE DEFINITE MATA IX, IH!CH HAS ~EE~ DECO~POS 
(HLDETERMBND (O~PUTES T~E DETERMINA~T Of A SYMMETRIC PJSiTIVE DEFINITE MATQIX, WHICH HAS BEEN DECO~P 
C~LltJVl co~PlJTES T~~E INVERSE OF A SVM~~ETRIC POs!TIVE DEFi~!TE MATRIX WHICH ~AS BEEN DECO~PCSED BV c~ 
CHL I ·iv2 CQ'10lJTES THE INVERSE OF A S'"1'1ETR I c POs IT I VE DEFINITE l'ATR ix WHICH 1-!AS ~EEN DECOtrPCSED BV Ch 
Cl-<LSOL1 SOi.VES A SV'HJETq1c POSiT!VE DEFl'JITE svSTEM ()f LINFAR EQUATIO,JS, Tli[ MATRIX 3EING DECDllPOSH• 
CrLSOL2 SOLVES A SV"1/IETQIC POS T1VE DE'''JITE SvSTEM CF LINEAR EQUATIONS, THE O\ATR!X 5EiNG DECOtrPOSED 
CrLSDLJ~D SOLVES A SYSTEM OF L NEAR EQUATIONS WITH SV~METRIC POS1TiVE OEF:~ITE SAND MATRIX, WHICH HA 
CHOLESKV DECOMOCSITION ~F A 5v~~ETRIC ?OSITIVE DtFINITE MATR:X, STORED IN A TWO·DIME~SIONAL ARRAY, 
C~OLESKY DECO~PCS1TION ~F A sv~~l,ETRIC POSITIVE DEF!NiTE MATRJX, &TORED CO~IJ~Nw!SE I~ A ONE~D1MENSICN 
(HOLESKV METHOD, 
CHOLESKV MET~OD, 
Ct10LESKY r.liE'HOD, TriE MA1'RIX: ~E!~JG STORED !fJ A TW011111DtME~JSlONAL ARRAY, 
(~OLESKY METHQ[l, THE MATR\X BEING STOR~O IN A nNE~D!MENSiONAL ARRAY, 
CHOLESKV METHOD, THE I N•JERSE o> A SV\\<'~ETR IC POSIT I VE OEF IN I TE f"ATR IX, STORED IN A T\110-D 1 ~E•·S 1 ONA\.. AR 
Cl-<~LESKY METHOD, THE INVERSE OF A SYM~ETR!C POSITiVE DEFINITE ~ATRIX, STONED I~ A ONE-Dl~E•SIOhAI.. AR 
CODlAGONAL ELE~fNTS OF A HERMITlAN TR1DIAGONAL MATRIX 1~~1Cti tS U1J!TARY Sl~lLAR TO A GIVEN ~ERMITIAN 
CQ[.- I AGONAL OF A SYl·H1ETR IC MATRIX WI TH A CONSTANT, 
CCf)iAGONAL WITH A CONSTANT, 
COEFFIC:ENTS, 
COEFFICIENTS QF T~E NEWTON INTE~POl..ATION POLYNOMIAL FOR GIVEN ARGUMENTS AND FUNCTION VALUES, 
corFrlCIENTS OF THE POLVllOMIAL (IN G~UMERT FOR~) THAT APPROXIMATES A FUNCTION &!VEN FOR DISCRETE ARG 
COLCST ll'!JL TI PLIES A COL'JMN VECTOR ev A SCALAR' 
COLU:IN VECTORS, 
CO(..Lli1N vi::c TORS. 
COLUflN VECTORS, 
COLU/!N VECTOR, 
COl.Uf\N VECTOR, 
COLUMN VECTOR AND VECTOR, 
COLUf!N VECTOR By A SCALAR, 
COLUf!N VECTOR BY A SCALAR, 
34320 E 0 
34322 E 4 
33080 c 30 
342~2 H 2 
34283 H 2 
35050 E 14 
35051 E 14 
350:>2 E 14 
34271 M 10 
34260 PI 8 
34261 M 8 
342!>2 H 8 
34270 M 10 
33040 c 26 
33060 c 28 
34243 E 26 
34244 E 28 
342~3 E 30 
34241 E 22 
34344 0 16 
34344 D 18 
34311 F D 
34310 F 0 
34330 E 6 
34403 F 6 
34402 F 6 
34393 F 4 
34392 f 4 
34333 E 10 
34313 F 2 
34312 F 2 
34331 E 8 
34401 F 6 
344ll0 F 6 
34391 F 4 
34390 F 4 
34332 E iO 
34310 F 0 
34311 F 0 
34330 E 6 
34333 E 10 
34392 F 4 
34393 F 4 
34402 F 6 
34403 F 6 
34364 G 4 
310U D 0 
31012 D 0 
34345 0 24 
36010 c 44 
36022 c 46 
31131 0 4 
34014 D 6 
34031 0 10 
34040 D 12 
34013 c 6 
34033 D :l.O 
34012 D 6 
31022 D 4 
31131 0 4 
O~COLCST "U1..T1PLltS • CONPL[X 
OUPVfCCOL C~P1~§ (PA~T ori A 
£LMC0L ADDS A SCALIA TiMf5 A 
MVECCOL ADDS A SCALAR TIMES A 
M~DWCDL ADDS A $CALI~ Tl~&9 A 
MPUT[$ T~[ ERROR FUNCTION AHO 
ION WITH (0M81NE0 PAH 9 1AL AhO 
10~ ~1TH COMBl~[D PARTIAL AND 
OP A QUA0RAT1C (OUAT 1 0~ ~:~~~ 
ADDS A C3~PLEX NUt-AEA TIMC9 A 
ADDS A COl'IP1..EX NU1'9Efi T'll[S A 
OL ?ERFO~~· A QOTAT!n~ Ok T~n 
C~MCOl.CST tUL•·P~1ES ~ 
P~l!S A co~PkEX MAT~ x W!~H A 
COMPuT[S ALL (iGE~VALUES CF A 
NVECTORS AND E!Gf~VALVEh er A 
PUTES TH[ EVCL. i Dt:At~ hOl':.'1' Of A 
M t•OAMAL!ZCS TH[ C~L~;r•NS CF A 
HSMC0fh-if:S 'QAUSF'"OR1· 5 A 
E2 ! Lt:j?(JJi-l '!"Qµi,SFCP.~S A 
cO~r,UL ~·ULT'P~IES T~G 
COMPUTES ~HE QlJOT1(~T 0~ T'O 
AdS COMPU""ES Tr~E. t·ot·Ltk,!!& CF A 
COMPUTES ~~E SQUAhE AOnT CF A 
Ctd'POL 4"RA 1 2f.;f"0Rf'S A 
[L'.!COf.~~JfCCG\.. At1DS A 
El.1·.CCt'fJ'l\.. ADDS A 
EL.t~ccH'-R(:WVt'..C A(\CS -A 
ow PERfnq~s A ROTA~:L~ Ctl T~(' 
co~Rtl~CST 'ULT P~1ES A 
PUTES 'HE SCA~•R PADUuCT CV A 
COMPUTES A~L E ~fhViL~f$ CF A 
NVECTORS A~D E G(~VAL~~S CF 
ADDS A C:J~PL.f:X r.ut- Rf.~ TI 1•E.s 
~SHCCMCOL TQA~SFOR~S A 
AR EQUATIONS 5V THE METHQO er 
!AN ·~ATRlX AND A~TOµA~i( s~rP 
WITH AU~~MATIC STEP A~, OROfA 
TEStAN COORO:~ATES ·~T~ POLAR 
LEX NU~BER GlVEh '~ CA•TES·A~ 
Dt;PVfC 
DVPVEC~C,i 
;JUPRQWV[C 
i)JJ>l\!ECCf'.'L 
U\JPCOL'JEC 
fJl!Pf-'lAT 
DECOMPOSITION o~ A ~ATR1X ev 
CCLUl1N VEC'•OR ev A COMPLEX NUMll(q. 
COLU"N V~CTOR TO A V!CT~P, 
COLL"N VECTOR TC ANOTME~ COLUM~ V[CTaq, 
COLUMN VECTOQ re A YECT'lR, 
COLUHN VECTOtt TO A ~lJW VECTO~. 
CONA!JS CtH~?UTt!S TH:[ ·~onvt..u-3 OF A COMP;..,!X NpMP,if~i 
(;()1'C'lL.CST MUL.TIP~1ES A COMP>-fX CO~i.IMN \lf:Cifl~ 3v h COMPLEX >J\J'•~E~ 
COMDiV ca~PUTES T~E ~uO?l!~T OF TdO co~~~EX ~U~8~RI, • 
conruc~-,JRW, COr"lPUTE~ T~tf.: '!:UCL,. i DE Ar. ~:OR~ OF A CJ)!!t;~L.-f): MATfl )(. 
Cl'.H~K-.iO COMPJJT£.$ THf: >-lOC_,.S OF' A '1wADRA""iC 'f;Qu~i:C~i \# 'fn O~flLEX CUC.'F'f1(,E'<JT~. 
CC!l~ATVEC COMpuTtS TH! SCA~A~ PROD~CT OP A cn~~L[X AO• ECTOR A~O CO¥P~EX Vf(lO~~ 
".:OflkUL,. IVUL. T PL; ES i"~V C(')MPL.EX ~-HJME}fRS • 
CC11PLff,(~T&RV [RROP fUNCT\O~ FOR A REA~ A~GV~[~T; ~HESE FUt:CT C~~ ARE P!~AY~D TC T~~ ~O?~A~ 
conPL.C: "rE P ! vo1 i P\i(J;. 
C~MPL!~E p vo·:~G. 
CQHPLEX CC[Fr Cil~Ts. 
COf1PLf.X COLlJMJ<.. VECTO~ T"'I A COMP:,.f)C VEC""CH~, 
COl'PL£X C0t..UfH.i VtC'rtJ~ ""!) Al>.JO'fHf'R (OMPL.,!!:X CGL.0~"'> V!CTOR 
cotiPLlx co~u·~N vccTr,Rs, • 
CCf1PL,()'. CCLUfll\l VECTU~ pv A C~M~;..E:X ~;.,J'lBE~, 
conPLEX HOVSEHCLLJEK r'!A'TQ j x' 
COMPLEX r<1A'TR X, 
CCf~PLE.X HA'fR X, 
ccr;PLEX '·;AiQ )(, 
C.f'f1flLE.'l< ~"A"fR X, 
ccr·PLEX f1ATRiX r-;TC "" s ~ i,..A~ 1Jt,;!APV tJ?PEP. •1E.sst:i..er~G ~t.,TP1x '*11"'f'H A R[AL NON-NEG-ATJVE iVBDltiGC~~AL, 
t,;C~'PLEX ""ATR x :•,Tn ... ~;Mll,.AQ EOUit..<BQl'il,..ED c.o:-!;p:..,f:X ,t,L\t;.Tq•x 
ccr·P-i.t:x ~~u'~SERS. • 
cc~-·Pt.E.X Nl,jf'-BE'.RS. 
CCf,"YLEX ~~u~·fl(i;!, 
CCf"PLEX rc:~r-·-BER, 
CCf'PLEX ~u~RER G~vt~~ !N CA~TES·A~ coo~~l~ATfS 'hTQ PO~A~ COOQ~1~AT[5, 
conPLEX q;r-'fH:R T 1~1ics ,_ C0MPi.,EX C,Oi..,\JM",i V[C'"rGR T:) A COPPi_EX V!C'iOR 
c.c'---'Pt..t:x •;\V6£R .,. i MfS 1 c0MP._c:x r.oi..1;M~ ·JEc.,.nR .,..'J ANOTHE~ COMPL.fX' Co~uh~~ vtCT(H~. 
CC''PL.EX t-.;uP.f!(t:i il~fS I CO!lllP.1,.[X VECTOR iO A CQMP~EX RO'#! VECTCP, 
CC 1 ~Pl-fX pc·· VEC'T0~5. 
CCf'Pi,,.EX RO" VE('r:JR r;v A co~liPi_C:)( \ii,)''1BEQ, 
CO~PLEX PO~ VECTOR AiC A COMPLEX V[CTJ~. 
ccr~PLEX UPPER MESSE4d~AG MAT~IX ~ TM A REAL su~OiAGO~AL. 
cc~~PL.f.X 'JPPER r-~ssf 1·ij;,;J!~U; MAT~! x '# '!'H A R[AL. SVBD I AGOiJJH., 
(QfiPLE.X V(('rOR Tc.; A co~-~P~EX ~ow VEC1'0~. 
ca~1FLEX vtcToR 1:~To • VECTOR pqopo~T1~~AL To A u~1r vfcToR, 
coµROWCST MULTIPLffS ~ COM?~[X RO~ VfCTOQ AV A C~M~LEX ~UMAEQ, 
CO~SCL •5 IN AUXIL'AAV O~OCEOURE FOR ~~E co•PUTATION o• COMPLEX !'GENVfC!DPI Of I ~EAL ••••••. 
COMSQRT COMPUTES THE SOUARE ROOT OF A CO~PLEX NU~BEQ, 
cot,VALQRJ CALCULATES TH[ REAL AND COMPLEX EiGf~VA~UES ~FA REAL u?PER ~ESS~h6fQG MATQjX S¥ ~EAhS or 
COl'VEC'•ES CA~CU!..A1'f.S TC'~ E!G£NVECTOR COR«ESPOWli~G ro A GIVEN COMPLEX tiGE'1VALUE o~ A <1!.A~ \)P?ER ><ES 
CO'IJUGATf GRAD ENTS, 
COllJ GRAD SOLV S A SVM~E"!'R IC A"'JD POS ! "!" i Vt: DE~!"~; 1"f, SVSTEM OF' L 1 !~EAR f:"fJUAT '0"-.JS Sv TM( METl"'!OO OF' CON.J 
CO•lTROL; SlJ'TA i..E FOR !~TEGRAT ON OF S~IFf DiF~ERE~T1AL EQUATIONS, 
CONTROL AND Su TA~LE FOQ THE 1~TEGQAT10N or ST1rr O•FrERENTlAL ECUATiQ~S. 
cor-RD. ~jAiE:S. 
COOR~' '1.A TES 'NTC ?OL,.J..\~ CC'·ORD NATES, 
COP ES (PA~TQF) A VlC1"'JR TO • VEC'1"0R, 
CCf'iES (OART OF) A RUW VECTOR .,.0 A VECTO>=I • 
COP•ES { PAH"r QF") A V[CT".iq '!"0 A RO~ YECTCR, 
coP·rs C?A~'T' OF) A C.Ui,..U'-Ht VECTOR ·rn • VECTOR, 
crP•ES (PART Qf) A Vt:CT!"')R TO A {.0~\iM~ VECTCQ, 
ccP 1ts {PA~" OF) A f.i,...TR t X ,.0 (A'• QTHfR) 41ATR x 
cRnuT FACTnR1ZATiON WtT~ PA,RT I Al.. Pi VO"" NGt 
34352 6 
31033 0 
;ugc;J o 
D 
0 
3430 0 
3435:1! ' 
0 
5 
c 
(i 
0 
' [ 
£ 
::HJ45 o 
34376 5 
34317 G 
l4357 ' 
343!:>2 G. 
34356 G 
34374 G 
34379 G 
' 
'" G 
G 
D 
34342 0 
34340 0 
~4343 D 
~4344 D 
34376 !; 
34371 G 
343/8 (i 
~43,!l (; 
343!>3 G 
3~354 " 
34372 ' 
34373 G 
34378 '" 
343!>5 G 
343!;3 G 
34193 F 
34343 D 
34190 F 
34191 F 
34220 c 
34220 c 
33120 c 
33080 c 
34344 !) 
34344 D 
31030 0 
31031 0 
310.32 0 
31033 0 
31034 D 
31035 0 
34300 E 
I; 
2 
II 
a 
~ 
14 
6 
2:> 
'26 
24 
0 
c 
:> 
6 
2~ 
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2t 
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14 
u 
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12 
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:ti 
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SYST!M OF LINEAR rOUATIONS ftV 
ATR!X, PROVIDED TI-AT THl U•ru 
£CBNO P£RrORMS THt TRIA~GULAR 
DECS0L8SD PE~FOR~S THC 
ECBND PERFORl15 THE Tl!IJ.NGULAR 
CHLDECSOLANP PE~rOQ~S T~E 
DEC PERrORMS TH( TRIANGULAR 
&SELM PERFORHS TH£ TR\ANGULA~ 
TIONS ) COMPUTES THE CHDLESKY 
TIONS ) COMPUTES THE CHOLESKV 
TfS, WITHOUT PIVOTING, THE LU 
WITH PARTIAL PIVOTING, THE LU 
O!CSYMTRI CALCULATES THl U•CU 
ECOMPOS•TION AS CALCVL~TEr ev 
LVES A SYMMETRIC AND POS1T1V( 
T ( QUADRATURE ) COHPUTES T>-£ 
L ( QUADRATUR( ) COMPUTlS T>-E 
DET£R~BND COHPUTE& T~[ 
CHLOETERMBNU coMPUTls T!-E 
DETERM COMPU•Es TrE 
CHLD£T£RM2 (OHPUTES Tl-r. 
CHLDETERMl COMPUTES Tr£ 
LSQOGL I sV <:;OllPU"l'tS "."!-( 
ARES PROSLEM AND COl'PUTES T>-~ 
SHHRMTRIVAL DEL'VrP.S THE ~A'N 
IMATD INITIALIZE~ (PART oF) ~ 
l~IZATIO~ ) r11N1~1ZES ~ GIVf~' 
l~IZAT!O~ ) ~11Nl~IZES A G1VE~ 
1 SOLV[S A SINGLE FiRST CRDE~ 
OLVES A SYSTEM OF FIRST OKDf.q 
RK2 SOLVES A ~ECD~U ORDER 
LVES A SVSTE~ OF SECO~O O~OfR 
RK3 SOLVES A SECOhO ORDER 
LVES A SYSTEM or &ECO•D ORDER 
RK4A SOLVES A S1NGLE 
RK4~A SOLVoS A SYST(~ CF 
OLVEI A SYSTEM OF FIRST ORDER 
fN A5 A svsTEM OF F\RST ORDER 
SYSTEMS ARISING FROM PARTIAL 
or flRST ORDER ( •ON-LINEAR l 
EN AB A SYSTEM OF FIRST oRvER 
FOR THE INTEGRATION OF STIFF 
ONOMOUS SYSTEM OF FIRST oROfR 
ABLE FOR INTEGRATION OF STIFF 
ONOMOUS SYSTEM Of FIRST ORDER 
ABLE FOR INTEGRATION OF STIFF 
CROUT FACTCAIZAT10N W1T~ PARTIAL PiVO~ING, 
DAVUPD 19 AN AUXILIARY P~OCEOU~E FOR OPT1M1ZAT10N, 
D[Cet1D PERFORMS THE TRIANGULAR DfCOMPOSITION OF A SAND MAT~IX 8Y GAUSS1AN ELl~INATION, 
DECtHV COMPUTfS THE INVfRSf OF A MAT~IX, 
DECOMPOSITION IS GIVEN, 
UECOMPOSIT!O~ Of A '•NO MATR1X 8Y GAUSSIAN ELIMl~ATION, 
DfCOrlPOS1TION OF A SAND HATR!X BY GA~S91AN ELIMINATION ANO SOLVfS THf ~vST~~ Of hlNfAR EQUAT10NS, 
DECCrlPOSITION Of A SVMMfTRIC POSITIVE OEFINITE MATR<X ~V THE CH0LE9~V MfTttOO. 
DECOnPOSITIOfl Of A SYMM~TR\C P051TIV! DEFINITE SANO MATRIX ANO SOLVES TH( $¥STEM or LINEA• EQUAT•ONS 
DECOMPOSITION OF A MATRIX BY CROUT fACTORIZAT10N WITH PARTIAL PIVOTING, 
DECOtlPUS\TION Of A MATRIX 8V GAUSSIAN !L\MtNAT10N ~!TH COMAIN[O PARTIAL ANO COMPLETE PIVOT•NG, 
DECCMPOS!TtON Of A SYMMETRIC POSITIVE OEflN\TE MATR1x, STOREo IN A TWO-DIMENSIONAL ARRAV, 
DECOMPOS1T10N OF A SVMMETRIC POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRIX, STOPEO CO~UMN••SE IN A O~E-DtMENSIO~AL ARAAY, 
DECOMPOSITION Of A TR1D1AGONAL MATRIX, 
DECOMPOS1T10N OF A TR1D1AGONAL MATRIX, 
OECOHPOSIT\0~ OF A SVMM[TRIC TR10\AGDNAL MATRIX, 
DECSOLBND PERfOAllS TH£ ::>ECOMPOStTION OF A BAND MATR!X 3V GAUSSIAt; [LIMINATtON Al<D SOL\lfS T"E SY!IT!M 
nECSOLSVMTRI SOLVES A SYST£M OF LINEAR EQUATIONS WITH SYMMETRIC TRIDIAGONAL COEFFICIENT ~ATRIX, 
DECSOLTRtPIV SOLVES WIT~ PARTIAL PIVOTING A SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS WITH TRIOIAGONAL COfFFICl[NT 
DECSOLTR1 SOLVES A SVST(M Of LINEAR [QUATIONS WITH TR\OtAGONAL COEFFICIENT MATRIX, 
UECSOL SOLVES • SVSTLM OF LINEAR [QUATIONS ev cRDUT F4CTORIZATION WITH PARTIAL PIVOTl~G. 
DECSVMTRI CALCULATES THE u•Du DECOMPOSITION OF A SYMMETRIC TRIDIA~ONAL MATRIX. 
DECTR!PIV CALCULATES, WITH PARTIA~ PIVOTING, THE ~u DECDMPOS1T101; OF A TR•nlA~ONAL MATR•x, 
DECTRIPIV 15 GIVEN. 
[)f;CTRI CALCULATES, "<ITH<>UT PIVOTING, '!'HE LU DEC0'1POSIT!ON OF A TRID>AGONAL "ATRIX, 
U£C PtRFOR~S THE TPIANG'\LAR DECO~POS1•10N OF A MA,R1X ,v CROUT FACTDR>ZAT<ON WITH PARTIAL P\\IOT1N,, 
UEFtt;>TE, SVSTE~ OF LINEAR EQUAT\O~S RV THE METHOD OF CONJUGATE ~RAOl[NTS. 
Dfr1N\TE JNTEGRAL OF A FUNCT10N OF ONE VAR1A6LE OVER A F1N1TE INTERVAL, 
DEFllllTE INTEGRAL Of A 'UNCTION or ON£ VARIABLE OVER A FINITE OR INFINITE JNTERVAL OR OV[R A Nu .. eER 
DE~ERf'~"'D COMPUTtS Tt<E l)ETER., t NANT OF A BANC MAT~ IX, WHICH MAS BEEN PECO"POSEP 8V DEC!!INO, 
DETER"!~•NT Of A SA~~ ~ATRIX, WHICH HAS BEEN OECDMPOSEO av OECBND, 
oETERMl ... ANT OF A sv~•·ETRIC POSITIVE OEFINITE MATR1x, -~•CH HAS BEEN DECOMPOSED BV CHLOECeNC, 
DETERM!,..ANT or A MATU!X PROV10ED THAT THE "ATR1X HAS BEEN DECOMPOS~D ev DEC OR GSSELM, 
D£TER .. INANT Of A SV"METQ\C POSIT•Vf O[FINITE MAT~IX, WHICH HA5 BEEN DECOMPOSED av CHLDEC2, 
DETERMl"'ANT OF A SV•lllfT'l\C POS•TiVE OEFINITE MATRIX, WrllCH l"AS BEE" DECOMPOSED !IV CHLOEC1, 
oETERM c~MPU•fs THE ufT~RMINANT oF A ~•TR1x PROVIDED T•AT THE MATR1x HAS eEtN DECOMPOSED av oEc OR G 
DIAGONAL EL(llfNT5 Of THE INVERSE OF Mt~ (M COEFF\C\E~T MATRIX) or A ~·~EAR LEAST SQUARES PRCeLfM, 
OIAGONAL E~Erlf~TS OF.,."~ t~VERSE OF •t• (~ COEFF\C\E .. T MATRIX), 
DIAGONAL EL£~£hTS A<u S~UARfS DF r .. E CODIAGDNAL E~fMfNTS Of A ~ERMtTIA~ TRtDIAGC .. AL M4TR1x ·~·CH IS 
{JIAGO~AL 0~ CQ"!~GC~AL 4JT~ A CONSTA~T, 
[l1FFERfj>;TIABLE Fu~CT•ON Of SEVERAL VARIABLES BY A VARIABLf ~fTRIC ~fTHOD, 
p1F•ERE"T••BLE fuNCT10N Of SEVERAL VAR•AALES BY A VARIABLE ~fTDIC ~ETHDC. 
01rFEqEN1'!AL ECJ.JAT1QH UCflNG A ,.Ttof OQOER R!JNG~ l(uTTA Mt:THOO, 
Q1FFERC~T,AL fGVATIOl•S <Sl'<G A ::O•T" :><>"lER RUNGf t<UTTA 'IETHOD, 
[l 1 rFERENT I AL EOlJAT I 0" l'' \NG A 5-Tr4 OIWER RllNGI: l(uTTA MEH<Crl. 
UIFfERE .. TiAL ECVATl'lhS 1s1 .. G A ~., .. ".l'IDER llU>lGE ICIJTT~ 'lfT1-nr::. 
n1rffR[NTIAL EDUATIDN USING A 5-TH ORDER RUNGE l(JTTA ~!THO"; ~o CER•VAT•VES ALL0W[0 ON R1,~• "A~D St 
DIFFERENTIA~ EOUATtONS •JSl~G A ~.T .. OR~ER RUNGE KUTTA ~ETHOD1 NO DER•VATIVES AL~OWfD ON A<~l-T ~A~O I 
p1rFERENT\AL EQUATION Av SOMETIMES Ull~G A DEPENDENT VARIABLE AS INTEG•ATION VAqlA~LE. 
PlffERENTJAL fQUATIONS ~y SOMfTtMfl USING THE DEPENDENT VARIAB~E AS tNTfGRATIO~ VARIABLE, 
[)lrFERENTIAL EQ\;ATtONll 1JS>o;G T"E ARC L.,[NGTH AS l~TEGRATION VAl'IAllLE, 
DIFFERENTIAL EOUATION&, av A O~E.STE• TAVLOR MET~Oo; T"IS METHOD IS PARTlCULARLV SUITABLE FCR THE IN 
DIFFERENTIAL EOVATIOflS, PROVIOED MIG~ER ORDER DERIVATlVfS CAN BE EASILY OBTAiNEO, 
DIFFERENTIAL EOUATIOl<B, BY A STA81~1%~D RU~GE KUTTA MfTHDO •1TH LIMtTEO STORAGE REQUIRfMfNTS. 
O\FfERENTIAL fQ~~TIO>l6, SY ONE OY THE FOLLOW1~G MVLTISTEP ~ETHODSI GEA•S, ADA~S •MOULTON, OR ADAMS 
DIFFERENTIAL EOVaTIONS, 
DlfFEREhT!AL EQUATIONS, BY A~ !XPO~E~T!ALLV FITTED, [XPLICIT RUNGE KUTTA M~THCO •H1CH USES THE JACOB 
DlfFERENTiAL fQUATIONS. 
DIFFERENTIAL EOVATJO~S. 8¥ A~ ExPO~E~TIALLV f ITTEO, Sf~l - IMPLICIT Ru~GE KUTTA M[THOOJ SUITABLE ~OR 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATl~NS. 
343111 [ 26 
34212 0 30 
34320 [ 0 
34302 [ u 
34421 H 22 
34320 E 0 
34322 [ 4 
34330 [ 6 
343.33 E 10 
3UOO f 22 
34231 f 22 
34310 ,. 0 
34311 F 0 
34423 H l6 
34426 H 16 
34420 .. 20 
34322 [ 4 
34422 H 22 
34421 H 18 
3442' H 18 
34301 ! 26 
34420 .. 2() 
34426 H !.6 
34H7 " 111 
34423 H 16 
343\10 E 22 
34220 c 36 
320/0 c 6 
320!>1 c 48 
34321 E 2 
343i!1 [ 2 
34331 f 8 
34303 f 24 
34312 ,. 2 
34313 ,. 2 
34303 E 24 
341J2 [ 32 
341.S' [ 34 
3431>4 c; 4 
31012 0 0 
34i!H O 3C 
34215 o Jo 
33010 c 8 
33011 c 10 
33012 c 12 
33013 c 14 
33014 c 16 
3301, c u 
33016 c 20 
33017 c 22 
33018 c 241 
33040 c 26 
33040 c 26 
33060 c 28 
33010 c 30 
33080 c 30 
33120 c 32 
3J1ZO C 32 
33160 c 34 
33160 c 34 
ONOMOUS SYSTEM OF FIRST ORDER 
ABLE FOR INTEGRATION Or STlrF 
ONOMOUS SYSTEM OF FIRST OROER 
ABLE FOR INTEGRATION OF STIFF 
LNGVECVEC COMPUTES IN 
LNGMATVEC COMPUTES IN 
LNGTAMVEC COMPUTES IN 
LNGMATMAT COMPUTES IN 
LNGTAMMAT COMPUTES IN 
LNGMATTAM COMPUTES IN 
LNGSEQVEC COMPUTES IN 
LNGSCAPR01 COMPUTES IN 
LNGSYMMATVEC COMPUTES IN 
UTES ALL, OR SOME CO~SECUTIVE 
UTES ALL, OR SOME CONSECUTIVE 
QRISYM COMPUTES ALL 
REAQRI CALCULATES THE 
TES ALL, OR SOME CONSECUTIVE, 
VALQRISYMTRI COMPUTES ALL 
COMPUTES ALL EIGENVECTORS AND 
UTES ALL, OR SOME CONS~CUTIVE 
UTES ALL, DR SOME CONSECUTIVE 
QRIVALSYMl COMPUTES ALL 
QR1VALSYM2 COMPUTES ALL 
REAVALQRI CALCULATES T~E 
LCULATES THE REAL AND COMPLEX 
EIGVALHPM COMPUTES ALL 
COMPUTES ALL EIGENVECTORS AND 
QRIVALHRM COMPUTES ALL 
COMPUTES ALL EIGENVECTORS AND 
EIGVALCOM COMPUTES ALL 
COMPUTES ALL EIGENVECTORS AND 
VALQRICOM COMPUTES ALL 
COMPUTES ALL E!GENVECTDRS ANO 
CORRESPONDING TO A GIV~N REAL 
RESPONDING TO A GIVEN COMPLFX 
QRISYMTRI COMPUTES ALL 
EIGHRM COMPUTES ALL 
QRIHRM corPUTES ALL 
EIGCOM COMPUTES ALL 
QRICOM COMPUTES ALL 
VECSYMTRI COMPUTE! 
E CONSECUTIVE EIGENVALUES AND 
E CONSECUTIVE EIGENVALUES AND 
COMPUTES ALL EIGENVALUES AND 
ALCULATES THE EIGENVALUES ANO 
REAVECHES CALCULATES T~E 
cOMVECHES CALCULATES T~E 
DIFFERENTIAL EOUATIONS, BY AN IMPLICIT, EXPONENTIALLY FITT[O, rlRST ORDER ONE-STEP METHOD WITH NO AU 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, 
OIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, BV AN IMPLICIT, EXPONENTIALLY FITTED, SECOND O~DER ONE-STEP METHOD WIT~ NO A 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, 
DOUBLE PRECISION THE SCALAR PRODUCT or TWO VECTORS, 
DOUBLE PRECISION THE SCALAR PRODUCT or A ROW VECTOR AND A VECTOR 
DOUBLE PRECISION THE SCA~AR PRODUCT OP A COLUMN VECTOR AND A VEC;OR, 
DOUBLE PRECISION THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF A ROW VECTOR ANO A COLUMN VECTO~, 
DOUBLE PRECISIO~ THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF TWO COLUMN VECT~RS, 
OOUBLE PRECISION THE SCALAR PRODUCT OP TWO ROW VECTORS, 
DOUBLE PRECISION THE SCALAR PRODUCT or TWO VECTORS 
DOUBLE PRECISION THE SCALAR PRODUCT O~ TWO VECTORS: 
DOUBLE PRECISION THE SCALAR PRODUCT OP A VECTOR ANO A ROW IN A SyMMETRIC MATRIX, 
OUPCOLVEC COPIES (PART OF) A VECTOR TO A COLUMN VECTOR, 
DUPMAT COPIES (PART UF) A MATRIX TO (AN OTHER) MATRIX, 
DUPROWVEC COPIES (PART Of) A VECTOR TO A ROW VECTOR, 
DUPVECCCL COPIES (PART 1f) A COLUMN V~CTDR TO A VECTOR, 
DUPVECRC~ COPIES (PART 1F) A ROW VECTOR TO A VECTOR, 
DUPVEC COPIES (PART UF) A VECTOR TO A VECTOR, 
EFERK SCLVES INITIAL VALUE PROBLEMS, GIVEN AS AN AUTONOMOUS SYSTEM OF FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EGUAT 
EFSIRK SOLVES INITIAL VALU~ PROB~EMS, GIVEN AS AN AUTONOMOUS SYSTEM OF FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUA 
EIGCOM COMPUTES ALL EIGENVECTORS AND EIGENVALUES OF A COMPLEX MATRIX, 
EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS Of A SYMMETRIC MATRIX, WHICH 15 STORED IN A ONE-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY, 
EIGENVALUES ANO EIGENVECTORS OF A SYMMETRIC MATRIX, W~ICH IS STORED IN A TWO-DIMENSIONAL A~RAY, 
EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS OF 4 SYMM~TRIC MATRIX SY ~R-ITERATtON 1 
EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS OF 4 REAL UPPER HESSENBERG MATRIX, PROVID~D THAT ALL EIGENVALUES ARE RE 
EIGENVALUES OF A SVMHETDIC TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX BY LINEAR INTERPOLATION USING A STURM SEQUENCE, 
EIGENVALUES OF A SYMMETRIC TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX BY QR-ITERATION, 
EIGENVALUES OF A SYMMETRIC TRIOIAGDNAL MATRIX 9Y QR-ITERATION, 
EIGENVALU~S Or A SYMMETRIC MATRIX, SToqEo IN A ONf-DIM~NSIDNAL ARRAV, ~y LINEAR INTERPOLATION USING 
EIGEHVALUES OF A SYMMETRIC MATRIX 1 STORED IN A TWO.DIMENSIONAL ARRAY, BY LINEAR INTERPOLATION USING 
EIGENVALUES OF A SVMMET~IC MATRIX, STORED IN A O~E-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY, BY QR•ITERATION, 
EIGENVALUES OF A SYMMETRIC MATRIX, STOqEo IN A T•O.Ol~ENSIONAL ARRAY, 9Y QR.ITERATION, 
EIGENVALUES OF A REAL UPPER HESSENSERG MATRIX, PROVIDED 7HAT ALL EIGENVALUES ARE REAL, BY ~EANS OF S 
EIGENVALUES OF A REAL UPPER HESSENBERG MATRIX RV MEA~S OF DOUBLE QR-ITERATION, 
EIGENVALUES OF A HERMITIAN MATRIX, 
EIGENVALUES OF A HERMITIAN MATRIX, 
EIGENVALUES OF A HERMITIAN MATRIX, 
£1GENVALUES OP A HERMITIAN MATRIX, 
EIGENVALUES OF A COMPLEX MATRIX, 
EIGENVALUES OF A CO"PLEX MATRIX, 
EIGENVALUES OF A COMPLEX UPPER HESSENRERG MATRIX WITH A REAL SUBDIAGONAL, 
EIGENVALUES OF A COMPLEX U~PER HESSENB~RG MATRIX WITH A REAL SUBOIAGONAL, 
EIGENVALUE Of A REAL UPPER HESSENB[RG MATRIX, BV MEANS OF INVERSE ITERATION, 
EIGENVALUE Of A REAL UPPER HesSENBERG MATRIX BV MfANS Of INVERSE ITERATION, 
EIGENVECTQAS ANO EIG~NVALues OF A SYMMETRIC TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX By QR.ITERATION, 
EIGENVECTORS AND EIGENVALUES or A HERMITIAN MATRIX, 
EIGENVECTORS ANO EIGENVALUES OF 4 HERMITIAN MATRIX, 
EIGENVECTORS ANO EIGENVALU[S OF A COMPLEX MATRIX, 
EIGENVECTO?S ANO EIGENVALUES OF A COMPLEX UPPER HESSEN9ERG MATRIX WITH A REAL SUBOIAGONAL, 
EIGENVECTORS OF A SYMMETRIC TRIDIAGDNAL MATRIX BY INVERSE ITERATION, 
EIGENVECTORS OF A SYMMETRIC MATRIX, WHICH JS STORED IN A ONE.DIMENSIONAL ARRAY, 
EIGENVECTORS Of A SYMMETRI~ ~ATRIX, w•ncH IS STORED IN A TWO.DIMENSIONAL ARRAY, 
EIGENVECTORS Of A SYMMETRIC MATRIX BY QR.ITERATION, 
EIGENVECTORS Of A REAL UPPER HESSENB!RG ~ATRIX, PROVIDED THAT ALL EIGENVALUES ARE REAL, BY MEANS OF 
EIGENVECTOR COR~ESPONOIHG ,0 A GIVEN RfAL EIGENVALUE OF A REAL UPPER HESSENBERG MATRIX, ev ~EA~S or 
EIGENVECTOR CORRESPONDING ,0 A GIV!N COMPLEX EIGENVA~UE OF A RfAL UPPE~ HESSENBERG MATRIX ev MEANS 0 
EIG~RM COMPUTES ALL EIGENVECTORS AND EIGENVALUES OF A HERMITIAN MATRIX, 
EIGSYMl COM~UTES ALL, O~ SOME CONSECU,IVE EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS Of A SYMMETRIC MATRIX, WHIC~ 
EIGSVM2 COMPUTES A~L. OR SOME CONSECUTIVE EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS Of A SYMMETRIC MATRIX, WHICH 
33130 D 
33130 0 
33131 D 
33131 0 
34410 Joi 
34411 H 
34412 Joi 
34413 H 
344.14 Joi 
34415 H 
34416 H 
34417 Joi 
34418 Joi 
31034 D 
3:1,035 D 
31032 D 
31033 D 
31031 0 
31030 D 
33120 c 
33160 c 
34375 G 
34l,56 E 
34154 E 
34163 E 
34166 F' 
34151 D 
34165 D 
34161 D 
341:>5 E 
34153 E 
:34164 E 
34102 E 
3411l0 f 
34190 F 
34368 G 
34369 G 
34370 G 
34H1 G 
34374 G 
34375 G 
34372 G 
34373 G 
34161 F 
34191 f 
34161 D 
34369 G 
34371 G 
34375 G 
34373 G 
34152 0 
341!>6 E 
34154 E 
34163 E 
34186 f 
34161 , 
34191 F 
34369 G 
34156 E 
34154 E 
38 
38 
38 
38 
!.4 
:14 
!.4 
!.4 
14 
14 
14 
14 
14 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
32 
34 
10 
12 
l2 
12 
16 
36 
36 
36 
12 
12 
12 
12 
16 
16 
6 
8 
8 
8 
10 
10 
12 
12 
16 
16 
36 
8 
6 
10 
12 
36 
12 
12 
12 
16 
16 
16 
8 
12 
12 
ICHROWCOL l~TERCHANGES 
ICHVEC INTERCHANGES 
ICHSEQVEC INTERCHA~GES 
ICHSEQ INTERCHANGES 
ICHCOL INTERCHANGES 
ICHROW INTERCHANGES 
ANO DELIVERS THE INDEX FOR AN 
ES ANO MODULUS OF THAT MA~RIX 
OF A BAND MATRIX 5Y GAUSSIAN 
OF A BAND MATRIX RY GAUSSIAN 
ITION OF A MAT~IX !V GAUSSIA~ 
LINEAR EQUATIONS ~y GAUSSIAN 
EQUILl8RATION AS PERFORMED PV 
EQUILIBRATION AS PERFORhED EY 
M OF FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL 
R ( NON-LINEAR ) D!FFERENTIA~ 
M Of FIRST ORDER CIFFEREhTIAL 
M OF FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL 
M OF FIRST ORDER CIFFERENTIAL 
M OF FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL 
M OF FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIA~ 
SOL SOLVES A $YSTEM OF ~IN!AR 
ELM SOLVES A SYSTEM Of ~INEAR 
ING FROM PARTIAL C!FFERENTIAL 
GRATION ~F STIFF ClfFERENTIAL 
GRATION OF STiFF DIFFEqENTIAL 
GRATION ~F ST1Ff CIFFERENTIAL 
GRATION OF STIFF DIFFERENTIAL 
GRATION Of STIFF DIFFERENTIAL 
0 SOLVES THE SYSTEM Of LINEAR 
OLUTION OF A SySTE~ OF LINEAR 
ERB SOLVES A SvSTEM OF LINEAR 
SOL SOLVES A SYSTEM OP LINEAR 
SOL SOLVES A SYSTEM OF LINEAR 
LVES A SYSTEM OF DIFFERENTIAL 
VE DEFINITE, SYSTEM OF LINEAR 
0 SOLVES THE SYSTEM OF LINEAR 
M OF FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL 
OF SECOND ORDER DIFFERENTIAL 
OF SECOND ORDER DIFFf.RENTIAL 
M OF FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL 
BND SOLVES A SYSTEM Of LINEAR 
EIGVALCCM COMPUTES ALL EIGENVALUES O~ 4 COMPLEX ~ATRIX, 
EIGVALHRM COMPUTES ALL EIGENVALU~S OF 4 HERMITIAN MATRIX, 
EIGVALSVM1 COMPUTES ALL, DR SOME C~NsecUTIVE EIGENVA~UES OF A SVMMETRIC MATRIX, STORED IN A ONE.Ol~E 
EIGVALSYM2 COMPUTES ALL, QR SOME CDNS~CUTIVE E1GENVA~UES OF A SYllMETRIC MATRIX, STORED IN A TWC.OIME 
ELEMENTS Of A RCW V~CTOR AND COLUMN VECTOR, 
ELEMENTS OF TWO VECTORS, 
ELE~ENTS OF TWO VECTORS, 
ELEMENTS OF TWO VECTORS, 
ELEMENTS Of TWO COLUMN VECTORS, 
ELE~ENTS OP TWO ROW VECTORS, 
ELEMENT MAXIMAL IN MODULUS, 
ELEMENT OF MAXl~UM AUSDLUT~ VALUE, 
ELIMINATION, 
ELIMINATIO~ ~ND SOLVES THE SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS, 
ELl~INATION WIT~ COM~INED PARTIAL ANO CO~PLETE PIVOTING, 
ELl~INATION WIT~ COMBINED PARTIAL AND COMPLETE PIVOTING, 
ELnCOLRC\J ADDS A SCALAR T1MES A ROii/ VECTOR TO A COLUMN VECTOR, 
EL~COLVEC ADDS A SCALAR TIMES A VECTOR TO A COLUMN VECTOR, 
ELf'COL ADDS A SCALA~ Tl~ES A COLUMN VECTOR TO ANOTHER COLUMN VECTOR, 
~Ll'COMCCL ADDS A coMµLEX NUMBER TIMES A COMPLEX CDLUM~ VECTOR TO ANOTHER COMPLEX COLUMN VECTOR, 
ELllCOMRCWVEC ADDS A CQMP~EX NUMBER TIMES A COMPLEX VECTOR TO A COMPLEX ROW VECTOR, 
ELl'COMVECCOL ADDS A COMPLEX NUM6eR Tl~!S A COMPLEX COLJMN VECTOR TO A COMPLEX VECTOR, 
ELMROWCCL ADDS A SCALAR T!MES A COLUMN VECTOR TQ A ROW VECTOR, 
ELMROWVEC ADDS A SCALAR TIMES A VECTOR TO A ROW ~ECTOR, 
ELllRD\1' ADDS A SCALAR TI '~ES A ROW VECTOR TO ANOTHER ROW VECTOR, 
ELllVECCCL ADDS A SCALAR T1MES A COLUMN VECTOR TO A VECTOR, 
ELIWECRC\i ADDS A SCALAR TI 11ES A RO\il vr.croR TQ A VECTOR. 
ELMVEC ADDS A SCALAR TIMES A VECTOR TD ANOTHER VECTOR, 
EC I LBRCCll, 
ECILBRCCM TRANSFOR~S A COMPLEX MATRIX INTO A S1Ml~AR !lUILl!RATED CO~PLEX MATRIX, 
EQ1LBR, 
EQILBR iRA'"SFQRPS A 11AT'l!X INTO.~ Sl"ll\.AR ELlUILl8RATED MATRIX, 
EQ'JA'l'!O~S, BY A ONEaSTEI> TAYLOR ME'!'HODJ THIS l~f.T·•O) IS PARTICU~ARLV SUITABLE FOR THE l"'TEGRATICN OF 
EOUATlo~s, BV A STAelLIZED RUNGE KUTTA METHOD WITH LIMITED STORAGE REQUIREMENTS, 
E~UA'IONS, BV AN EXPONE~T!ALLY FITTED, EXPLICIT qUNGE ~UTTA METHOD WHICH U~ES THE JACOBIAN ~ATRIX Ah 
EQUATIONS, 6Y Ah EXPUNE~T!ALcY FITTED, SEMI - IMa~iC!T RUNGE KUTTA METHOD; SUITAB~E FOR INTEGRATION 
EGUATiONS, ~v Ah 1MPL1C1T, EXPONENTIALLY F:TT!a, F1RST ORDER ONE-STEP METHOD WITH NO AUTOMATIC STEP 
EQUAT!OhS, ev AN 1llPL1C1T, EXPO~ENTIA~LY FtTTED, SECOND ORDER ONE-STEP METHOD WITH NO AUTO~ATIC STEP 
EQUA"'IOhS, ev OhE OF THE FOLLOll'l~G MU~TISTEP !·1fTliODSl ;;EARS, Al'lAllS - MOULTON, OR AOArlS • SASHFCRTl-i f" 
EQUAT!QhS 1 OF W~ICH THE TRIANGULARLY DECOMPOSED FORM OP THE ~ATR1X 1S G1VE~. 
[CUATIQNS, CF W"ICH THE TRIANGULARLY D~COMPOSED PORM or THE MATR'X IS GIVEN, 
EGUA.IJNS 1 PROVIDED H1G~ER ORDER DERIVITIVCS CAN 6E EASILY CBTA!~E), 
EQUATIONS, 
EQUATIONS, 
EQUA'l'l:JNS, 
[QUAT I ONS, 
EQUATIONS, 
EQUATIONS, 
EQlJATIQNS, 
EQUATIONS AND CCNPUTES ·~ UPPER BOUND roR ITS ERROR, 
EQUATIO~S AV CRCUT FACTORIZATION WIT~ PARTIAL PIVOTING, 
EQUATIONS BV GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION •ITrl COMBINED PARTIAL ANO CO~P~ETE PIVOTING, 
[QUATIONS B\I SN'ETIMLS :JSl>JG THE DEPErlDENT VARIABLE AS INTEGRATION VARIABLE, 
EQUATIONS ev Tl-<o METrlQ[l OF CONJUGATE GRA::J ! ENTS 
EQUATIONS BV T,.,E CHOLESKY METHOD, • 
EQUATIONS USING A 5•TH nRDER RUNGE KUTTA ~ETHOD, 
EQUATIONS USING A 5.TH nqoER RUNGE KUTTA METHO~. 
EQUATiO~S USING A ~.TH 1RDER RUNGf KUTTA ~ETHOOJ MO DERIVATIVES A~~OWED 0~ RIGHT HAND SIDE, 
EOUATIQ~S USING TME ARC ~E~GTH AS iNT~GRATiDN VARIAB~E, 
EGUATIO~S ~ITH BAND hATRIX 1 WHICH IS DECOMPOSED ~V DEC3ND, 
34374 G 10 
34368 G 8 
34155 E 12 
34153 E 12 
34033 D 10 
34030 D 10 
34034 0 10 
34035 o ~o 
34031 D 10 
34032 D 10 
31060 D 32 
34230 0 26 
34320 E 0 
34322 E 4 
34231 E 22 
34232 E 26 
34029 D 8 
34022 0 8 
34023 D 8 
34377 G 0 
34378 G 0 
34376 G 0 
34028 0 8 
34027 0 8 
34024 D 8 
34021 D 8 
34026 0 8 
34020 D 8 
343b2 G 16 
3431'.>1 G 16 
34174 f 12 
34173 F 12 
33040 c 26 
330<>o c 2e 
33120 c 32 
33160 c 34 
33130 f) 38 
33131 0 38 
33080 c 30 
34051 E 26 
34061 E 26 
33040 c 26 
330eo c 30 
33120 c 32 
33160 c 34 
33130 D 38 
33131 o 3S 
34322 E 4 
34241 E 22 
34243 E 26 
34301 E 26 
34232 E 26 
330li c 22 
34220 c 36 
34333 E 10 
33011 c 10 
33013 c 14 
3~015 c 18 
33016 c 24 
34011 ~ 4 
BND SOLVES A SYSTEM Of LINEAR 
SOLVES A SINGLE DIFFERENTIAL 
NGLE FIRST ORDER 01rPEREN11AL 
S A SECOND ORDER DIFFERENTIAL 
S A SECOND ORDER DIFFERENTIAL 
UTES THE ROOTS OF A QUADRATIC 
COMPLEX MATRIX INTO A SIMILAR 
FORMS A MATRIX l~TO A SIMILAR 
ORMATION CORRESPO~DING To T~E 
ORMATION CORRESPONDING To T~E 
ON AND AN UPPER BOUND FOR ITS 
MPUTES AN UPPER BCUND FOR ITS 
IX AND AN UPPER BOUND FOR ITS 
ERF CO~PUTES T~E 
OR FUNCTION AND COMPLEMENTARY 
MPUTES AN UPPER BCU~D FOR T~E 
COMEUCNRM COMPUTES TNE 
PCL 
NEWPCL 
THE RANGE [1/2,3/2]l ODD A~D 
EMEz (SECOND REMEz ALGOR1TH~) 
E ARGUMENTS; THE SECOND REMEZ 
, BY A~ EXPO~ENTIALLY FITTEC, 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, BY AN 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, BY AN 
AL EQUATIONS, BY AN IMPLICIT, 
AL EQUATIONS, BY AN IMPLICIT, 
POSITION OF A MATRIX BV CRO~T 
OF LINEAR EQUATIONS BY CROUT 
RK1 SOLVES A SINGLE 
RK1N SOLVES A SVSTEV CF 
RK5NA SOLVES A SYSTEM CF 
PROBLEM, GIVEN AS A SYSTEM CF 
PROBLEM, GIVEN AS A SYSTEM CF 
EN AS AN AUTONOMOUS SYSTEM OF 
EN AS AN AUTONOMOUS SYSTEM OF 
EN AS AN AUTONOMOUS SYSTEM OF 
EN AS AN AUTONOMOUS SYSTEM OF 
PROBLEM, GIVEN AS A SYSTEM CF 
QUATIONS, BV AN EXPONENTIALLY 
BV AN IMPLICIT, EXPONENTIALLY 
BY AN IMPLICIT, EXPONENTIALLY 
QUATIONS, BY AN EXPONENTIALLY 
ORMAL OR GAUSSIAN PROBABILITY 
ERF COMPUTES THE ERPOA 
COMPUTES THE INCO,PLETE GAMMA 
S THE RECIPROCAL OF THE GAMMA 
CTION AND COMPLEMENTARY ERROR 
GAM~A COMPUTES ThE GAMMA 
ATURAL LOGARITHM CF THE GAMMA 
ERT FORM) THAT APPROXIMATES A 
COMPUTES THE INCOMPLETE SETA 
COMPUTES THE INCOMPLETE BETA 
COMPUTES THE INCOMPLETE BETA 
EQUATIONS WITH SYMMETRIC POSITIV( OEflNITE BAND MATRIX, WHICh HAS BEEN DECOMPOSED 9V CHLDEC8ND, 
EQUATION BY so~ETIHES US!N~ A DEPEND~NT VARIABLE AS INTEGRATION VARIABLE. 
EQUATION USING A 5-TH oqOER RUNGt ~UTT4 METHOD, 
EQUATION USING A 5-TH oqoER RU~G~ KUTTA ~ETHOD, 
EQUATION USING A 5•Tt1 ORDER RUNG! KUTTA METHOD; NO DERIVATIVES ALLOWED DN RIGHT HAND SIDE, 
EQUATION WITH CCMPLEX CnEFflCIENTS, 
EQUILIBRATED co•PLEX MATRIX, 
EQUILl3RATED MATRIX, 
EQUILIBRATION AS PERFOR~ED BV fQILBR, 
EQUILIBRATION AS PERFORt1ED BY EDILBRCOM, 
f.RSE~M COMPUTES ·~ UPPER BOUND FOR T~~ ERROR IN THf. SOLUTION or A SYSTEM OF LIN~AR EQUATIONS, 
ERF COMPUTES THE ERRO~ 'UNCTIO~ ANO COMPLEMENTARY ERROR FUNCTION FOR A REAL ARGUMENTJ THESE FUNC,10~ 
ERROR, CF A SYSTEM Of LINEAR EQUATIO~S, Of WHICH THE TRIANGULARLY DECOMPOSED FORH OF THE MATRIX IS G 
ERROR, 
ERROR, 
ERROR FUNCTION AND COMPLEMENTARV ERROR FUNCTION FOR A REAL ARGUMENT; THESE FUNCTIONS ARE RELATED TO 
ERROR FUNCTION roR A RE'L ARGUMENT! THESE FUNCTIONS ARE RELATEP TO THE NORl\AL OR GAUSSIAN PROBIBILIT 
CRROR IN THE SOLUTION OF A SySTEM Of LINEAR EQUATIONS, 
EUCLIDEAN NORM OF A COMPLEX MATRIX, 
EULER CCl-IPU"'ES TtiE SU1" Of AN ALTERNATING SERIES, 
EVALUATES I POLVNOMIAL llV~N IN THE GRUNERT FORM ay THE HORNER SCHEME, 
EVALUATES A POLvNOlllAL GIV~N IN THE NEWTON FORM av THE HORNER SCHEME, 
EVEN PARTS ARE ALSO DELIVERED, 
EXC>"ANGES ''Ul'·BERS \/I TH '!UMBERS OUT OF A REFERENCE SET, 
EXCHANGE ALGORITHM IS USED FOR THIS MINIMAX POLY~OMIAL APPROXl~ATION, 
EXPLICIT RIJNGE KUT'T'A r••ETliOD WHICH USES T-;E JACOBIAN MATRIX AND AUTOMATIC STEP CONTROL; SUITABLE POR 
EXPCNENTIALLv FITTED, EXPLICIT RUNGE KUTTA METHOD WHICH USES THE JACOBIAN MATRIX AND AUTOMATIC ST!P 
EXPDNENT1ALLV FITTED, SEMI • IMPLICIT RUNGE KUTTA METHOD; SUITABLE FOR INTEGRATION OF STIFF DIFFEREN 
EXPONENTIALLY FlTTEO, FIRST ORDER ONE.STEP METHOD WITH NO AUTOMATIC STEP CONTROLJ SUITABLE FOR INTEG 
EXPONENTIALLY FITTED, S~COND OROER ONE.STEP METHOD WITH NO AUTOMATIC STEP CONTROLJ SUITABLE FOR INTE 
FACTORIZATION WITH PARTIAL PIVOTING, 
FACTORIZATION WITH PARTIAL PIVOTING, 
FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION USING A 5•TH ORDER RUNGE KUTTA METHOD, 
FIRST ORDER DIFF~RENTIAL EQUATIONS USING A 5-TH ORDER RUNGE KUTTA METHOD, 
FIRST ORDER DIFFERE~TIAL EDUATIONS USING THE ARC LENGTH AS INTEGRATION VARIABLE, 
F1~ST ORDER DIFFERE~TIAL EQUATIONS, BY A ONE-STEP TAYLOR METHOD; THIS METHOD IS PARTICULARLY SUITAB~ 
FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, AV ONE OF ~HE FOLLOWING MULTISTEP µETHnDS: GEARS, ADAMS - ~OULTD 
FIRST ORDER 01FFEREllTIAL EQUATIONS, BV AN EXPONE~TIALLY Fl•TED, EXPLICIT RUNG~ KUTTA METHOD WHIC~ US 
FIRST QRDER D1FFERE~T1AL EQUATIONS, av AN EXPONEMTIALLY FITTED, SEMI - IMPLICIT RUNGE KUTTA METHOD; 
FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, BY AN IMPLICIT, EXPONENTIALLV FITTED, FIRS' ORDER ONE.STEP METHD 
FIRST ORDER OIFFERE~TIAL EQUATIONS, BV AN IMPLICIT, EXPONENTIALLY FITTED, SECOND ORDER ONE-STEP MET~ 
r1PST ORDER ( NCN.LINEAQ ) DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, BV A STABILIZED RUNGE KUTTA METHOD WITH LIMITED s 
F1TTED, EXPLICIT RUNGE KUTTA METHOD W~IC~ USES THE JACOBIAN MATRIX AND AUTnMATIC STEP CONTROL! SUITA 
F1~TED, FIRST ORDER LINE.STEP METHOD WITH Nn AUTOMATIC STEP CONTROLJ su1TABLE FOR INTEGRATION OF STIF 
FITTED, SECOND CADER ONE.STEP MET~OD WIT~ NO AUTOMATIC STEP CONTROL; SUITA8LE FOR INTEGRATICN CF STI 
FITTED, SE~''. lfl?LILIT RUNGE KUT'!'A ME'l'HO[); SUITABLE f">R l"lTEGRA'l'ION OF STIFF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
FLEMIN ( OPTIMIZATION ) MINIMIZES A GIVEN DIFFERCNTIABLE FUNCTION OF SEVERAL VARIABLES BY A VARIABLE 
FLEUPD IS AN AUXILIARY PROeEDURE FOR OPTIMIZATION, 
FQPWARD !S AN AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR THE JNCOMP~ETE BETA FUNCTION, 
F"UMC"'l"lOf\, 
FUllCTION ANO CO~PLEMENTARY ERROR FUNCTION FOR A REAL A~GUMENT; THESE FUNCTIONS ARE RELATED TO THE NO 
FU~CT!ON ev PADE APPROXIMATIONS, 
FUNCTION FOR ARGuME~TS IN THE RANGE f1/2,3/2ll ODO A~D EVEN PA~TS ARE ALSO DELIVERED, 
Ful1c•101- FOR A REAL ARGJMENTj THfSE FUNCTIONS ARt: RE~A"!'ED TO THE NORMAL OR GAUSSIAN PROBABILITY FUNC 
FUllCT I 0~° FOR A REA~ ARG'J>\E~T, 
fUt:CTI01' FOR POSITl\IE A"GUME>;TS, 
FUNCTION GIVEN FUR DISCRETE ARGUMENTSJ THE SECOND REMEz EXCHANGE A~GORITHM IS USED FOR THIS MINIMAX 
FUllCTION :(X,P•N,Q),Ll<=X<•1,P>0,Q)Q, roR ill=OCl)NMAX, 
FUNCTION I (X,P,Q),0<=X<•1 1 P>O,Q>O, 
FUNCTION I IX,P,Q+N),0<=X<•1,P>0,0>0, POR N•011)NMAX, 
34332 E 10 
33016 c 20 
33010 c 8 
33012 c 12 
33014 c i6 
34345 0 24 
34361 G 16 
34173 f 12 
34i74 f 12 
34362 G 16 
34241 E 22 
35020 c 38 
34253 E 30 
34243 E 26 
34244 E 28 
35020 c 38 
350:20 c 38 
34241 E 22 
34359 G 20 
32010 D 28 
31040 c 0 
31041 c 2 
350b0 c 42 
36021 E 20 
36022 c 46 
33120 c 32 
33120 c 32 
33160 c 34 
33t30 0 38 
33131 D 38 
34300 E 22 
34301 E 26 
33010 C B 
33011 c 10 
33018 c 24 
33040 c 26 
33080 c 30 
33120 c 32 
33160 c 34 
33130 D 38 
33131 D 38 
33060 c 28 
33120 c 32 
33130 D 38 
33131 D 38 
33100 c 34 
34215 D 30 
34213 D 30 
35055 E 14 
35020 c 38 
35020 c 38 
35030 c 40 
35060 c 42 
35020 c 38 
35061 c 42 
35062 c 42 
36022 c 46 
35051 E 14 
35050 E i4 
35052 E 14 
ES THE OErlNfTE INTEGRAL OF A 
ES THE DEFINITE INTEGRA~ OF A 
ROIN SEARCHES FOR A ZERO OF A 
IMlzES A GIVEN OIFFEREN~IABLE 
IMlzES A GIVEN Dlfr~RENT1ABLE 
RECIP 
LOG 
OMGAM COMPUTES THE INCOMPLETE 
OMPUTES THE RECIPROCAL OF THE 
GAMMA COMPUTES T~E 
THE NATURAL LOGA~ITn~ OF T~E 
MPOSITION OF A BAND MATRIX ev 
MPOSITION OF A BAND ~ATR1X BV 
DECOMPOSITION OF A MATR1X ev 
SYSTEM OF LINEAH EQUATIONS BY 
ARE RELATED TO THE NORMAL OR 
FOLLOWING MULTISTEP ~ETHCDS: 
NS BV THE METHOD CF CON~UGATE 
NTATION FROM NEWTON FORM INTO 
TES A POLYNOMIAL GIVEN IN THE 
ICIENTS OF THE POLYNOMIAL (IN 
HSHHRMTRI TRANSfOR~S A 
IS UNITARY SIMILAR TO A GIVE~ 
COMPUTES ALL EIGENVALUES OF A 
NVECTORS AND EIGENVALUES CF A 
COMPUTES ALL EIGENVALUES OF A 
NVECTORS ANO E1GE~VALUES OF A 
THE CODIAGONAL ELEMENTS OF A 
L MATRIX INTO A SIMILAR UPPER 
E EIGENVALUES OF A REAL UPPER 
AL EIGENVALUE OF A REAL UPPER 
EIGENVECTORS OF A REAL UPPER 
X EIGENVALUES Of A REAL UPPER 
EX EIGENVALUC OF A REAL uPPf.R 
IGENVALUES Of A COMPLEX UPPER 
IGENVALUES Of A COMPLEX UPPER 
INTO A SIMILAR UNITARV UPPER 
HOMSOLSVP SOLVES A 
HOMSOL SOLVES A 
EN IN THE GRUNERT FORM BV T~E 
VEN IN THE NEWTON FOR~ dV T~E 
A SIMILAR TRIOIAGONAL ONE ev 
ORMATION CORRESPONDING TO THE 
A SIMILAR T?IDIAGONAL ONE ev 
ORMATION CORRESPONDING TO T~E 
COMPLEX MATRIX WITH A COMPLEX 
0 BIDIAG~NAL FORM BY MEANS OF 
LSQORTDEC PERFORMS THE 
FUNCTION OF ONE VARIABLE OVER A PINITE INTERVAL, 
FUNCTION OF ONE VARIABLE OVER A PINITF. OR INFINITE INTERVAL OR OVER A NUMBER OF CONSECUTIV~ INTE-VA~ 
FU'JCTION OF ONE VARIABLE IN A GIVf:N l"ITERVAL, 
FUNCTION or SEVERAL VARIABLES ev A V4RIABLE METRIC MET~OO, 
FUNCTION or SEVERAL VARIABLES By A VARIABLE METRIC MtT~OD, 
GAMMA COMPUTES THE R~CIPROCAL Of THE GAMMA FUNCTION PO~ ARGUMENTS IN THE RANGE [1/2 1 3/2)J OOO ANO EV 
<;ftfll'•A COMPUTES THE GAMM4 FUNCTION POR A REAL ARGUMENT, 
GAMMA COMPUTES THE NATURAL LOGARITHM OF THE GAMMA FUNCTION FOR POSITIVE ARGUMENTS, 
GAl'MA FUNCTION SY PACE APPROXIMATIONS, 
GAn~A FUNCTION FOR ARGU'1ENTS IN T~E RA~GE [l/2,3/2ll 01D AND EVEH PARTS ARE ALSO DELIVERED, 
GAµ~A FUNCTION FOR A REA~ ARGUME"IT, 
GA~~A FUNCTION FOR PUSIT!V! ARGUMENTS, 
GAUSSIAN ELIMINATIO~. 
GAUSSIAN ELIMINATIO~ ANO SOLVES THE SVSTEM OF LINEAR !JUATIONS, 
GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION Wl~H COMB!N!D PARTIAL ANO COMPL~Te PIVOTING, 
GAUSSIAN E~IMINATION Wl 9 H COMBINED PARTIAL AND ClMPLETE PIVOTING, 
GAUSSIAN PROBABILITY FUNCTION, 
GEARS, ADAMS - ~CULTON, OR ADAMS • BASHFORTH MET~OD; WITH AUTOMATIC STEP AHO ORDER CONTROL AND SUITA 
GRADIENTS, 
GRlJNERT FORM, 
GRUNERT FORM BV T~E HOR··IER SCHEME, 
GRUNERT FORM) T~AT APPR1XIMATES A FUNCTION GIVEN 'OR DISCRETE ARGUMENTSJ THE SECOND REMEZ EXCHANGE A 
GSSELM PERFORMS THE TRIANGULAR DECOMPOSITION OF A MATRIX BY GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION WITH COMBINED PART! 
GSSERB IS AN AUXILIARV PROCE~URE 'OR THE SOLUTIO~ Of LINEAR EQUATION WITH AN UPPER BOUND FOR THE ERR 
GSSINVERB COMPUTES THE !NV~RSE OP A MATRIX AND A~ UPP!~ BOUND 'OR ITS ERROR, 
GSSINV COMPUTES THE INVERse OF A MAT~I~. 
r,ss1•1soLERS co~PUTES A~ ITERATIVE~Y REFINED SOL~TION ~FA SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS, 
GSSITISCL COMPUTES AN ITERATIVELY ~E~INED SOLUTl~N OF A SVSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS, 
GSS~~I IS AN AUXILIARV PROCEDURE FOR THE ITERATIVELV REFINED SOLUTION OF A SVSTEM 0, LINEAR EOUATIO~ 
GSSSOLERB SOLVES A SVSTEM Of LINEAR EQUATIONS AND COMPJTES AN UPPER BOUND FOR ITS ERROR, 
GSSSOL SOLVES A SVST~M ~r LINEAR EQUAT10:1s BV GAJSSIAN ELIMINATION WITH COM81NED PARTIAL AND CCMPLET 
HERMITIAN MATRIX INTO A Sl~ILAR REAL SVMMETRIC T~IDIAGJNAL MATRIX, 
HERMITIAN MATRIX, 
HERMITIAN MATRIX, 
HERMITIAN MATRIX, 
HER~ITIAN MATRIX, 
HER~ITIAN MATRIX, 
~ERM!TIAN TRIOIAGONA~ MATRIX W~IC~ IS VNITARV Sl~ILAR TO A GIVEN HERM1TIAN MATRIX, 
HESSENBERG MATRIX BY THE WILKINSON TRANSFORMATION, 
HESSENBERG MATRIX, PROVIDED THAT ALL tlGENUALUES ARE REAL, BY MEANS OF SINGLE QR-ITERATION, 
HESSENBERG fl'ATRIX, BV M!!:ANS Of INVERSE ITERATION, 
HESSEN~ERG MATRIX, P~OV!DED THAT ALL C•GENVALUES ARE REAL, ev MEANS OF SINC.LE QR•ITERATION, 
HESSCNBERG MATRIX BV MEANS Of DOUBLE Q~•ITERATIO~, 
HESSENBERG MATRIX BV MEANS OF INV~RSE ITERATION, 
ltESSENBERG MATRIX \lllTH A REAL SUBOIAGONAL, 
HESSENBERG MATRIX WITH A REAL SU60IAGONAL, 
t1ESSEN~ERG MATRIX VITH A R~AL NO~wNEGATIVE SUBOIAGDNAL, 
HOMOGENEOUS svSTEM OF LINEAR E0UATI0~9, PROVIDED THAT ThE SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION 0, ThE COEFfl 
HOllCGENEOUS SVSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS BV MEANS DP SINJULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION, 
HOMSOLSVO SOLVES A HOMOGENEOUS SVSTEM Of LINEAR EQUATl~NS, PROVIDED THAT THE SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOS 
HOMSOL SOLVES A HOHOGfN~OUS SVST!~ OP LINEAR EnUATIONS BV MEANS OF SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITIO~, 
i!ORNER SCHEME, 
HORNER SCHE1>1E, 
t<OIJSEHOLOERS TRA>;SFORMA'l' I O"!, 
HOUSEHOLDERS TRANSfOQMA~ION AS P!R~DRMED av Tf~SVMTRl2, 
110USEHOLDERS TRAliSFORMAT I ON, 
HOUSEHOLDERS TRANSFORMATION AS PERFORMED BV TP~SYMTRl1, 
HOUSEHOLDER MATRIX, 
HOUSEHOLDER TRANSFORMATION, 
HOUSEHOLDER TRIANGULARIZATION OF T~E COEFFICIENT MATRIX OF A LINEAR LEAST SQUARES PROBLEM, 
32070 c 6 
32051 c 48 
342,50 f 18 
34214 D 30 
34215 D 30 
35060 c 42 
35061 c 42 
35062 c 42 
350.30 c 40 
35060 c 42 
35061 c 42 
35062 c 42 
34320 E 0 
34322 f 4 
34231 E 22 
34232 E 26 
35020 c 38 
33080 c 30 
34220 c 36 
31050 c 4 
31040 c 0 
36022 c 46 
34231 E 22 
34242 E 22 
34244 E 28 
34236 E 28 
34254 E 30 
34251 E 30 
34252 E 22 
34243 E 26 
34232 E 26 
34363 G 4 
34364 G 4 
34368 G B 
34369 G B 
34370 G 8 
34371 G B 
34364 ea 4 
34170 F !4 
341110 F 16 
3411:11 F 16 
3411:16 f 16 
34190 F 16 
34191 f 16 
34372 G 12 
34373 G 12 
34366 G 14 
3421:14 H 4 
34285 H 4 
34284 H 4 
3421!5 H 4 
31040 c 0 
31041 c 2 
34140 D 34 
34141 D 34 
34143 D 34 
34144 D 34 
34356 G 24 
34260 H 8 
3'1~34 E 32 
ANSFOAMAT!ON CORR~S?ONCING TO 
ANSFOAMATION co••EIPONDING TD 
OSTMULT!?LV!NG MATRIX USED ~V 
PAEMULTIPLvJNG MATRIX USED ev 
OIFPERENTIAL EQUAT10N5, ev AN 
DIFFERfNTiAL EQuATJONS, av ·-
EXPONfNTlALLV FITTED, SfMI p 
!NCBETA COl<PUTES Tf-E 
JBPFLUS~ CC~PUTES Tf-E 
!80PLUSN cor~P'lJTEs Tr-E 
N AUXILIARY PROCELUl>E FOR Tt-E 
ti AUXILIARY PROCEDURE F'OR i~t 
N AUXILIARY PqOCEDURE FOR Tf-E 
N AUXILf.l\RY PROCEtUllf: l"OR TrE 
!NCOfiGAM CQf1PUTES T~E 
01' A VECTOR ANO LEL1VERS Tt-E 
MAX MA,,_ FINDS Tt-<E 
ONE VARiA6LE OVER A PiNlTE CR 
ABSMAXVEC COPPUTES T~E 
1 t..i ! SVt-'D 
lN15YMRO\!i 
l ,.J l VEC 
! •1 I MAT 
IN 1 f-'ATO 
MULTiSTEP SOLVCS AN 
EFERK SOLVES 
EFSIRK SOLVES 
LINIGERl SOLVES 
LIN!GtR2 SOLVES 
MOOIFIEO TAVLOR SOLVES AN 
OOlrlED RUNGE KUTTA SOLVES AM 
ATURE 
ATURE 
COMPUTES THE DEFINITE 
COMPUTES THE UEF1N1TE 
PARTICULARLY SUITABLE FOR Tf-E 
CONTROL ANO SUITABLE FOR Tt-E 
IC STEP CONTROL; SUITABLE FOR 
GE KUTTA METHOD; SU!<ABLE FCR 
MSHCOMCOL TRINSFORHS A CDM~LEX V[CTOR INTO A VECTOR ~ROPORT!ON4L TO A UNIT VECTOR, 
l1SHCOMHES, 
HSHCOMMES TRANSFOQHS A COMPLEX MATRIX INTO A S!Ml~AR yq1TA~V UPP~A H[S!EM&!RG MAT~•X ~IT~ A ~l•L NO~ 
•<SHCOll<PRI> PllEMlll.,Tll>\,lfS A G0'41'1..E~ MATRIX WITH A C~MPl.,l!:l( HOUSEHOLD&~ Mt<'•RIX, 
HSHl<RMTll J VAi. DEL. i Vf!l!i f,<E MA 1 N t> I A,~O'IA<. fl.EME"ITS A~!l llflUAllE$ OF '!'HE COO AG!lNJH .. E1.l!:l>OE"T$ O~ A HEii!' IT I 
HSHl'!IIMTR I , 
HSHHRMTR! TRANSFORMS A ~fRN)T!AN ~ATRrX 1NTO A SIM!L4A ~EA~ §Y~~rTa1C TR!OlAGQNA~ MAT~I•, 
~SHR£AqtC TO T~At~SFOR~ A "AT~1~ INTO ~1D!AGONAL PO~•. 
HSHR[A5lD TO TftANSF"O~lt A MATRi)( 1!>4"f'O 'l\tOlA.GONAL Po::u~ .. 
HIH~eA~lO TAANSFDRf1S A ~eA~ ~ATRtX !-TO 5!01AG~NA~ ~o~·, av MEANS O' MQU&EH0LOER T~ANSPO~~AT!O~. 
!&PPLUSN COMPUTES T~l l~COMP~E~E 8!T4 ~UN(TiOH i (X,P•~ 1 Q),Q<g~~21,P>O,e>O, FO~ Na0(1)~•A•. 
1eOPLUSN COMPUTf9 THl l~CO~PLETE B£TA FUN(T!O~ i(X,P,Q4N),O<aX~z1,P~O,O>C- FOft -sO<lJ~MAX. 
ICHCOL 1NT~ACH•~GES ELEMENTS or T•O CO~UNN VECTOqS, 
!CH~OWCCL INTERCHANGES ELEMENTS O' A RO• VECTOR AND COLUMN VECTOR, 
lCH~OW 1MTfRCHANGES ELE'1~NTS O' TWO ROW VEC~n~s. 
<C~SEOVEC 1NTERCrlAN~ES ELEMENTS OF ~~O VECTORS, 
fCHSEQ INTERCHAN~ES ELFHENTS OF T~O V£CTCRS, 
fCHVEC INT!RCHANG£1 ELEMENTS or TWO VfCTO~s. 
!MPLlC1T, £XPO~ENTIALLV F1TTED, pjQ§T O~O!R n~E~ST!P ~ETHOD V!TH ~o AUTOMATIC !TEP CONTR~LJ ~U!T•ILl 
lM?LICtT, EXPO~ENTIAkLY P1~T[O, SECO~O ORDE~ ONE~STEP "1fT~OC W!TH ~O AUTOMAT1c S!EP CQNTQOL; §UiTAB~ 
!MPLlCJT RUNGE KUTTA ME~~OOS SU!TA8L! ro~ 1NTeGRAT1Q~ OF S~IFF O!rFEqE~T1AL fQlJAT10NS. 
lNCSE:TA C.O~PUTES THt. ;NCCY.PL.C:,.!! 8£'fA PUNCTiON '.(X 1 P,C),0<aX<:1 1 P::a-0 1 Q>Q. 
NCOnGAN COMPUT!S 'P1E l~COMPi...ETE G.A.MMA fi'UNCTiON dV PA.Of! APPROXJP'ATJOt..S. 
!NCOf~PLE.,.E: B£"i'A F'UNCT10~ 1 (X:,P,O) ,0<1!!1)(<:!,P>0 1 Q>·I. 
!~CQf1PL.ETE. BETA ruNCiiO•! I (X,P•N,Q),IJ<aX<:a1,P>0,'1)Q, F'l1R \1~0(1)!'-l'"\AX, 
1~COMPL.fTE BETA F"UNCi10•1 1 (X,P,O•N),fJ<eX<111,P>O,'.J>i1, P"OR N:Ocl)NMAX:, 
INCCt,P\..[iE. BE."l"A FUNC'ft0'"! 1 
1~COtlPL£¥E SETA FuNCT!ONt 
I NC0t1Pi..£TE SETA F'UNCT t 0*'4, 
INCOMPLfT( BETA FUNCTtO~, 
!NC0f1PLETE GA~µA rtiNCT1Q~ ev PADe APPqQX1~AT!QtjS, 
INDEX PCR A~ ELEM€NT MA~!MAL jN ~oou~us. 
INOIC!S ANO MODULUS or TYA~ MATRjX E~fMefJT o~ ~AXiMUH AS§OLUTE V•~UE, 
lh~lt•ITE i~Tf~VAL o~ ov~R A ~UMB~A or CONSECUTtVE tNTt~VALS, 
iNF1t4!Ty NORM or A VECT~R AHO OE~1VEQ~ THE i~OEK r~~ A~• [L~~ENT :4AX1~A~ JN ~oou~us. 
INIMATO INIT1ALIZES (PA~T OF) A DIAGONAL OR CODIAIONAL WITH A CO~STANT, 
INl~AT ik!TlAL•ZCS (PART OP) A M4Tq1x WITH A cn~STANT, 
!NiSVMt> !N!T!A!..-!ZES ""C()Oj/\GONAL. OP A. sv~HJiETR c 11ATRl)( WITH A cci...iSTANi, 
INfSVMRC~ !N!TIA~!ZES A ~OW OF A SVMMETR1C MATRlX W!T~ A CONSTA~T, 
INITIAL:Z~S A CCDIAGONAL or A SVMM~T•!C MATR x WITH A CONSTANT, 
iN TIALIZt~ A ROW OP A SVM~ETR!C MAT~1X ~ITH A CONSTANT, 
INITIALIZES (PA~T OF) A VECTOR WITH A CONSTA~T, 
INITIA~!ZES (?ART OF) A MATRIX WITH 4 CONSTAN~, 
!NITIALIZtS (pART DY) A Df4GONAL Oq CQDIAGONA~ Wl~H A CONSTANT, 
INITIAL VALUE PROBLtM, GIVEN AS • SVSTEM Of FIRST ORD~A OIFFEReN~IAL EQUATIONS, ev ONE OF T~E FOLLOW 
INITIAL VALUE PROBLfMS, GIVEN AS AN AUTONOMOUS SYSTEM DF FIRST ORDER DlffERENTIA~ EQUATIONS, Bv AN~ 
INITIAL VALUE PROBLEMS, GIVEN AS AN AUTONOMOUS SYSTEM OF FIRST ORDER D!FFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, Bv AN E 
INITIAL VALUE PR08LfMS, GIVEN AS AN &UTONO~OUS SVSTEM OF FIRST ORDER DIFFERENT!&~ EQUAT!ONS, Bv AN 
INITIAL VALUE PROBLEMS, GIVEN AS IN A~TONOHOUS SVSTEM OF FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIA~ EQUATIO~S, BY AN I 
INITIAL ( eou~DARY ) VALUE PR06LfM, Gii/EN AS A SYSTEM Of FIRST CADER DiFFERE~TIA~ EQUATIONS, ev A CM 
INITIAL ( BOUNDARY ) VALUE PROBL!~, GIVE~ AS A SVSTE~ OF FIRST ORDER ( NON.Ll~~AR ) DiFfEKE~TIAL !Ow 
iN!VEC INITIALIZES (PART or) A V£CTOR WITH A CONSTANT, 
INI IS AN AUX1LIAQV PROeEDURE roQ MiNl~AX APPQnX'MATID~. 
INTEGRAL OF I FUNCTION OP ONE VARIABLE oveA A Fl~1TE !~TERI/AL, 
INTEGRAL OF A FUNCTION nr nNE VA~IABLE OVER A F ., TE OR 1NFINITE INTERVAL OR OVER A NuM6ER OF CONSEC 
INTEGRAL ( QUADRATURE I COMPUT~S TME DEFIN1TE 1NTEGRAb OF A FUNC~ION QF ONE VIRllBL! OVER A FIM!~E 0 
1NTEGRAT!ON OF LARGE 5vSTErlS AR•SING F~DM PART!Ab OlffEREN~IAl.. EQUATIONS, PROVIDED HIGHEQ D~DER DE~I 
INTEGRATION OF STIFF DlfF[RENTIA~ (QUATIONS, 
INTEGRATION Of STIFF DlrFEqENTIA~ ~GUAT o~s. 
INTEGRATION Of ST1fr plffEAENTIA~ £Du~~!ONS, 
3o4U5 <i 24 
30111 G i4 
34366 G 14 
34J!H G 24 
34364 " 4 
34363 G 4 
34363 G 4 
JOH"' ~ 
342U >< l! 
34260 ,.. II 
3!!051 [ 14 
J!la52 1: 14 
34U1 o 1C 
340J3 D ilj 
34032 0 10 
34034 D 10 
34035 ll 11) 
34030 D 10 
3313G D ;rn 
33131 D 3!1 
33160 c 34 
350;)0 E 14 
35030 c 4Q 
3!10!10 [ 14 
35051 !'. 14 
35052 t 14 
35053 E 14 
350!H f 14 
35055 ~ 14 
35056 [ 14 
35030 c 40 
3l.OMI D 32 
34230 0 26 
32051 c 411 
31060 0 32 
31012 0 c 
31011 0 v 
31013 D 0 
31014 0 0 
31013 D 0 
31014 D 0 
31010 D 0 
31011 !) 0 
31012 D 0 
33060 c 30 
33120 c 32 
3311>0 c 34 
33130 0 38 
331.31 D 36 
33040 c 26 
33060 c 28 
3101 0 0 0 
3602C E 18 
32070 c 6 
32051 c 48 
320!>1 c 48 
33040 c 26 
33060 c :30 
33120 c 32 
33160 c 34 
IC STEP CONTROL; SUITABLE FOR 
IC STEP CONTROLI SUITABLE FCR 
USING A DEPENDENT VARIABLE AS 
ING THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE AS 
TIONS USING THE ARC LEN~TH AS 
IChVEC 
ICHSEOVEC 
ICHSEQ 
ICHCOL 
ICHRCW 
ICHROWCOL 
HE COEFFICIENTS OF TH~ NEWTCN 
TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX bY LINEAR 
·DIMENSIONAL ARRAY, BY LINEAR 
-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY, BV LINEAR 
OVER A NUMBER OF CONSECUTIVE 
MMETRIC TRIDIAGONAL llATRiX SY 
ESSENBERG MATRIX, BY /\EANS Of 
HESSENBERG MATRIX BY MEANS OF 
NV COMPUTES THE l•NORll Of Ti"E 
I NV COl1 PUTES Tt-<E 
DECINV corPUTES THE 
INV1 CO~PUTES Ti"E 
GSSINV COMPUT~S THE 
GSSINVERB COMPUTES THE 
DINVSVD CALCULATES THE PSEUDO 
PSDINV CALCULATES THE PSEUDO 
CHLINV2 COMPUTES ThE 
CHLINVl COl\PUTES THE 
, BY THE CHOLESKY METhDO, THE 
, BY THE CHOLESKY METHOD, THE 
THE DIAGONAL ELErENTS OF T~E 
THE DIAGDNA~ ELE~ENTS OF THE 
TRI DIAGONAL llATR IX BV 1 l•VERSE 
G MATRIX, BY MEANS OF INVERSE 
RG MATRIX BY MEANS OF I i'<VERSE 
ITISOL COMPUTES AN 
GSSITISOL CO~PUT[S AN 
IT I SOLE RO COfAptJTES AN 
GSS1T1SDLER~ COMPUTES AN 
THE INCOMPLETE BETA FUNCTION 
THE INC~MPLETE BETA FUNCTION 
THE INCOMPL[TE BETA FUNCTION 
E KUTTA ~ETHOO WHICH USES THE 
!TABLE FOR THE INTEGRATION OF 
OEFFICIENT MATRIX OF A LINEAR 
EfFICIENT MA 7 RIX) OF A LINEAR 
LSDSOL SOLVES A LINEAR 
LSQORTDECSOL SOLVES A LINEAR 
SOLSVDOVR CALCULATES THE 
SOLOVR CALCULATES T~E 
SOLSVDUND CALCULATES THE BEST 
SOLUND CALCULA~ES TH~ BEST 
NTIAL EQUATIONS USING THE ARC 
INTEGRATION OF STIFF DIFFERENTIAL ~DUATIONS, 
INTEGRATION OF STIFP Qlff(qENTIAL EQUATIONS, 
INTEGRATION VARIABLE, 
INTEGRATION VARIABLE, 
INTEGRATION VARIASLE, 
INTERCHANGES ELEMENTS OF TWO VECTORS, 
INTERCHANGES ELEMENTS OF TWO VECTORS, 
INTERCHANGES ELEMENTS o~ TIO V!CTO~s. 
INTERCHANGES ELEMENTS Of TIO COLUMN VECTORS, 
INTERCHANGES ELEMENTS O~ TIO ROW VECTORS, 
INTERCHANGES ELEMENTS o~ A Row VECTOR AND COLUMN VECTOR, 
INTERPOLATION PCLYNOHIAL FOR GIVEN A~GUHENTS AHD ruNCTiON VALUES, 
INTERPOLATION USING A STURM SEQUENCE, 
INTERPOLATION USING A STURM SEQUENCE, 
INTERPOLATION USING A STURM SEQUENCE, 
INTERVALS, 
INV1 co•PUTES THE INVERSE OF A MATRIX OF WHICH TH! TRIANGULARLV DECOMPOSED FORM IS GIVEN, 
INVERSE I TE RAT I ON, 
INVERSE 1TERATIO'<, 
INVERSE ITERATION, 
INVERSE OF A MAT~IX 1 WHICH IS TRIANGULARLY DECOMPOSED, 
INVERSE Of A MATRIX OF ~HICH THE TRIANGULARLY nECDMPOSED FORM IS GIVEN, 
INVERSE OF A MATRIX, 
INVERSE OF A MATRIX OF WHICH T~E TRl~N~ULAR~V DECOMPOSED FORM jS GIVEN, 
INVERSE Of A MATRIX, 
INVERSE Of A MATRIX AND AN UPPER SOUND FOR ITS ERROR, 
INVERSE Of A MATRIX, PRiVIOED THAT TH~ SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION IS GIVEN, 
NVERSE OF A MATRIX dY ~EANS DP THE SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION, 
INVERSE OF A SV~METRIC POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRIX WHICH ~AS BEEN DECOMPOSED 9Y CH~DEC2, 
INVERSE OF A SY,METRIC POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRIX dh1CH ~AS 9EEN DECOMPOSED ~y CHLDECl, 
INVEqSE OF A SY~MET~IC POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRIX, S9 0R!D IN A TWO.DIMENSIONAL APRAY, 
INVERSE OF A SY~11ET4iC POSITIVE OEPINITE MATRIX, STORED IN A ONE.DIMENSIONAL ARRAY, 
INVERSE nF M'M (II COEFFICIENT MATRIX) OF A LINEAR LEAST SQUARES pROB~EM, 
INVERSE OF M'M (~COEFFICIENT MATRIX), 
INV COMPUTES THE INVERS~ OF A MATRIX Of WHICH THE TRIA~GULARLY DECOMPOSED FORM IS GIVEN, 
ITERATICN, 
t'TERATICN, 
ITERATICN, 
iTfRATIVELV REFINED SOLUTION OF A SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS, THE MATRIX OF WHICH IS GIVEN IN ITS TR 
ITERATIVELY REFINED SOLUTION OF A SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS, 
ITERATIVELY REFINED SOLUTION AND AN UPPER BOUND FOR ITS ERROR, OP A SYSTEM CF LINEAR EDUATICNS, OF W 
ITERATIVELY REFINED SOL'!TION Of A SYSTEM OF LINEAR EDUATIONS, 
ITISOLERB COMPUTES AN 17ERATiVELY REFINED SOLUTION AND AN UPPER BOUND FOR ITS ERROR, OF A SYSTEM OF 
•TISOL COMPUTES AN ITERATIVELY REPINED SOLUTION Of A SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS, THE MATRIX OF W~ICH 
IXPFIX IS AN AUXILIARY PROCEDU~E roR 'HE INCOMPLETE BETA FUNCTION, 
IXGf IX IS AN AUXILIA~Y PROCEDURE roR T~E INCOMPLETE BETA FUNCTI04, 
l(X,P+N,Q),0<oX<•1,P>O,Q>0 1 FOR Na0(1)NMAX, 
l(X,P,Q+N),Q<=X<=l.P>O,G>O, FOR Ncn(1)NMAX, 
I (X,P,0),0<•X<=1,P>0,Q>O, 
JACOBIAN MATRIX AND AUTOMATIC ST~P CONTROL; SUITABLE FOR INTEGRATION OF STIFF DlfFERENTlaL EQUATIONS 
LARGE SYSTEMS ARISING FROM PARTIA~ OlfFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, PROVIDED HIGHER DADE~ DERIVATIVES CAN BE 
LEAST SQUARES PROBLEM, 
LEAST SQUARES PROBL~H. 
LEAST SQUARES PROBLEM, PROVIDED THAT 'HE COEFFICIENT MATRIX HAS BEEN DECOMPOSED ~y LSQORTDEC, 
LEAST SQUARES PROBLEM A~O COMPUTES THE DIAGONAL ELEMENTS Of TH! INVERSE OF M•M (M COEFFICIENT ~ATRIX 
LEAST SQUARES SOLUTION Of A OVERDETE~MINED SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS, PROVIDED THAT THE SINGULAR VA 
LEAST SQUARES SOLUTION Of A OVEROETERMINED SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS BY MEA~S OF SINGULAR VALUE DEC 
LEAST SGUARES SOLUTION Of A UNDEROET~RMINEO SVST~M Of LINEAR EQUATIONS, PROVIDED THAT THE SINGULAR V 
LEAST SGUARES SOLUTION Of A UNDEROETtRMINED SVST~~ Of LINEAR EQUATIONS BY MEANS Of SINGULAR VALUE OE 
LENGTH AS INTEGRATION VARIABLE, 
33130 0 38 
33131 0 38 
33016 c 20 
33017 c 22 
33018 c 24 
34030 D 10 
34034 D 10 
34035 o !O 
34031 0 10 
340.32 D 10 
34033 D 10 
36010 c 44 
34151 D 36 
34155 E 12 
34153 E 12 
32051 c 48 
34235 E 28 
34152 D 36 
34181 F 16 
34191 f 16 
34240 E 22 
34053 E 28 
34302 E 28 
34235 E 26 
34236 E 28 
34244 E 28 
34266 ~ 6 
34287 H 6 
34400 f 6 
34401 F 6 
34402 F 6 
34403 F 6 
34132 E 32 
3H35 E M 
340~3 E 28 
341:>2 D 36 
34181 F 16 
34191 f 16 
34250 E 30 
34251 E 30 
34253 E :50 
34254 E 30 
342:;3 E 30 
34250 E 30 
35054 E 14 
350:>3 E 14 
35051 E ~4 
35052 E ~4 
35050 E 14 
33120 c 32 
33040 c 26 
34134 E 32 
34132 E 32 
34131 E 34 
341,35 E 34 
34280 H 0 
342H H 0 
34282 H 2 
34283 H 2 
33018 c. 24 
POSITIVE DEFINITE, SYSTEM OF 
SOLBNO SOLVES A SYSTEM Of 
TION ANO SOLVES THE SYSTEM Of 
C"LSOLBNO SOLVES A SYSTEM OF 
TRIX AND SOLVES THE SYSTEM OF 
N THE SOLUTION OF A SYSTEM CF 
SOL SOLVES A SYSTEM OF 
OECSOL SOLVES A SYSTEM OF 
SOLELM SOLVES A SVSTEM OF 
GSSSOL SOLVES A SYSTEM CF 
GSSSOLERB SOLVES A SYSTE' OF 
FINED SOLUTION OF A SYSTEM OF 
FINED SOLUTION OF A SVSTEM Of 
FOR ITS ERROR, OF A SYSTEM OF 
FINED SOLUTION OF A SYSTEM OF 
CHLDEC2 ( 
CHLDEC1 ( 
C POSITIVE DEFINITE SVST[M OF 
C POSITIVE DEFINITE SYSTEM OF 
C POSITIVE DEFINITE SVSTEM OF 
C POSITIVE OEF!NITE SYSTEM Of 
OF A OVEROET[RMINED SVSTE' CF 
OF A OVERDETERMINED SYSTEM OF 
f A UNDEROETERMINED SYSTEM OF 
f A UNDERDETERMINED SVSTEM OF 
OLVES A HOMOGENEOUS SYSTEM CF 
OLVES A HOMOGENEOUS SYSTEM OF 
SOLTRI SOLVES A SYSTEM OF 
DECSOLTRI SOLVES A SYSTEM CF 
SOLTRIPIV SOLVES A SVSTEM OF 
PARTIAL PIVOTING A SYSTEM OF 
SOLSYMTRI SOLVES A SYSTEM OF 
CSOLSYMTRI SOLVES A SYSTEM OF 
MMETRIC TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX ev 
N A ONE-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY, ev 
NA TWD-DIMENS!ONAL ARRAY, BV 
F THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX OF A 
M (M COEFFICIENT MATRIX) Of A 
LSQSOL SOLVES A 
LSQORTDECSOL SOLVtS A 
OG GAMMA COMPUTES Th£ NATURAL 
ULATES, WITHOUT PIVOTING, THE 
5 1 WITH PARTIAL PIVOTING, T~E 
LINEAR EQUATIONS BY THE METHOD OF CONJUGATE GRADIENTS, 
LINEAR EQUATIONS WITli BAND MATRIX, WHICH IS DECOMPOS~D BV OECBND, 
LINEAR EQUATIONS, 
LINEAR EQUATIONS Wl'H SYMMETRIC POSITIVE DEFINITE BAND MATnlx, WHICH HAS eEEN DECOMPOSED BY CHLDeCBN 
LINEAR EQUATIONS BV THE CHDLESKY METHOD, 
LINEAR EQUATIONS, 
LINEAR EQUATIONS, OF WHICH THE TRIANGULARLY DECOMPOSED FORM OF THE MATRIX IS GIVEN, 
LINEAR EQUATIONS BY CROUT ~ACTORIZATION WITH PARTIAL PIVOTING, 
LINEAR EOUATIONS, OF WHICH THE TR\ANGU~ARLV DECOMPOSED FORM OF THE MATRIX IS GIVEN, 
LINEAR EQUATIONS SY GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION WITH COMBINED PARTIAL AMO COMPLETE PIVOTING, 
LINEAR EQUATIONS AND cO~PUTES AN UPP~R BOUND FOR ITS ERROR, 
LINEAR EQUATIONS, Tl•E MATRIX or WHICH IS GIVEN I~ ITS TRIANGULAR~V DECOMPOSED FORM, 
LINEAR EOUATIQNS, 
LINEAR EQUATIONS, Of WHICH THE TPIANGULARLV DECOMPOSED FORM OF THE MATRIX IS GIVEN, 
LINEAR EQUATIONS, 
LINEAR EQUATIONS ) COMPIJTES THE CHOL[SKY DECOMP051T10N OF A SYMMETRIC POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRIX, STOR 
LINEAR EOUATIONS ) COMPUTES THE CHOLES~V DECOMPOSITION OF A SVMMETRIC POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRIX, STOR 
LINEAR EQUATIONS, THE MATRIX BEING D'COMPOSED BY CHLOEC2, 
LINEAR EQUATIONS, THL MATRIX BEING DtCOMPOSED ~y CHLDEC1, 
LINEAR EQUATIONS ev THE CHOLESKV MfTHOO, THE MATRIX BEING STORED IN A TWO-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY, 
LINEAR EQUATIONS BY THE CHOLESKY METHOD, THE MATRIX BEING STORED IN A ONE-DIMENSIONAL ARRAV, 
LINEAR EQUATIONS, PROVIDED THAT THE SINGULAR VALUE O!COMPOSITION OP THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX IS GIVEN, 
LINEAR EOUATIONS BV MEANS OF SINGU~AR VALUE DECOMPOSITION, 
LltlEAR EQUATIONS, PROVIDED THAT TH[ SINGULAR VALUt DEC~MPOSITION OF THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX IS GIVEN, 
Li"EAR EQUATIONS BY tlEANS OF SINGU~A~ VALUE DECOMPOSITION, 
LINEAR EQUATIONS, PROVl~ED THAT TH[ SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION OF THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX IS GIVEN, 
Li~EAR EQUATIONS BV MEA~S OF SINGU~A~ VALUE DECOMPOSITION, 
LINEAR EQUATIONS WITH TRIDIAGONA~ CDEPFICIENT MATR!X 1 PROVIDED THAT THE LU DECOMPOSITION IS GIVEN, 
LINEAR EQUATIONS WITH TR!DIAGONAL COEFFICIENT MATRIX, 
LINEAR EQUATIONS WITH TR\DIAGONAL COEPFICIENT MATRIX, ?ROVIDED THAT THE LU DECOMPOSITION AS CALCULAT 
LINEAR EQUATIONS WITH TRIDIAGDNA~ COE~FICIENT MATRIX, 
LINEAR EQUATIONS WITH SyMMtTRIC TR!DIAGDNAL COEFFICIENT MATRIX, PROVIDED THAT THE U•DU DECOMPOSITION 
LllJEAR EQUATIONS WITH SYMMtTRIC TR!DIAGONAL COEFFICIENT MATRIX, 
LINEAR INTERPOLATION USING A STURM SEQUENCE, 
LINEAR INTERPOLATION USING A STURM SEQUENCE, 
Ll~EAR INTERPOLATION USING A STURM SEQUENCE, 
Ll~EAR LEAST SQUARES PR~BLEM, 
Ll~EAR LEAST SOUARES PROBLEM, 
LINEAR LEAST SOUARES PRD~LEM, PROVIDED THAT TH~ COEFFICIENT MATRIX HAS BEEN DECOMPOSED BY ~SQORTDEC, 
Ll~EAR LEAST SQUARES PROBLEM AND COMPUTES THE OIA~ONAL ELEMENTS Of THE INVERSE OF M•M (M COEFFICIENT 
LINEMIN IS AN AUXILIARV PROCEDURE FOR OPTIMlzA•ION, 
LINIGER1 SOLVES INITIAL VA~UE PROB~EMS, GIVEN AS 1AN AUTONOMOUS SYSTEM OF FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIA~ EQ 
LINIGER2 SOLVES INITIAL VA~UE PROBLEMS, GIVEN AS AN AUTONOMOUS SVSTEM OF FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQ 
LNGMATMAT COMPUTES IN DOUB~E PRECISION THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF A ROW VECTOR AND A COLUMN VECTOR, 
LNG~ATTAM COMPUTES IN DOUB~E PRECISION THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF TWO ROW VECTORS, 
LNGMATVEC COMPUTES IN DOUB~E PRECISION THE SCALAR PRDDUCT OF A Row VECTOR AND A VECTOR, 
LNGSCAPRD1 COMPUTES IN oouaLE PRECISION THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF TWO VECTORS, 
LNGSEQVEC COMPUTES IN noue~E PRECISION THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF TWO VECTORS, 
LNGSVMMATVEC COMPUTES I~ DOUBLE PRECISION THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF A VECTOR AND A ROW IN A SYMMETRIC MA 
LNGTAMMAT COMPUTES IN DoUB~E PRECISIO~ THE SCALAR PRODUCT Of TWO COLUMN VECTORS, 
LNGTAMVEC COMPUTES IN DOUB~E PRECISION THE SCALAR PRODUCT Of A COLUMN VECTOR AND A VECTOR, 
LNGVECVEC COMPU~ES IN DOUB~E PRECISIOI~ THE SCALA~ PRODUCT OF TWO VECTORS, 
LDGARIT~M OF THE GAMMA PUNCTION ,OR POSITIVE ARGUMENTS, 
LOG GAM~A COMPUTES THE ~ATURAL LOGARITHM Of T"E ~AMMA PUNCTION FOR POSITIVE ARGVMENTS, 
LSQDGLINV COMPUTES 'HE DIAGONA~ eLEMENTS OF THE !~VERSE OF' M•M (M COEFFICIENT MATRIX) OF A LINEAR LE 
LSOORTDECSOL SOLVES A LINEAR LEAST SQUARES PROBLEM ANO CO~PUTES THE 01AGONAL ELEMENTS Of T~E INVERSE 
LSQORTDEC PERFORMS THE ~OUSEHO~DER TRIANGULARlzATION OP THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX DP A LINEAR LEAST SQU 
LSOSOL SOLVES A ~!NEAR LEAST SQUARES PROB~EM, PRDV1oeo THAT THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX HAS BEEN OECO~POS 
LU DECO~POSITION OF A TRIDIAGONA~ MATRIX, 
LU DECO~POSIT10N OF A T~IDIAGONA~ MATRIX, 
34220 c 36 
34071 E 4 
34322 E 4 
34332 E 10 
34333 [ 10 
34241 E 22 
34051 E 26 
34301 E 26 
34061 E 26 
34232 E 26 
34243 E 26 
34250 E 30 
34251 E 30 
34253 E 30 
34254 E 30 
34~10 F' 0 
34311 F 0 
34390 f 4 
34391 F 4 
34392 F 4 
34393 f 4 
34260 H 0 
34261 H 0 
34282 " 2 
34263 H 2 
34264 H 4 
34285 H 4 
34424 H 18 
34425 H 18 
34427 H 18 
34428 H 18 
34421 H 22 
34422 H 22 
342,51 0 36 
34155 E 12 
34153 ~ 12 
34134 E 32 
34l,32 E 32 
343,31 E 34 
34135 E 34 
34210 D 30 
331.50 0 36 
33131 D 38 
34413 H i4 
34415 \<i 14 
34411 H 14 
34417 H i4 
H416 H 14 
34418 H 14 
34414 H 14 
34412 H 14 
3441Q H 14 
35062 c 42 
35062 c 42 
34132 E 32 
34135 E 34 
34134 E 32 
34131 E 34 
34423 H 16 
34426 H 16 
HSHHRMTRIVAL DELIVERS THE 
RS OF A SYMMETRIC TRIDIAGONAL 
ES OF A SYMMETRIC TRIDIAGONAL 
ES OF A SYMMETRIC TRIDIAGONAL 
ES OF A SYMMETRIC TRIDIAGONAL 
E INDICES AND MODULUS Of THAT 
v~c COMPUTES THE TRANSFORMING 
OUPMAT COPIES (PART OF) A 
NIMAT INITIAblZES (PART OF) A 
S A CODIAGONAL OF A SYM~ETRIC 
TIALIZES A ROW OF A SYMMETRIC 
VERS THE INDEX FOR AN ELEMENT 
LUE OF T~E NEW ROW ELEMENT OF 
LUS OF THAT MATRIX ELEMENT OF 
VERAL VARIABLES BY A VARIABLE 
VERAL VARIABLES BY A VAR1ARLE 
15 AN AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FCR 
GE ALGORITHM IS USED FOR THIS 
RNK1MIN ( OPTIMIZATION ) 
FLEMIN ( OPTIMIZATION ) 
DEX FOR AN ELEMENT MAXIMAL IN 
COMABS COMPUTES THE 
MAXMAT FINDS THE INDICES AND 
!STEP METHODS: GEARS, ADAMS • 
MULCOL 
COLCST 
COMCOLCST 
COMRO'NCST 
MU\.. ROW 
ROWC:ST 
MUl.,VEC 
COf'MUL 
I ONS, BY ONE OF THE FOL\.. OW I NG 
LOG GAMMA COMPUTES THE 
TES A POLYNOMIAL GIVEN IN THE 
D\..VNOMIAL REPRESENTATION fROM 
MINES THE COEFFICIENTS OF TH! 
AS A SYSTEM OF FIRST ORDER ( 
REASCL 
sc~CCM 
FUNCTIONS ARE RELATED TO TH~ 
EUCNRM COMPUTES THE EUC~IDeAN 
SMAXVEC COMPUTES THE INFINITY 
ONENRMINV COMPUTtS THE 1• 
COMMU\.. MULTIPLIES TIO C:OMPl..EX 
MAIN DIAGONAL ELEMENTS AND SQUAR!S or THE cOOIAGDNAL ELEMENTS CF A HERMITIAN TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX IMIC 
MATMAT COMPUTES THE SCA\..AR PRODUCT OP A ROW VECTO~ ANO COLUMN VECTOR, 
f1ATRIX ev INVERSE ITERATION, 
llATRIX BY 1..INEAR INTERPOl..ATION USING A STURM SEQUENCE, 
111TR1x ev 0RA1TERATION, 
llATRIX BY OR-ITERATION, 
f1ATR IX ELEMENT OF l~AX I MtJM ABSOl..UTE VA\..UE, 
HATRIX IN COMBINATION WITH PROCEDURE TFMSVMTRl2, 
MATRIX TO (AN OTHER) MATRIX, 
MATRIX WITH A CONSTANT, 
MATRIX WITH A CONSTANT, 
MATRIX WITH A CONSTANT, 
MATTAM COMPUTES THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF TWO ROW VEC'ORS, 
MATVEC COMPUTES THE SCALAR PRODUCT OP A ROW VECTOR ANO VECTCR, 
llAXELMRCW ADDS A SCALAR TIMES A ROW VCCTOR TO A Rew VECTOR, AhD RETURNS THE SUBSCRIPT VALUE OF THt ~ 
MAXIMAL IN MODULUS, 
MAXIMUM ABSOLUTE VA~UE, 
fiAX I MUM ABSOLUTE VALUE, 
MAX•AT FINDS THE INDICES A~D MODUbUS OF THAT MATRIX ELEMENT Df •AXIMUM ABSOLUTE VALUE, 
llE'l'RIC METHOD, 
METRIC ~ETHOD, 
MINIMAX APPROXIMATION, 
MINIMAX POLYNOMIAL APPROXIMATION, 
lilNllllZES A GIVEN DIFFEREN'IAB~E FUNCTION Of SEVERAL VARIABLES BY A VARIABLE ~ETRIC METHOD, 
MINIMIZES A GIVEN D!FFEQENTIABLE PUNCTION OF SEV!RAL VARIABLES BV A VARIABLE METRiC METHCD, 
r1r1WAXPCL DETER1o'INES THE COEFFICIEN1'5 (lf' THE POL'l'NOMIAL (IN GRUNERT FO~M) THAT .APPROXIMATES A FUNCTI 
f10Dlf1ED RUNGE KUT'l'A SOLVES AN l~ITIAL ( BOUNDARY ) VALUE PR06~EM, GIVEN AS A SVSTEM OF FIRST CROER 
!IQOIFIED TAVLOR SOLVES AN INITIAL { BOUNDARY ) VALUE ~R06LEM, GIVEN AS A SvSTEM Of FIRST ORDER DIFFE 
llODUL US, 
1'0DULUS OF A C0,.,PLEX NU"1BER, 
MODULUS OF THAT MATRIX ELEMENT OP MAXIMU~ ABSOLUTE VALUE, 
!\CULTON, OR AOAt<'S • BAS><fORTH ME'l'HOOJ WITH AUTOMA'l'IC STEP AND ORDER CONTROL AND SUITABLE FOR Ti-E INT 
t1ULCOL lfULTIPLl~S A COLUMN VEC'l'O~ ev A SCALAR, 
llULR0\11 1o'ULTIPLIES A ROW VECTOR BV A SCALAR STORING TH~ RESULT IN ANOTH~R VECTOR, 
llUL TI PLIES A COLUMN VECTOR BY A SCA~AR, 
llULTIPLIES A COLUMN VEC'l'OR Bv A SCALAR, 
'IUL T r PLIES A COtl.?LEX COLUM'I VECTOR B\I A COMPLEX WMBER, 
llULTIPLIES A COtlPLEX ROW VECTOR BV A COMPLEX NUMBER, 
MULTIPLIES A ROW VECTOR BV A SCAbAR $,ORIN& THE RESULT IN ANOTHER VECTOR, 
MUL'l?L!ES A ROW VECTOR BV A SCALAR &TORiNG THE RESUbT IN ANO~~ER ROWVECTOR, 
11ULTIPL1ES A VECTOR BY A SCALAR, 
MULTIPLIES TWO COMPbEX NUMBERS, 
MULT!STEP METHODS! GEARS, ADAMS • M0UL~ON 1 OR AOArs • BASHFORTH METHOD! WITH AUTOMATIC STEP AND ORDE 
MULTISTEP SOLVES AN INITIA~ VALUE PROBLEM, GIVEN AS A SYSTE~ Of PIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL ECUATIONS, 
MULVEC •ULTIPLIES A VECTOR BV A SClLAR, 
NATURAL LOGARIT~M Of THE GAMMA FUNCTION FOR POSITIVE ARGUMENTS, 
NEWGRN TRANSFORMS A POLVNOMIAL REP~ESfNTAT!ON rROM NeWTON FORM INTO GRUNERT FORM, 
NEWPOL EVALUATES A PDLVNOMJA\.. GIVEN IN THE NEWTON FORM BY THE HORNER SCHEME, 
NEWTON DETERMINES THE CQEFrlclENTS OF THE NEWTON INTERPOLATION POLYNOMIAL FOR GIVEN ARGUME~TS AND FU 
NEWTON FORM av THE HORNER SCHEME, 
NEWTON FORM INTO GRUNERT FORM, 
NEWTON INTERPOLATION POLYNOMIAL FOR GIVEN ARGUMENTS AND FUNCTION VALUES, 
NON-LINEAR ) DIFFERENTIA~ CQUATIQNS, av A $TA61LIZeo RUNGE KUTTA METHO~ WITH LIMITED STORAGE REQVIRE 
NORMALIZES THE COLUMNS Of A TWO•OIMENSIONAL ARRAV, 
NORMALIZES THE COLUMNS Of A COMPbEX M4TRIX, 
NORMAL CR GAUSSIAN PROBABILITY FUNCTION, 
NORM OF A COMPLEX MATRIX, 
NORM Of A vecTOR ANO DELIVERS THf INO!X FOR AN EkEMENT MAXIMAb 1N MODULUS, 
NORM OF THE INVERSE OP A MATRIX, WHl~H IS TRIANGULAR~V DECOMPOSED, 
NUMBERS, 
343b4 G 4 
34013 0 b 
341,52 D 36 
34151 0 36 
34165 0 36 
3411>1 0 36 
34230 D 26 
34142 0 34 
310.35 0 2 
31011 0 0 
31013 D 0 
31014 0 0 
34015 0 6 
34011 D 6 
34025 0 8 
31060 D 32 
34025 D 8 
34230 0 26 
34230 D 26 
34214 0 30 
34215 !l 30 
36020 E 18 
36022 c 46 
34214 D :IO 
34215 D 30 
36022 c 46 
33060 c 28 
33040 c 26 
31060 D 32 
34340 D 14 
34230 D 2b 
33060 c 30 
31022 0 4 
3:1.021 D 4 
~1022 0 4 
31:1.31 D 4 
34352 6 6 
34353 G 6 
31021 !) 4 
31132 0 4 
31020 0 4 
34341 D 20 
33080 c 30 
33080 c 3C 
31020 D 4 
35062 c 42 
31050 c 4 
31041 c 2 
36010 c 44 
31041 c 2 
31050 c 4 
31)010 c 44 
~3060 c 28 
34:1,83 F 8 
34:560 G 22 
~5020 c 38 
3<1359 G 20 
3~060 [) :s2 
34240 E 22 
34341 D 20 
s THE OUOTlENT or TWO COMPLEX 
UT£S THE ~OOULUS OF A COMPbE~ 
THf SQUARE ROOT OF A C0MPL£~ 
CARPOL TRANSFORMS A COMPLEX 
MlNTS IN THE RANGf !1/2 1 3/2JJ 
IS AN 
IS AN 
1S AN 
IS AN 
AVX I LI .\RV 
AUXILIARY 
AUXILIARY 
AU~IL<M!V 
PROCEDURE FOR 
PROCEDURE FOR 
PROCEDURE FOR 
PROCEDURE POR 
RNK1MIN ( 
PLEMIN ( 
THOOJ WITH AUTOMATlC STEP ANO 
~K1 SOLVfS A $1NGLE FIRST 
RK1N SOLVES A SYSTEM OF FIRST 
RK2 SOLVES A SfCONO 
K2N SOLVES A SvSTEM or SECOND 
RK3 SOLVES A SEC0h0 
~3N SOLVES A SVST[M OF SECOND 
K5NA SOLVES A svSTEM OF FIRST 
M, GIVEN AS A SYSTEM or FIRST 
M, GIVEN AS A SVSTEM or FIRST 
AN AUTONOMOUS SYSTEM or FIRST 
AN AUTONOMOVI SYSTEM Of FIRST 
AN AUTONOMOUS SVS~EM OF Fl~ST 
AN AUTONO~OUS svsrEM OF FIRST 
RE~TIAL EOUATJON USING A 5~TH 
M, GIVEN AS A SvSTEM o~ FiRST 
E LEAST SQUARES SOLVT 1 0N OF A 
E LEAST SQUARES SOLUTION or A 
!AN £L!M!NAT10N W1T~ COMSlNED 
JAN (LIM1NAT10N WITH COMBINED 
OF LARGE SYSTEMS ARISING FROM 
X BY CROUT fACTOR!ZATiOk WITH 
S BV CROUT FACTORIZATIO~ WITH 
DECTR1PIV CALCULATES, W1TH 
DECSOLTR1P1V SOLVES w:TH 
RANGE [l/2,312]; ODD A~D EVEN 
JPIY CALCULATES, W1Th PARTIAL 
VT FACTORIZATION WITH PAPTiAL 
COMBINED PARTIAL AND COMPLETE 
UT FACTORIZATIO~ w!TM PARTIAL 
COMBINED PARTIAL AND CO~PLETf 
SOLTRIPIV SO~VE5 wlTH PARTIAL 
IN CARTESIAN COORDINATES INTO 
JTrlM IS USED FOR TH!S M!~~P,AX 
S OF THE NEWTON JNTERPOLATION 
POL EVALUATES A 
NEWPCL f.VALUATES A 
NEWGR~ TRANSFOR~S A 
MINES THE COEFFIC•ENTS OF ·~E 
J GRAD SOLVES A SVMf:(1"R ! C AND 
DECOMPOSlTIO>I OF A SYMJ<.ETR IC 
HE DETER'llNANT OF A 5VMl4ETR c 
NEAR EQUATIONS WITH $YMHETRIC 
DECOMPOSITION OF A SVMt·,[TR I c 
DECOMPOSITION OF A SVMMfTR:1C 
DECOMPOSITION Of A SVMliiETRIC 
HE OETER'llNANT Of A SVMl<ETRIC 
NUMBERS, 
NUM8fR, 
NUMBER, 
NUMBER G1VfN IN CARTESIAN COORO!NATE9 1NTO POLAR COOROJNATES, 
DOD ANO EV[N ~ARTS A~E AbSO OE~IVERfD, ON[NRMINV COMPUTES THE 1•NORM OF TME INVERSE OF A MATRIX, WHICM 15 TRIANGULARLY DECOMPOSED, 
OPTIMIZATION, 
OPTIMIZATION, 
OPTIMIZATION, 
OPTIMIZATION, 
OPTIMIZATION ) MINIMIZES A GIVEN OIFPfRENTIABLE FUNCTION OF SfVE~AL VARIABLES ev A VARIABLE METRIC M OPTIMIZATION ) MINIMIZES A GIVfN Ol''ERENT!ABL~ FVNCTION or SEVE~AL VA~IABLES ev A VARIABLE METRIC M ORDER CONTROL ANO SUITAB~E fOR TME INf[GRATION o• $TIFr 01FrEREN,•AL EOUITIONS, ORDER DlFffRENTIAL ECUATIO~ USING A 5aTH ORDER RUNGE KUTTA METHOD, 
ORDER DIFFERENTIAL fOVATIONS USING A 5oTH DRD~R RVNGf KVTTA MfT~OD, 
ORDER OIFFfRENTIAL EQUATION USING A 5sTH ORDER RU~GE KUTTA M~~HOD, 
ORDER Dl~FfRENTtAL ~0UA~ION5 USING A 5-T~ ORDER R~NGe ~uTTA METHOD, ORDER DIPPEAENTIAL EOVATIO~ US!!~G A ~.TH ORDER RU~Ge KUTTA ME~~oo: NO OERIVATIV[S ALLOWED c~ RIG~T ~ ORDER D•YFERENTIAL EOUAT!ONS US•NG A 5.TH aRDE~ ~UNGE KUTTA M!~HOD1 ~o DER1VAT1VES ALLOWED CN ~•GMT ORDER OJFffRE~TIAL EUUATIONS Ul!NG T~e .~, ~ENGT~ AS INTEGRATION VAR•ae~E. ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EOuA•JO~S, ev A ON!.ST[P TAVLO~ METHODJ THIS METHOD IS PARTICULARLV §U•TABLE FOR OROEA DIFFERE~T·AL EUUATIQNS, av ONE OP THE FOLLOllNG MVLTiSTEP LlETHOOS: GEARS, AOIMS - •OULTO-, OR O~DER Ol~F£~E~T1AL EOUAT!ONS, BV AN £XPON£NT1ALLV FtTTEO, EXPLJC1T RWNGE KUTTA »ETHOD WH/C~ USfg THE OADER O!FFE~ENT'AL EUVITIONS, ev A~ KX•ONfNTIALLV FITTED, IEMI • !MPLICI' RUNGE KUTTA MfT"CDJ SUITAB ORDER D!FFCAENT!A~ fQLJA~lONS, ev AN IMPktCtT, tXPONE~TlA~LV r1~T[0 1 F1AST CADER O~E.STEP ~fTMCC ~iT~ ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EUuA•tONS, av A~ fMPLIC!T, EXPON!NT1ALLV ,lTTED, S[CO~D ORD~R ONE-STEP W[THCD w~T 
ORDER RvNGE KuTTA METHO~, ORDER ( NO~·LIN[A~ ) Dl•FERENTIA~ ~OVA~IONS, Bv A STA51LIZE0 RUNGE KUTTA METHOD Wi'H LIMITED STO~AGE OVERnETERMlNED SYSTEM OF LJNEAR ~QUAT!ONS, PROVIDED THAT THE S1NGVbA~ VALUr OECO~POSITION CF T~E CCf OVERDETtRM1NED SVSTtM OP ~!NEAA fQUA~1eNS BV MtA~S or SINGULAR VA~UE OECOMPOSiTION. 
PARTJAL AND co~PLETf PIVOTING, 
PART1A~ AhO COMPkE~E PIVCTjNG, 
PART1AL DIFFERENTIAL EOUATIONS, PROV!O!O H1GHER OROER DERIVATIVES CAN 6E EASILV OBTAINED, 
PAPT1AL P\VOT1NG, 
PARTIAL P!VQT1NG, 
PIATIAL PIVOTING, THE LU D~COMPOS!TION OF A TR1DIAGONAL MATRIX, PARTIAL PIVOTING A svsT~M OF LINCA~ EQUATIONS w1Th TR\DIAGONAL COEFFICIENT ~ATRIX, 
PARTS ARE ALSO DELIV<RED, 
PIVCTlNG, THE LU DECOMPOSITION OF A TRIOIAGDNAL ~ATRIX, 
PJVOTiNG, 
PiVOT!~G. 
PtVC~ING, 
P:VOTING, 
P;VOTING A svsTEM Of Ll~EAR EQUATiONS WITH TRIQIAGONAL COEFFICIENT MATAIX, 
POLAR CCORDINATES, 
POLYNOMIAL APpRCXIMATIO~, 
PCLVNOHllL FOR GIVEN ARGUMENTS AND fU"CT•ON VALUES, P0LVN0~1AL GIVEN IN THE GRUNERT PORM BV THE HORNER SCHE~E, 
PDLV~OHIAL GIVE~ tN THE 4EWTQN FORM 8V THE HORNER SCHEME, 
POLYNOMIAL REPRESENTATION PROM NflTON roRM INTO GRUNERT FOR~. 
POLVNOM•AL (IN GRUNERT FORM) THA~ APPROXIMATES A PUNCTiON GIVE~ FOR DISCRETE ARGUME~TSI THE SECOND R POL EVALUATES A POLYNOMIAL GIVEN IN THE GRUNERT FrRM BV THE HORhER SCH~ME, pos1~1vE DEflNITE, SVSTE~ OF Ll~•[AR [QUATiONS BV THE ~ETHOD OF CONJUGATE G~ADIE~TS, 
POSITIVE O~f INITE flATRIX BV THE CHO~ES~V METHOD, 
POSITIVE DEf 1N:TE MAT~IX 1 WHICH WAS BEEN DECOMPOSED BV CHLDECB~D, PoS•TIVE DEFINITE BAND ~~Tq1x, WHICH HAS 6EEN DECO~POSED ev CH~DECBND, 
POSITIVE DEFINITE BAND ~ATRll ANO $O~v[S THE svsTE~ Of LINEAR EOuATIDNS BV THE CHO~ESKV ~ETHOD, 
PCSIT!VE DEFINITE MATRIX, STORfD IN A TWO•~IMfNSICNAL ARRAY, 
POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRIX, STORED COLUMNllSE IN A ONE•Ol~ENSIONAL AQRAY, 
POSITIVE DEfl~ITE MATRIX 1 WHICH HAS BE~N OECOMPOS~D BV CH~OEC2, 
34342 0 22 
34341) 0 14 
34343 0 u 
34344 !I u 
35060 c 42 
34240 E ?? 
34210 o :so 
34211 D 30 
34U2 o :so 
34213 o ae 
34214 o Jc 
34215 I:) 30 
33080 c 30 
:!3010 c e 
33011 c 10 
33012 c l~ 
33013 c 14 
33014 c 16 
33015 C Hi 
33018 c 24 
330•0 c 26 
330110 c 30 
33120 c :l'.2 
33100 c 34 
33130 o 3e 
33131 D 311 
33010 c e 
33060 c :?6 
34280 M 
" 34261 H c 34231 E 22 
34232 e: 26 
331140 c 26 
34300 E 22 
34301 E 26 
34426 H 16 
34428 H 18 
3501>0 c 42 
34426 H 16 
34300 E 22 
34231 e 22 
343Vl E 26 
3~232 E 26 
34428 H 1S 
34344 0 18 
36022 c 46 
36010 c 44 
31040 c 0 
31041 c 2 
31050 c 4 
36022 c 46 
31040 c 0 
34no c 36 
34330 E 6 
34331 E 8 
34332 E 10 
34333 E 10 
34310 ' 0 
34311 F' 0 
34312 f 2 
H[ DETERMINANT OF A SVMMfTRIC 
CHL80L2 SOLVES A SYMMETRIC 
CHLl0L1 SOLVES A $VM~fTR1C 
CHLOECl0L2 SOLVES A SYM~ETR!C 
CHLDECS0L1 SOLVES A SVMMETRIC 
El THE INVERSE Of A SVMMETRIC 
El THE INVERSE OF A SYMHfTR1c 
o, THE INVERSE or A SYMMETRIC 
0 1 THE INVERSE OF A SYMMETRIC 
M OF A CONVERGENT SERIES W1TH 
PSTTFMMAT CALCULATES T~f 
HSHCOMPRO 
PRETFMMhT CALCULATES T~E 
TtD TO THE NORMAL OR GAUSSIAN 
EFERK SOLVES INITIAL VALUE 
ErSIRK SOLVES INITIAL VALUE 
LINIGER1 SOLVES 1~1TIAL VALUE 
LINIGER2 SOLVES INITIAL VALUE 
AN INITIAL ( BOUNtaRv ) VALUE 
AN INITIAL ( BOUNDARV l VALUE 
!STEP SOLVES AN l~ITIAL VALUE 
TAMVEC COMPUTES THE SCALAR 
N DOUBLE PRECISIO~ THE SCALAR 
MATVEC COMPUTES THE SCALAR 
MATMAT COMPUTES THE SCALAR 
N DOUBLE PRECISION THf SCALAR 
N DOUBLE PRECISION THf SCALAR 
SYMMATVEC COMPUTES THf SCALAR 
N DOUSLE PREC1S10k THE SCALAR 
VECVEC COllPUTES THE SCALAR 
TAMMAT COl1PUTES THE SCALAR 
MATTAM COMPUTES TH[ SCALAR 
SEQVEC CO"PUTES THE SCALAR 
SCAPRD1 COMPUTES THE SCALAR 
N 00U8LE PRECISION TME SCALAR 
H 00U8LE PRECISION THE SCALAR 
N DOUBLE PRECISlOh THE SCALAR 
N DOUBLE PR[CISlON THE SCALAR 
H DOUBLE PRECISIO~ T"E SCALAR 
PSDJNVSVO CALC~LATES T~E 
PSDINV CALCULATE~ T~E 
MMETRIC TRIDlAGONAL MATR1X ev 
M/llETlll I c TRI lJ ! AGONAL ~;ATR Ix ev 
N A ONE-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY, ev 
POSITIVE DEflNITE MATRIK 1 WHICH MAI IEEN DECO/llpO&lD BY CHLDEC1, 
POSITIVE DE,INITE SVSTEM or LINE4R EQU•TIONS, THE MAT•1x BEING O[COMPOIED AV CHLDEC2, 
POSITIVE DE,INITE SV9TEN or LINEAR EOUATIONS, THE MATRIX BEING O[COMPOIEO ~v CHLOEC1, 
POSITIVE D[flNITf SY&TEM or LINEAR EQUATIONS 8V TME CMOLEIV.Y METHOD, TME MATRIX 8[1NG STo•ro lh A Tw 
POSITIVf D[f INITE SYbTE~ or LINEAP EOUA~IONS BY THE CMOLESKY M~THOD, THE MATRIX eEJNG sTeAEO ·~ A e~ 
POSITIVE DEflNITL MATRIX WHICH HAS 8[f~ OECOM,OSED ev CHLOEC2, 
PeSITIVE DEflNITE MATRIX WMICH HAS BEEN DECOMPOSED BY CHLD~C1, 
PO~ITlVE D!flNITE HATRIX 1 STORED IN A TWO.OIMENSICNA~ ARRAY, 
POSITIVE 0£,INITE HATRIX, ITOR[O I~ A ONE•OIMENSICNA~ ARRAV, 
POSITIVE TERMS, USING T~E VAN WIJN&AAROEN TRANSFORMATION, 
POST"ULTIPLYING MATRIX USED BV HIMREABIO TO TRANS~ORM A MATRIX INTO B1DIAGONAL fORN, 
PREMULTIPLIES A COMPLEX MATRIX WITH A COMPLEX HO~SEHOLOER MATRIX, 
PREMULTIPLYING MATRIX USED BY HSHR!ABID TD TRANSFORM A MATRIX l~TO BIDIAGONAL FORM, 
PRETFMHAT CALCULATES THE PREMULTIPLVIN& MATRIX USED BY HSHREA810 TO TRANSFORtl A MATRIX l~TC 81DIAl0N 
PROBA51LITV FUNCTIO~. 
PROBLEMS, GIVEN AS A~ AqToNOMOUS SYST[M or F1RST eRoER DIFFERE~TIAL EQUATIONS, BY AN EXPON[NT!ALLY F 
P~OBLEHS, GIVEN AS AN AllTONOMOUS SYST[M OF f:RST ORDER DlffERE~T1AL EQUATIONS, SY AN tXPeNCNTIALLY r 
PROBLEMS, GIVEN AS AN AUTONOMOUS SYSTEM OF F<RST ORDER 01FFERE~T1AL EQUATIONS, IV AN IMPLICIT, EXPOH 
PR05LEMS, GIVEN AS AN AIJTONOMOUS SVST£M OF F1R5T ORDfR OlfFEREMTIA~ EQUAT10NS, 8Y AN IMPLICIT, EX,eN 
PROBLEM, GIVEN A5 A 5VSTEM OF FIRST ORDER OIFFERl~TIAL EQUAT10NS 1 BY A OME-STEP TAY~OR MtT~OOj THIS 
PROBLEM, GIVEN AS A SYSTEM Of F!RST O~OER ( NON •• INEAR ) DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION~, BY A STABILIZED ~UN 
PROBLEM, GIVEN A& A SYSTEM OF flAST OROER O•FFERfNTIAL EOUATIO~S, BY ONE OF TME FOL~OWING ~U~TIST[P 
PRODUCT Of A COLUMN VECTOR AND VECTOR, 
PRODUCT Of A COLUMN VfCTCR AND A VECTOR, 
PRODUCT OF A ROW VECTOR AHO VECTOR, 
PRODUCT OF A ROW VECTOR AND COLUM~ VECTOR, 
PRODUCT OF A ROW VECTOR AND A VECTOR, 
PRODUCT Of A ROW VECTOR ANO A COLUMN VECTOR, 
PROOUCT OF A VECTOR ~NO A ROW OF A SvMM[TR1C MATRIX, 
PRODUCT OF A VECTOR ANO A ROW IN A SYMMETRIC MATR1x, 
PROCUCT Of TWO vECTOWB, 
PRODllCT OF TWO COLlJMN VECTORS, 
PRODUCT OF TWO Row V~CTOPS, 
PRODUCT Of Two VECTOkl. 
PROCUCT OF TWO vECTOkS, 
PRODUCT or TWO VECTOkS. 
PRODUCT OF TWO COLUMN VfCTORS, 
PRCDUCT or TWO Row VECT~RS, 
PRODUCT OF TWO VECTORS. 
PRODUCT or TWO VECTOR&. 
PSrltJVSVD CALCULATES THE P5Euoo i~VERSf OF A NATq1x, pqov10Ec THAT THE SiNGU~AR VALUE OECC~POSITION 
Psr•tJV CALCULATES THL PSEUDO '~VfRSE or A MATR1x•ev ~!ANS or TNE SINGULAR VALU'- D[CONPOSITICN, 
PSEuOO INVERSE er A MATRIX, PROVIOlD TNAT THf. 5'~~ULAR VA~UE PfCO~POS•T10k ,5 G•V[N, 
PSEUOO INV[RSE er A MATRIX BV MEAHi 0, TME S1N&U.AR VA~UE OECOMP(J$1TJO~. 
p5TTfMMAT CALCULATES TH! P05TMULTIPLVl~G MATRIX UIEO IV HIHREAelD TO TRANSFORM A /llATQ1x 1NTC 9101AGO 
OA~RAT ( QUAORATURE l COMPUTES TH[ DEr1NJT£ 1N•Eu•AL OF A FUNCTION OF ONE VARIAf~E OVER A flNIT£ jNT 
OPICOM COMPUTES ALL EJG!NV!CTORS AND [IGENVALUES CF A COMPLEX UPP£~ HE~5EN~[RG MATRIX WITH A REAL S~ 
QRINRM COMPUTES ALL EIG!NVtCTORS ANO tlGENVALVES OF A HfR'"ITIA~ MATR1X, 
Ol:rlSllGVAL810 CALCULATfS TH[ SINGUl,,AR VA<.UES OF A lOfA~ 'l•OIAIOCMAL. MATI01• !Iv '"fA"S O' IMPLICIT Qi0-1TfR 
ORiSriGVALOfCBIO CALCULATES THE SINGUt.4• VALUE OECCMPOl1TJON or A RtAL. '"ATq1x OF WNICH A !IDIAGCNAI. D 
ORISUGVALDfC CALCULATES THE SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOS1T1JN OF A REAL MATR1X !IY M[ANI OF AN 1MPLIC1T QR 
OAIStJGVAL CAL.C~LATE9 TH[ SINGULAR VAt.U!S or A q[AL MATRIX AV MEANS OF AN IMPLICIT QR-1TERAT10~. 
QRISVMTR1 COMPUTES ALL £iGENVECTO~I ANO f IGENVALUfS OF A IYMMfTRIC TRIOIAGONAL •ATRIX ev QR.1T[RATID 
QRISY'" COMPUTES ALL LIG[NVALUES ANO EIGENVECTORS Cf' A SYMM~TRIC 'lATRIX 8V QR-1TfRATIO", 
QRIVALHRM COMPUTES ALL EIG[NVALU[S or A HfRMITIA" MATRIX, 
CRIVALSYM1 COMPUTES ~LL E1GENVALUEI 0, A IVMM[TllllC MATRIX, STORED IN A O"f-OIM[NSJONAL ARRAY, !v 0111. 
ORIVA~SVM2 COMPUTES ALL !IGENVA<.UEI Of' A IVMM[TRIC MATRIX, STORED IN A TW0-C1MENllONAL ARRAV, ev QR~ 
OR.ITERATION. 
0111- I TEl'lAT I ON. 
QR-1TER>'T•ON. 
34313 ' 2 
34390 , 4 
34391 , • 
34392 ,. 4 
34393 ,. 4 
34400 , 6 
34401 , 6 
34402 ,. 6 
34403 ' 6 
32020 E 16 
342b1 H 8 
34356 ' 24 
34262 H 8 
34262 H 8 
3!50ZO c 38 
33120 c 32 
33160 c :54 
331JO O 38 
33131 0 38 
33040 c 26 
33060 c 28 
330110 c 30 
34012 0 6 
34412 .. 14 
34011 0 6 
34013 D 6 
34411 H 14 
34413 .. l4 
34()111 0 6 
34418 H 14 
34010 0 6 
34014 D 6 
34015 D 6 
34016 0 6 
34017 0 f, 
34410 H 14 
34414 H 14 
34415 .. 14 
34416 .. 14 
34417 .. 1• 
3421!6 H 6 
3421!7 " " 
342116 H 6 
34287 " 6 
34261 H 8 
32070 c 6 
34:113 G 12 
34371 G 8 
34270 H 10 
34271 H 1C 
34273 H 12 
34272 .. 12 
34161 D 36 
34i63 r 12 
34J70 G IS 
34164 [ 12 
34162 [ 12 
3416' D 36 
34161 0 36 
34S.U E 12 
N A TWO-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY, BY 
TORS Of A SYMMETRIC MATRIX eY 
ARE REAL, BY MEANS Of SINGLE 
ARE REAL, BY MEANS Of SINGLE 
ERG MATRIX BY MEANS Of POUBLE 
L MATRIX BY MEANS Of IMPLICIT 
IVEN 1 BY MEANS Of AN IMPLICIT 
ATRIX BY MEANS Of AN IMPLICIT 
ATRIX BY MEANS Of AN IMPLICIT 
OMKWO COMPUTES THE ROOTS Of A 
QADRAT ( 
INTEGRAL ( 
COMDIV COMPUTES THE 
ATES THE SIN~ULAR VALUES Of A 
ATES THE SINGULAR VALUES Of A 
TFMREAHES TRANSf OR~S A 
HSHREABID TRANSFORMS A 
ULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION Of A 
TFMSYMTRl2 TRANSFORMS A 
TfMSYMTRll TRANSFORMS A 
RECIP G~MMA COMPUTES T~E 
TISOL COMPUTES AN ITERATIVELY 
TISOL COMPUTES AN ITERATIVELY 
OLERB COMPUTES AN ITERATIVELY 
OLERB COMPUTES AN ITERATIVELY 
SNOREMEZ (SECOND 
I SCRETE ARGUMENTS J TttE SECO~O 
EWGRN TRANSFORMS A POLYNOPIAL 
CONKWD COMPUTES T~E 
COMSQRT COMPUTES THE SQUARE 
ROTCOMCOL PERFORMS A 
ROTCOMROW PERFORMS A 
ROTCOL PERFORMS AN ELEMENTARY 
ROTROW PERFORMS A~ ELEMENTARY 
INISYMROW l~ITIALIZES A 
LAR PRODUCT OF A VECTOR AND A 
TES THE SCALAR PRCDUCT OF TWO 
INTERCHANGES ELE~ENTS OF TWO 
ARY ROTATION OPERATION ON TWO 
QR"ITERATION, 
QR•ITERATION, 
QR-ITERATION, 
CR· ITERATION, 
QR"ITERATION, 
CR-ITERATION, 
QR"ITERATION, 
CR-ITERATION, 
QR"ITERATION, 
OUADRATIC EQUATION WITH COMPLEX COEPFICIENTS, 
QUADRATURE ) CO~PUTES T~E DEFINITE INTEGRAL Of A FUNCTION Of ONE VARIABLE OVER A FINITE INTERVAL, 
QUADRATURE ) COMPUTES T~E DEFINITE l~TEGRAL Of A ~UNCTION OF ONE VARIARLE OVER A FINITE OR INFINITE 
QUOTIENT OF TWO COMPLEX NU~BERS, 
REAL BIOIAGONAL MATRIX BY MEANS or IMPLICIT QR.ITERATION, 
REAL MATRIX BY rEANS Of AN IMPLICIT QR.ITERATION, 
REAL MATRIX INTO A SIMILAR UPPER HESSE~BERG MATRIX BY THE WILKINSON TRANSFORMATION, 
REAL MATRIX INTO BIDIAGONAL FO~M BY MEANS OF HOUSEHOLDER TRANSFORMATION, 
REAL MATRIX Of WHICH A ~!DIAGONAL DECOMPOSITION IS GIVEN, BY MtANS Of AN IMPLICIT QR.ITERATION, 
REAL SY~METRIC ~ATRIX l~TO A SIMILAR TRIDIAGONAL ONE BY HOUSEH~LDERS TRANSFORMATION, 
REAL SY~MfTRIC ~ATRIX l~TO A SIMILAR TRIDIAGONAL ONE BY HOllSEHOLDERS TRANSFORMATION, 
REAQRI CALCULATES THE EIGE~VALUES ANO EIGENVECTORS OF A REAL UPPER HESSENBERG MATRIX, PROVIDED THAT 
REASCL NORMALIZES THE COLUMNS OF A TWO.DIMENSIONAL ARRAY, 
REAVALORI CALCULATES THe EIGENVALU~S OF A REAL UPPER HESSENBERG MATRIX, PROVIDED THAT ALL EIGENVALUE 
REAVECHES CALCULATES THE EIGENVECTOR CORRESPONDING TO A GIVEN REAL EIGENVALUE Of A REAL UPPER HESSEN 
RECIPROCAL OF T~E GAMMA FUNCTION roR ARGUMENTS JN THE RANGE ll/2,3/2ll ODD AND EVEN PARTS ARE ALSO p 
RECIP GAMMA COMPUTES THE RECIPROCA~ OF THE GAMMA FUNCTION FOR ARGUMENTS IN THE RANGE [l/213/211 DDD 
REFINED SOLUTION or A SyST!M OF ~INEAR EQUATIONS, THE MATRIX OF WHICH IS GIVEN IN ITS TRIANGULARLY D 
REFINED SOLUTION or A SYSTEM Of LINEAR EQUATIO~s. 
REFINED SOLUTION AtlD AN UPPER BOUND FQQ ITS ERROP 1 Of A SYSTE~ Of klNEAR EQUATIONS, OF W~ICH T~E TRI 
REFINED SOLUTION OF A SYSTeM OF ~!NEAR EQUATIONS, 
REMEZ ALGORITHM) EXCHANGES NUMBERS WI~~ NUMBERS OUT OF A REFERrNCE SET, 
REMEZ EXCHANGE ALGORITHM 18 USED roR THIS MINIMAX POLYNOMIAL APPROXIMATION, 
REPRESENTATION FRON ,NEWTON FORM INTO G~UNERT FORM, 
RK1h SOLVES A SYST~~ OF FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS USING A ~-TH ORDER RUNGE KUTTA METHOD, 
RKl SOLVES A SINGLE FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION USING A 5.TH ORDER RUNGE KUTTA METHOD, 
RK2N SOLVES A SVSTEM Of SECOND ORDER OIFFERENTIA~ EQUATIONS USING A 5.TH ORDER RUNGE KUTTA ~ET~oo, 
AK~ SOLVES A SECOND ORDER OIFFERCNTIAL EQUATION USING A 5•TH ORDER RUNGE KUTTA ~ETHOO, 
RK3N SOLVES A svsTEM Of SECOND ORDER OIFFERENTIA~ EQUATIONS USING A ~-TH ORDER RUNGE KUTTA ~ET~ODJ N 
RK3 SOLVES A SECOND ORDER DIFFERENTIA~ EQUATION USING A 5.TH ORDER RUNGE KUTTA METHOD! NO DERIVATIVE 
RK4A SOLVES A SINGLE p1rrERENTIAL f0UATION By SOMETIM!S USING A DEPENDENT VARIABLE AS INTEGRATION VA 
RK4NA SOLVES A svsTEM o~ DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS BV SOM!TIMES USING THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE AS INTEGRA 
RK5NA SOLVES A SySTEM Of f!RST O~DER OlffERE"TIA~ EQUATIONS USING THE ARC LENGTH AS INTEGRATION VARI 
RNK1MIN ( OPT1Ml2ATION , MINIMIZES A GIVEN DIFFERENTIA~LE FUNCTION OF SEVERAL VARIABLES 6Y A VARIABL 
RNK1UPD IS AN AUXILIARY PROCEOURE FOR OPTIMIZATION, 
ROOTS OF A QUADRATIC E0UATION WIT~ CO~PLEX COEFFICIENTS, 
ROOT OF A COMPLEX NUMBER, 
ROTATION ON Two COMPLEX COLU~N V~CTORS, 
ROTATION ON Two COMPLEX ROW VECTORS, 
ROTATION OPERATION ON T•O COLUMN VECTORS, 
ROTATION OPERATION ON Two ROW VECTOR!, 
ROTCOL PERFORMS AN ELEM~NTARV ROTATION OPERATION ON TWO COLUMN VECTORS, 
RCTCOMCCL P~RPORMS A ROTATION ON TWO COMPLEX COLUMN VECTORS, 
RCTCOMRCw PERFORMS A ROTATION ON TWO COMPLEX ROW VECTORS, 
ROTROW PERFORMS AN ELEMENTARY ROTATION OPERATION ON TWO ROW VECTORS, 
ROWCST ~ULTIPLl[S A ROW VECTOR 6¥ A SCALAR STOR!~G THt RESULT IN ANOTHER ROWVECTOR, 
RO~ OF A SYM"ETRIC MATRIX WITH A CONSTANT, 
ROW OF A SYMMETRIC MATRIX, 
ROW VECTORS, 
ROW VECTORS, 
ROV VECTORS, 
34S.62 E S.2 
3'1:1,63 E 12 
342,80 p 16 
342,86 f' 16 
34190 f 16 
34270 H 10 
34271 H 10 
34272 H 12 
34273 H 12 
34:545 0 24 
32070 c 6 
32051 c 48 
34342 D 22 
34270 H 10 
34272 H 12 
341,70 F 14 
34260 H a 
34271 H 10 
34i40 D 34 
34:1.43 0 34 
34186 F !.6 
3411l3 f 8 
34160 F 16 
34161 F 16 
35060 c 42 
35060 c 42 
34250 ! 30 
34251 E 30 
34253 E 30 
34254 E 30 
36021 E 20 
36022 c 46 
31050 c 4 
33011 c 10 
33010 c 8 
33013 c 14 
33012 c S.2 
33015 c 18 
33014 c 16 
33016 c 20 
33017 c 22 
33016 c 24 
34214 D 30 
34211 0 30 
34345 0 24 
34343 D 16 
34357 G 2 
34358 G 2 
34040 0 12 
34041 D 12 
34040 D 12 
34357 G 2 
34358 G 2 
34041 D 12 
31132 0 4 
31014 D 0 
34018 D 6 
34015 0 6 
34032 D 10 
34041 p 12 
PUTES THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF A 
PUTES THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF A 
OL INTERCHANGES ELEMENTS OF A 
MULROW ~ULTIPLIES A 
ROWCST VULTIPLIES A 
OMROWCST MULTIPLIES A COMPLEX 
DUPVECRoW COPIES (PART oF) A 
ELMROW ADDS A SCALAR TINES A 
MVECROW ADDS A SCALAR TIMES A 
MCOLROW ADDS A SCALAR TIMES A 
XELMROW ADDS A SCALAR TIMES A 
L EQUATION USING A 5-TH ORDER 
EQUATIONS USING A 5•TH oRDER 
L EQUATION USING A ~-TH ORDER 
EQUATIONS USING A 5-TH ORDER 
L EQUATION USING A 5-TH ORDER 
EQUATIONS USING A 5.TH ORDER 
AL EQUATIONS, BY A STAijlLIZED 
XPONENTIALLY FITTED, EXPLICIT 
IALLY FITTED, SEMI • IMPLICIT 
VECVEC CO~PUTES THE 
MATVEC COMPUT~S Tl-E 
TAMVEC COMPUTES Tl-E 
MATMAT COMPUTES Tl-E 
TAMMAT CO~PUTES Tl-E 
MATTAM COMPUTES THE 
SEOVEC COll!>UTES Tl-E 
SCAPR01 CO~PUTES THE 
SYMMATVEC COi 1PUTES Tl-E 
COMMATVEC COMPUTES THE 
PUTES IN OOU6LE PRECISION THE 
PUTES IN DOU~LE PRECl~ION Tl-E 
PUTES IN OOU~LE PWECISION THE 
PUTES IN OOUHLE PRECISION TrE 
PUTES IN OOUbLE PRECISION TrE 
PUTES IN DOUBLE PRECISION Trf 
PUTES IN DOUbLE PRECISION THE 
PUTES IN OOU3LE PRECISION TrE 
PUTES IN OOUHLE PRECISION TrE 
ELMVEC AOOS A 
ELMCOL ADDS A 
ELl'VECCOI. ADDS A 
ELMRO'I; ADDS A 
ELMCOLVEC ADDS A 
ELMVECROW ADDS A 
EL~1ROl!'VEC ADDS A 
EL~COLROW ADDS A 
ELMROWCOl. ADDS A 
MAXELMRUV ADDS A 
RK2 SOLVES A 
RK2N SOLVES A svSTEP CF 
RK3 SOLVES A 
RK3N SOLVES A SVSTt~ or 
SNOPEf'EZ ( 
N FOR DISCRETE ARGUl1EllTSJ TroE 
, BV AN EXPONENTIALLV FITTED, 
TES THE SUM Of AN ALTER~ATING 
ROW VECTOR AND VECTOR, 
ROW VECTOR AND COLUMN VECTOR. 
ROW VECTOR AND COLUMN V~CTOR, 
ROW VECTOR ev A SCALAR STORING THE RESULT IN ANOT~ER VECTOP., 
ROV VECTOR BY A 6CA~AR STORING THE RESULT IN ANOT~ER ~OWVECToR, 
ROW VECTOR BY A COMPLEX NUMBER, 
ROW VECTOR TO A VECTOR, 
ROW VECTOR To ANOTHER RnW VECTOR, 
ROW VECTOR TO A VECTOR, 
ROW VECTOR TO A COLUMN VECTOR, 
RCU VECTOR To A RoU VECTOR, ANO RETUR~S THE SUBSCRfpT VALUE OF THE NEW ROW ELEMENT OF MAXl~UM ABSOLU 
RUNGE KUTTA HET~OD, 
RUNGE KUTTA MET~ao. 
RUNGE KUTTA MET~OO, 
RUllGE KUTTA METl-<OD, 
RU•IGE KUTTA METl-<OD; NO OER(VATIV£S ALLOWED ON RlhHT NANO SIDE, 
RUNGE KUTTA METl-<OD; NO DERIVATIV£S ALLOWED ON Ql6~T HAND SIDE, 
RUNGE KUTTA MET~oo WITH LIMITED STOR4GE REQUIREMENTS, 
RUNGE KUTTA METHOD WHIC~ USES TH~ JACOBIAN MATRIX ANO AUTOMATIC STEP CDNTROL; SUITABLE FOR INTEGRATI 
?UNGE KUTTA MET ... oo; 6UITAB~E FOR INTCGRATION OF ITfFr DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, 
SCALAR PRODUCT CF TWO VECTORS, 
SCALAR PRODUCT OF A ROW VECTOR ANO VECTOR, 
SCALAR PRODUCT CF A COLUMN VECTO~ ANO VECTOR, 
SCALAR PRODUCT Of A ROW VECTOR ANO COLUMN VECTOR, 
SCALAR PRODUCT CF TWO CO~UMN VECTORS, 
SCALAR PRODUCT OF TWO R"~ VECTORS, 
SCALAR PRODUCT Of TWO VECTORS, 
SCALAR PRODUCT OF TWO VECTORS, 
SCALAR PRODUCT OF A VEC'OR AND A ROW OF A SVMMETRIC MATRIX, 
SCALAR PRODUCT CF A COMOLEX ROW VECTOR AND A COMPLEX V!CTOP, 
SCALAR PRODUCT CF Tiu VECTORS, 
SCALAR PRODUCT OF A ROW VECTOR ANO A VECTOR, 
SCALAR PRODUCT OF A LOLJMN VECTOR ANO A VECTOR, 
SCALAR PRODUCT CF A ROW VECTOR ANO A COLUMN VECTOR, 
SCALAR PRODUCT OF TWO CnLUMN VECTORS, 
SCALAR PROOUCT OF TIO Raw VECTORS, 
SCALAR PRODUCT CF TWO VECTORS, 
SCALAR PRODUCT CF TWO VECTORS, 
SC Al.. AR PRODUCT OF A VF(:'OR AND A QOW IN A SVfl'1ETR IC M,A1'R IX, 
SCALAR TIM~S A VECTOR TO ANOTHER VECTOR, 
SCALAR TIMES A COLUMN VECTOR TO ANOTHER COLU~N V~CTOR, 
SCALAR Tl'1fS A COLUMN VECTOR TO A VECTOR, I 
SCALAR TIMES A ROW VECTOR TO ANOTHfR ROW VECTOR, 
SCALAR TIMES A VECTOR TO A COLUMN VECTOR, 
SCALAR TIMES A ROW v~cTryR TO A VECTOR, 
SCALAR TIMES A VECTOR TO A ROW VECTO~. 
SCALAR TIMES A ROW VECTOR TO A COLUMN VECTOR, 
SCALAR TIMES A COLU~N V!CTDR TO A ROW VECTOR, 
SCALAR TIMES A ROW VECTOR TO A ROW VfCTOR 1 ANO RETURNS THE SU63CRIPT VALUE C• THE NEW RO~ ELEMENT OF 
SCAPRDl COMPUTES THE SCALAR PRODUCT O' TWO VECTORS, 
SCLCOM NOR'1ALIZES TH[ C0LU'1NS Of A CQHP~EX MATPI~, 
SECOllO CROER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION USING A 5-TH DROER RUNGE KUTTA METHOD, 
SECOND CROER DIFFERENTIAL ~QUAT10~S USING A 5.TH OROER RUNGE KUTTA METNOD, 
SECOHD C~O~ll DIFFERENTIAL tOUATION USl~G A 5-TH ORDER RUNGE KUTTA METHOD; HO DERIVATIVES ALLOWED ON 
SECOND CROER DlfrERENTIAL £QUATIONS USING A 5•TH ORDER RUNGE KUTTA METHOD; NO DERIVATIVES ALLD~ED ON 
SECOND REMEZ ALGORITHM) EXCHANGES NU~~tRS WITH NU~BERS OUT or A REfERE~CE SET, 
SECOND REM~Z EXCHANGE ALGORITHM IS USED FOR THIS MINIMAX POLYNOMIAL APPROXIMATION, 
SEMI • IMPLICIT RUNGE K•ITTA METHODJ SUITABLE FOR INTEGRATION OP STIFF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIO~S, 
SEOVEC COMPUTES THE SCALAR PRODUCT OP TWO VECTORS, 
SERIES, 
34011 0 6 
3'4013 0 6 
34033 0 10 
31021 D 4 
31132 D 4 
34353 G 6 
31031 D 2 
3'4024 0 8 
34026 D 8 
340'29 0 8 
34025 0 8 
33010 c a 
33011 c 10 
33012 c 12 
33013 c 14 
33014 c 16 
33015 c 18 
33060 c 28 
33l.20 c 32 
33160 c 34 
34010 D 6 
34011 0 6 
34012 D 6 
34013 D 6 
34014 0 6 
34015 D 6 
34016 0 6 
34017 D 6 
34018 0 6 
34354 G 16 
34410 H 14 
34411 H 14 
34H2 H 14 
34413 H 14 
34414 H 14 
34415 H 14 
34416 H 14 
34417 H 14 
34418 H 14 
34020 D 6 
34023 o e 
34021 D B 
34024 o e 
34022 D 8 
34026 D 8 
34027 o B 
34029 D B 
34028 0 8 
34025 0 8 
34017 0 6 
34360 G 22 
33012 c 12 
33013 c 14 
33014 c 16 
33015 c 18 
36021 E 20 
36022 c 46 
33160 c 34 
34016 D 6 
32010 0 28 
PUTES THE SUM Of A CONVERGENT 
EN DIFFERENTIABLE FUNCTION Cf 
EN DIFFERENTIABLE FUNCTION Of 
BR TRANSFORMS A MATRIX INTO A 
FORMS A COMPkEX MATRIX INTO A 
RMS A HERMITIAN MATRIX INTO A 
GONAL MATRIX WHICh 15 UN1TARY 
REAL SY~METRIC MATRIX INTO A 
REAL SYMMETRIC MATRIX INTO A 
FORMS A COMPLEX MATRIX INTO A 
ANSFORMS A REAL MATRIX INTO A 
RK4A SOLVES A 
RK1 SOLVES A 
QRISNGVALBID CALCULATES THE 
QRISNGVAL CALCULATES THE 
EQUATIONS, PROVIDED THAT THE 
LINEAR EQUATIONS BY MEANS OF 
EQUATIONS, PROVIDED THAT THE 
LINEAR EQUATIONS BY MEANS OF 
EQUATIONS, PROVl~ED THAT THE 
LINEAR EQUATIONS BY MEANS OF 
P A MATRIX, PROVIDED THAT THE 
E OF A MATRIX BY ~EAhS OF THE 
RISNGVALDECBID CALCULATES THE 
QRISNGVALDEC CALCULATES THE 
CALCULATES THE LEAST SQUARES 
CALCULATES THE LEAST SDUAQES 
ER BOUND FOR THE fRROR IN T~E 
ULATES THE BEST LfAST SQUARES 
ULATES THE BEST LEAST SQUARES 
MODIFIED TAVLCR 
MODIFIED RUNGE KUTTA 
f"UL'T1STEP 
HOM5QL5Vf, 
Hot' SOL 
LS050L 
LSQORTf'ECSOL 
RK2 
RK3 
RK1 
RK4A 
CONJ GRAD 
CHLSOL2 
CHLSOL: 
Ct<LDECSOL2 
CH1.DECSOL1 
RK1N 
RK2N 
RK3N 
RK4NA 
SERIES WITH POSITIVE TE~MS 1 USING TH~ VAN WIJNGAARDEN TRANSFORMATION, 
SEVERAL VARIABLES BY A VARIABLE METRIC METHOD, 
SEVERAL VARIABLES BY A VARIABLE METRIC METHOD, 
SIMILAR EQUILIB~ATED MA•RfX, 
SIMILAR EQUILIBRATED COMPLEX MAT~!~, 
SfMILAR REAL SY~METRrc TRJOIAGONAL MATRfX, 
SIMILAR TO A GIVEN HERMITIAN MATRIX, 
SIMILAR TRIDIAGONAL UNE 3Y HOUSEHOLDERS TRANSFORMATION, 
SIMILAR TRIOIAGONAL ONE 9Y HOUSEHO~D~RS TRANSFORMATION, 
SIMILAR UNITARY UPPER HoSSENBERG MATRIX WITH A REAL NON-NEGATIVE SUBDIAGONAL, 
Sil<ILAR UPPER HESSENBERG MATRIX 9Y TH~ Wll.KINSON TRANSFORMATION 
SINGLE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION BY SOMETIMES USING ~ DEPE~DENT VARiABl.E AS INTEGRATION VARIABLE, 
SINGLE FIR~T ORDER DIFFERE~TIAI. eQUATION USING A 5•T" ORDER RUNGE KUTTA METHOD, 
SINGULAR VAL.LIES OF A REAL. BIDIAGONAi. 'IATRIX fly MEANS OF IMPLICIT QR-ITERATION, 
SINGULAR VALUES OF A REAL HATRIX BY MEANS OF AN IMPLICIT QR-ITERATION, 
SINGULAR VALUE DECOrPOSITION OF THE COEFFICIE~T MATRIX fS GIVEN 
SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION, ' 
SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION OF THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX IS GIVEN, 
SI ilGUL.AR VALliE DE COMPOS IT! ON, 
SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPDSITION OP THE ~OEFFICIENT MATRIX IS GIVEN 
SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION, • 
SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION IS GIVEN 
SINGULAR VALUE 0EC0MP05f TION • 
SJNGlli.AR VALUE OECDf\POSITION,OP /\~EA!. MATRIX oF \jHICH A 81DIAG0tJAL DECOMPOSITION IS GIVEN 1 BY MEANS 
SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION OF A ~EAL MATRIX qy MEANS OF AN IMPLICIT QR.ITERATION, 
SNDREMEZ (SECOND REMEZ ALGORITHM) EXC'IANGES N~M5ERS WITH NU~BERS OUT OF A REFERENCE SET, 
SOLBND SOL.VES A SYSTEM OF ~l~EAR EQUATIONS WITH dAND MATRIX, WHICH IS DECOMPOSED BY DECBND, 
SCLELM SOLVES A SYSTEM OF ~!NEAR EQUATIONS, OF WHICH THE TRIANGU~ARLY OECOMPOSEO FORM OF T~E MATRIX 
SOLOVR CALCULATES THE LEAST SQUARES SOLUTION OF A OVERDETER~INED SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS BY MEANS 
SOLSVOOVR CALCULATES THE 1.~AST SQUIRES SOLUTION Of A OVERDETERMINED SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS, PROV 
SOLSVDUNO CALCULATES TH! BEST LEAST SQUARES SOLUTION OF A UNnERDETERMINED SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS 
SOLSYMTRI SOLVES A SVSTEM Of LINEAR EQUATIONS WITH SYMMETRIC TRIQIAGONAL COEFFICIENT MATRIX, PROVIDE 
SDLTRIPIV SOLVES A SYSTEM OF LIN~A~ EQUATIONS w1TH TRIDIAGONAL COEFFICIENT MATRIX, PROVIDED THAT THE 
SOLTQI SOLVES A SVSTEM OF ~l~EAR EQUATIOf<S WfTH TRJDIAGONAL COEFflCIENT MATRIX, PROVIDED TMAT THE LU 
SOLU~ID CALCULATES THE ~[ST LEAST SQU/\RES SOLUTIO~ OF A UNDERQETERMINED SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS BV 
SOLUTION OF A OVERDETfR~JNEO SYSTEM Of LINEAR EQUATIONS, PROVIDED THAT THE S!NGU~AR VALUE DECO~POSIT 
SOLUTl1N OF A OVERDETER'llN!D SVSTE~ or LINEAR £QUATiONS BY ~EA~S OF Sl~GULAR VA~UE DEcOMPOSITICN, 
SOLUTIQh OF A SVSTE~ OF LINEAR EOUATIDNS, 
SOLUTfOh or A UNDERDETERMl~EO SYSTEM OF L!NEAR EQUATIO~s. PROVIDED THAT THE SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSI 
SOLUTION OF A UNOEROETERMINED SVST~M OF LINEAR EQUATIO:/S ev MEANS Of SINGULAR VAkUE DECDMPOS1T1DN, 
SOLVES AN INITIAL ( BOU~DARY ) VALUE PROBLEM, GIVEN AS A SYSTEM Of FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATfON 
SOLVES A~ INITIAL I BOU~DARY ) VALUE PROqLEM, GllEN AS A SYSTEM Of FIRST ORDER ( NON.LINEAR ) DIFFER 
SOLVES A~ INITIAL VAl.UE 0 ROBLEM, GIVEN AS A svsTE~ OF FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL [QUATIONS, BY ONE OF 
SOLVES A HOMOGENEOUS SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS, PROVIDED THAT T>iE SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION Of T 
SOLVES A HOMOGENEOUS SYSTEM OF LINEAR fQUATIONS dV MEANS OF SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION, 
SOLVES A LINEAR LEAST SQUARES PROBLEM, PROVIDED THAT Tl~E COEFFICIENT MATRIX HAS BEEN DECOMPOSED SY ~ 
90LVES A LINEAR LEAST S~UARES PROB~EM AND COMPUTES THE DIAGONAL ELEMENTS OF THE INVERSE OF ~tM (M CO 
SOLVES A SECOND ORDER OIFP~RENTIAL EQUATfON USING A 5-TH OPDER RUNGE KUTTA METHOD, 
SOLVES A SECOND ORDER DIFfERENTIA~ EQUAT!ON USINu A 5.TH ORDER R~NGE KUTTA METHOD; NO DERIVATIVES AL 
SOLVES A SINGLE FIRST ORDEP DIFF~RENTl~L EQUATIO~ USfNG A 5-TH ORDER RLJNGE KUTTA METHOD, 
SOLVES I SINGLE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION BV SOMETIMES USl~G A DEPENDE~T VARIABLE AS INTEGRATiCN VARIABL 
SOLVES A SVMMETRIC AND POSITIVE OEPINITE, SYSTEM OF ~INEAR EQUATIONS BV THE METHDD OF CONJUGATE GRAD 
SOLVES A SYMMETRIC PUSl?JV~ DEPINITE SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS, THE MATRIX BEING DECOMPOSED BY CHLD 
SOLVES A SYMMETRIC POSITIVE DEFINITE SVSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS, THE MATRIX BEING DECOMPOSED BY CHLO 
SOLVES A SVMMETRIC Pos1~1vr DEFINITE SYSTEM OF LiNEAR EQUATIONS aY THE CHOLESKV METHOD, THE MATRIX e 
SOLVES A SYMMETRIC PUSITIVe DEFINITE SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS aY THE CHOLESKV METHOD, THE MATRIX B 
SOLVES A SYSTEM OF f1AS' ORDER DIPFERE~TIAL EQUATIONS USING A 5.TH ORDER RUNGE KUTTA METHOD, 
SOLVF.S A SYSTEM OF SECOND ORDER 01rFERENTIAL EQUA~IONS USING A 5.TH ORDER RUNGE KUTTA METHOD, 
SOLVES A SYSTEM Of SECO~D ORDER DIPFERENTIAL EQU~TIONS USING A 5.TH ORDER RUNGE KUTTA METHOD; NO DER 
SOLVES A SYSTEM OF DIFFF.RENTIAL eQUATIONS nY SOMETIMES USING THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE AS INTEGRATION v 
32020 E 16 
34214 0 30 
311215 0 30 
34173 f 12 
34361 G 16 
3431>3 G 4 
34364 G 4 
34140 D 34 
34143 D 34 
34;'f66 G 14 
34170 f 14 
33016 c 20 
33010 c 8 
34270 H 10 
34272 H 12 
3421:10 H 0 
34281 H 0 
34282 H 2 
34263 H 2 
34284 H 4 
34265 H 4 
34286 H 6 
34287 H 6 
34271 H 10 
34273 H 12 
36021 E 20 
34071 E 4 
34061 E 26 
34281 H 0 
34280 H 0 
34282 H 2 
34421 H 22 
34427 H 18 
34424 H 18 
34283 H 2 
3'4280 H 0 
34281 H Q 
34241 E 22 
34282 H 2 
342~3 H 2 
33040 c 26 
3301>0 c 28 
33060 c 30 
3421:14 H 4 
34285 H 4 
34131 E 34 
34135 E 34 
33012 c 12 
33014 c 16 
33010 C B 
33016 c 20 
34220 c 36 
34390 F 4 
34391 F 4 
34392 F 4 
34393 F 4 
33011 c 10 
33013 c 14 
33015 c 18 
33017 c 22 
RK5NA 
50L8ND 
CHLSOLBND 
SCL 
DECSCL 
SOL.ELM 
GSSSCL 
C.$5SOL.ERil 
SOL TRI 
DEC SOL.TRI 
SOLTRIP!V 
SQLSVl'TRI 
f.ECSC'LSVl"TR I 
EFERK 
EFS!RK 
L/N/GER~ 
LIN/GER~ 
TIVE DEFINITE '3ANC llATRIY Al<fl 
CECSC•L TRIP IV 
COMSQRT corPuTls TrE 
DIFFERE~TIAL EQUATIONS, ev A 
HFORTH METHOD; WITH •uTCMATIC 
JACOBIAN MATRIX A~D PUTOMATIC 
!TABLE FOR THE INTEGRATION CF 
SUITABLE FOR INTEGRATIO~ CF 
SUITABLE FOR INTEGRATION CF 
SUITABLE FOR INTEGNATION CF 
SUITABLE FOR INTEG~ATloN CF 
NGE KUTTA METHOC ~/TH LINITfn 
L.IN~AR INTERPOLATION US1NG A 
LINEAR INTERPOLATION USING A 
LI NEAR I NTERPOLAT I 011 US! l<G A 
A ROW VECTOR, AND RfTURNS TrE 
EULER CO~PUTES TrE 
SU~POSSERIES COPPuTES Trf 
CONJ GRA~ S0LVE5 ~ 
INITIALIZES A CDDIAGONAL Of A 
SVMROW INITIALIZES A ROW CF A 
TFMSVMTRl2 TRANSFORMS A REAL 
TfMSYMTRll TRANSFORMS A REAL 
CONSECUTIVE E!GE~VILUES CF A 
CONSECUTIVE EIGE~VALUES OF A 
NVALUES A~D EIGENVECTDPS Of A 
NVALUES AND EIGEHVECTCR& Of A 
COMPUTES ALL EIGENVALUES OF A 
COMPUTES ALL EIGE~VALUES or A 
NVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS OF A 
CT OF A VECTOR ANC A ~O~ IN A 
TRIANGULAR 0ECOMP0SITION er A 
COMPUTES THE DETERMINANT Of A 
STEM Of LINEAR EOLATIONS ~/TH 
RPORMS THE DECOMPCSJT•Oh er A 
E CHOLESKV DECOMPOS/TIOh OF A 
E CHOLESKV DECOMPtSITION OF A 
COMPUTES THE DETERMINANT er A 
COMPUTES THE DETERMINANT Of A 
CHLSCL2 SOLVES A 
SOLVES A SVSTEM UF ~IRST ORDER DlrFERENTIAL EQUATIONS USING THE ARC LENGTH AS INTEGRATION VARIABLE, 
SOLVES A S¥STEM or LINEAR fQUATIONS ~/TH BAND MATRIX, ~HICH IS DECOMPOSE[) ~v DECBND, 
SOLVES A $¥STEM or LINEAR EQUATIONS ~\TH S¥MMETRIC POSITIVE DEFINITE BAND MATRIX, WHICH HAS BEEN DEC 
SOLVES A S¥STEM Of LINEAR ~OUATIONS, or ~HICH THE TRIANGULARLY DECOMPOSED FOR~ er THE MATRIX IS GiV~ 
SOLVES A SVSTE~ or LINEAR EQUATIONS 6Y CROUT FACTORIZATJQN WITH PARTIAL PIVOTING, 
SOLVES A SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS, OF WHICrl THE TRIA;JGULARLV DECOMPOSED FORM Of THE MATRIX IS GIVE 
SOLVES A SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS BY GAUSSIAN ELIMINATIO~ WITH COMBINED PARTIAL AND COMPLETE PIVOT 
SOLVES A SVSTEM Of LINEAR EQUATIONS ANO COMPUTES AN ~PPER BOUND FOR ITS ERROR, 
SOLVES A SYSTEM OF L1NEAR EQUATIONS ~/TH TRIDIAGONAL COEFFICIENT MATRIX, PROVIDED THAT THE LU CECOMP 
SOLVES A SVSTEM Of LINEAR ~QUATIO~S WITH TRIDIAGONAL COEFFICIENT MATA1X, 
SOLVES A SYSTEM Of LINEAR EQUATIONS ~ITH TRIDIAGONAL COEFFICIENT MATR•X, PP.OV1nED THAT THE LU CECOMP 
RCLVES A SVSTEM Of LINEAR EQUATIONS WITH 5¥MMETRIC TRIDIAGONAL CuEfF1c1E~T MATRIX, PROVIDED THAT THE 
SOLVES A SVSTEM OF LINEAR ~QUATIONS WITH SYMME•RIC TRIDIAGONAL COEFFICIENT ~ATRIX, 
SOLVES INl'IAL VALUE pRnqLEMS, GIVEN AS AN AUTONQMDUS 5VSTEM Of FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL ECUAT/ONS, 
SOLVES INITIAL V~LUE pRnALfMS, GIVEN AS AN AUTnNOMDUS SVSTEM OF FIRST ORDEP. DIFFERENTIAL EGUATIONS, 
SOLVES INITIAL VALUE PRn9LEMS, •1V!N AS AN AUTONOMOUS SVSTEM OF FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EOUATIONS, 
SOLVES INITIAL VALLIE PR09LEMS, GIVEN AS AN AUTON~MOUS SYSTEM OF f IRSY ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, 
SOLVES THE SYSTEM OF Ll~EAR EQUATIONS ~v THl CHOL.ESKY ~ETHOD, 
SOLVES WITH PARTIAL PIV0TING A SYSTEM Of LINEAR EQUATIONS WITH TRIDIAGONAL (OEFf ICIENT MATRIX, 
SOL SOLVES A SYSTEM OF LINCAR EQUATIONS, OF WH/CH THE 'RIANGULARLY DECOMPOSED FORM Of THE ~ATRIX IS 
SQUA11E ROOT OF A C0!1PLEX N\!M6ER, 
STAE I L. I ZED RUNGE KU•TA ·•ETHOD \'I I T,.i ~I ·11 TED STOPA<;E REQll I REMENTS, 
STEP AND QPOER CONTROL AND SUITABLE FOR THE l~•E~RATIO~ OF STIFF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, 
STEP C~NTROL.; SUITA1LE FOR l~TEGRATIO~ OF STIFF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, 
STIFF Dlfff.RENTl~L EWUA'IONS, 
STIFF DIFFfRENTIAL EUUAT/ONS, 
5TIFF DIFFERENTIAL EWUATiO~S. 
STIFF DIFFERENTIAL EUUAT/ONS, 
STIFF DIFFERENTl•L EUUATfD~S. 
STORAGE REOUIRE~ENTS, 
STL:Rf1 SEOVE><CE, 
STUR'1 SEt;>UENCE, 
STIJRf1 SEOVENCE, 
SU'ISCR I PT VALUE OF T•tE 'IEll/ llOli/ Ei.E'IENT OF •1AX i MUM ABSOLUTE VALJE, 
sur·PoSS[QIES cn~PUTES T~E SUM OF A CO~VERGEN! SERIES WITH POSITIVE TERWS, USING THE VAN WIJNGAARO~N 
sur1 OF AfJ Al. TERNAT I ~JG Sl!Q I e:s. 
sur• OF A CONVERGENT SERIES WITH POSl'l'IVE TERMS, USING 'HE VAN WIJNGAARrEN TRA"SFORMATION, 
5¥f'1"ATVEC COflPIJTES T'iE SCAL,AR PROOUC'I' Of A VECTOR ANO A RO~! Of A SVMMETR IC MATRIX, 
SYl<f"ETRIC AND PCSITIVE '.>EFINITE, SVSTfM Of L1NE4!l EQUA"l'IONS av TiiE MET><DD Of CO><JUGATE (,qAOIENTS, 
SVl'l"'ETRIC l·ATRIX WITH A CO•JSTA>lT, 
svr•,...ETR l c r~ATR 1 x w I TH A CONSTAl\tT' 
SVl'f>IETRJC l'ATRIX '"'O A Sl'llLAR 'l'RIDIA-,:0,,AL ONE ~V HOUSEHOLDERS TRANSFOR'IATIO><, 
SVl'METRIC ~A'RIX INTO A SIHILAR TRIDIAGONAL ONE dV HOU~EHOLDERS TRANSFeRMATIO~. 
SVl~l"ETRIC MATRIX, SToRE'l II< A ONe-OIMENSIONAL AR<lAV, 8¥ Ll•IEAR l!iTERPOl,.ATION USING A STURM SEQUENCE, 
5Yl~ETRIC f>IATR1X, STORE~ IN A TWQ.DIME~SIONAL ARRAv, BY LINEAR l~TERPDLATION USING A STURM SEQUENCE, 
SVl'l'·ETRIC "A'TRIX, >it11CH IS STOllED IN A 01;E.DIME'.'lSIONAL. ARRAV, 
SV"i'ETRIC MATRIX, VHJCH IS STORED IN ~ TWO.DIMENSIONAL ARRAY, 
Svr~ETRIC MATRIX, STORE~ I~ A ONEoOl~ENSJONAL ARRAV, BV QR-ITE~ATICN, 
Svl'l"'F.TRIC l•ATRIX, STOPEI) IN A TwO.OIMENSIOMA~ ARRAV, BY OR-ITERATION, 
S¥i'~ETRIC MATRIX BV OR-ITERATION, 
SVl'l'ETRIC MATRIX, 
svrW~Tl~IC POSITIVE Ot::Fl'll'l'f MATRIX BV THE (HOLF.SKY METllOD, 
svrMETRIC POS1TIVE ~lfl~ITE MATRIX, Wr11Cr1 HAS ~EEN DECOMPD~En ~v CHLDECBND, 
Svll~ETRIC POSITIVE DEFl~ITt BAND MATn1x, WHICH HAS BEE~ DECOMPOSED BV CHLDEC~ND, 
sv1·~ETR•c POSITIVE DtFIHITE ~AND MATRIX AND SOLVES THE SVSTEN OF LINEAR EOUATJnNS BV THE C~CLESK¥ ME 
SVf'f'ETR I c POS,,. I VE DLF 1 ·11 T~ •IATR Ix, ST~RED I" A Two.a I i1E"S I ONAL. ARqAV. 
Svl'METR I c •as IT I VE D~.f,,, I 1'f MATA Ix, STORED CDLUM'"" I SE 1 N A ONE-0 I MENSI ,,NAL. AllRAV, 
5Vf11"'ETRIC POSITIVE T)[fl'JITf MATRIX, lllr11CH HAS f!EEN DECOMPOSED BV (HLDEC2, 
Svflf'ETRIC POSITIVE DEfl'lfTE MATRIX, Wl!ICH HAS aEEN DECOl<POSEO 9Y CHLDECl, 
svt·~ETRIC POSITIVE DlFl'JITE SVSTEM Of ~!NEAR fOUATJONS, THE MATRIX BEING DECOMPOSED BV CHL.DEC2, 
33018 c 
34071 E 
343.32 E 
34051 E 
34301 E 
34061 E 
34232 E 
34243 E 
344.24 H 
34425 M 
34427 H 
34421 H 
34422 H 
33120 c 
33160 c 
33130 D 
331J1 0 
34333 E 
34428 H 
34051 E 
34343 D 
33060 c 
33060 c 
33120 c 
33080 c 
33120 c 
3311>0 c 
33130 D 
331.31 D 
33060 c 
34151 D 
34155 E 
34153 E 
34025 D 
32020 E 
32010 0 
32020 E 
34018 D 
342cO c 
31013 D 
31014 D 
34140 0 
34143 D 
34155 E 
34153 E 
34156 E 
34154 E 
34164 E 
34162 E 
34163 E 
34418 H 
3433G E 
34331 E 
34332 E 
34333 E 
34310 f 
34311 F 
34312 " 
34313 r 
34390 r 
24 
4 
10 
26 
26 
26 
26 
26 
18 
18 
16 
22 
22 
32 
34 
3S 
38 
10 
18 
26 
16 
28 
30 
32 
30 
32 
34 
38 
36 
28 
36 
12 
12 
8 
16 
28 
16 
6 
36 
0 
0 
34 
34 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
14 
~ 
8 
10 
10 
0 
0 
2 
2 
4 
CHt..SCl.1 SOl.VEI A 
Cril..OECSOt..2 sot..vt• A 
CHl,.0ECBCL1 SOt..VEI A 
NV2 COllf'uTES THE INVERSE 0' A 
HV1 COMPUTER THE INVERSE OF A 
£SKY MET~OO, THE INVERSE OF A 
EIKV NET>tOO, THE INVERSE OF A 
CONSECUTIVE, EIGEhVALUES OF A 
RI COMPUTES EtGENVECTORB OF A 
COMPUTES ALL EIGENVALUES OF A 
NVECTORS ANO EIGENVALUES OF A 
AN MATRIX INTO A SINILAR REAL 
s THE u•ou PECOMPCSITlON OF A 
STEM or LINEAR EQUATIONS WITH 
STEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS p!YH 
CT OF A VECTOR ANC A RO~ OF A 
FOR THE INTEGRATION or t..ARGf 
RK4"A SOLVES A 
R1<1N SOI.YES A 
RK5'4,l SOLVES A 
Y ) VALUE PROBLEM, GIVEN ,lS A 
Y ) VALUE PROBLEM, GIVEN AS A 
IAL VALUE PROBLEM, r,1VEN AS A 
BLEM&, GIVEN AS A' AUTONO#OUS 
81.EMS, GIVEN AS A~ AUTONO~OUS 
BI.EMS, GIVEN AS A~ ~uTo~o~o~s 
BI.EMS, GIVEN AS A~ AUTONO~OUS 
METRIC ANO POSITIVE DEFINITE, 
SOL!INO SOLVES A 
AN ELIMINATION AN~ SOLVES T~E 
CHLSO\.eNC SO\.VES A 
TE BAND ~ATRIX ANC SOI.YES T~E 
HE ERROR IN THE SCLUTION CF A 
SOI. SOLVES A 
Of.C50L SOLVES A 
SOl.~L" SrJL\/ES A 
G~SSOI. SOLVES A 
GSSSOLERB SOt.VES A 
ATIVE\.V REFINED SCLUTION OF A 
ATIVELV REFINED SCl.UTIQN OF A 
PER BOUND FOR ITS ERROR, OF A 
ATIVELV REFINED SOLUTIO" OF A 
A SVMMETRIC POS1T1VE OEfl~ITE 
A SV;IMETR IC POS 1 TI VE D~F 1" I 'tE 
A SYMMETRIC POSITIVE OEFJNITE 
A SYMMETRIC POSITIVE uEFINI~! 
601.UTION OF A OVCR~ETER~INED 
SOLUTION OF A OV[ROETERMINED 
SOLUTION OF A U"DEROETERMINED 
SOLUTION OF A UhDERDETERMl'4EO 
OMSOLSVD SOLVES A HOMOC.ENEOUS 
HOMSOL SOLVES A HOMO~ENEOU~ 
SOLTRI SO\.vES A 
DECSOLTRI SOLVES A 
SOLTRIPIV SOLVES A 
OLVE9 WITH PARTIAL PIVOTING A 
SOl.SV~TRI 501.VES A 
OfCSOt..SV~TRI 901.VES A 
RK2tl SOI.VE!! A 
R¥3N SOLVES 11. 
SYMMETRIC POSITIVE DEFINITE SVST[M or LINEAR [OUATJONS, THE MATRIX 8[1NG OECOMPCS[O IV CHl,.0[C1, 
SVHM[TRIC POStTIV[ OtflNIT[ SYST(M or LINEAR EQUATIONS IV THE CHOL[IKV METHOD, TH[ MATRIX l[IN6 STO~ 
SVHMETRIC POS1TIV[ DEFINITE SYSTEM or LINEAR [OUATJONI IV THf CHOLEIKV METHOO, THE MATRIX IEING ITOR 
SYHl'ETRIC POB1TIV! OEFINJT[ MATRIX WHICH HAS BEEN DECO"POl!O BY CHt..DfC?, 
9Ylll'E TR IC POS 1 TI VE DEF I 'I I TI!: NA 1'R IX lfH I CH HAS Bi!f H !lEC0/1POll':D IY CHLDf.C1, 
SVf'MfTlllC P08tTlllE OtFINfT[ MATRIX, STOREO IN A Two.Dl!UNllONAI. ARRAY, 
SvH,,.ETRIC POStTlllE DEF!tllTE MATRIX, STORED IN A ON[.D1·tEMSIOt1Al. ARRAY, 
!lyl•1<CTR IC TRI 0 I AGtlNAt.. MATll i X l!V \,,I NfAlt l NTERPOt..AT I 01< U!l 1 NG A STURM SEQtJfNCE, 
SV/IPETRIC TRIOIAbONAL Ml,"!'RIX l!V INVfRIF. !TfRATIO", 
$Yl\P.ETRIC TR•DIAGOtlAL "ATRJX BV OR.l'l'Elt.ATl(H<, 
SVHl'ETRIC TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX 8V QR.IT[l!ATION, 
SVlll'ETR1C TRIOIAGONAL MA'"RIX 
SVlll'ETR IC TR 1 DI AGO~•Al. "A •11 IX: 
SYHHETRIC TRIDIAGONAL COEFFICIENT MATR1X, PROVIOfO THAT THE U•OU OfCOMPOS1T1Qh IS GIV[N, 
SVlll'ETR 1 C TI! I 0 I A'°ONAL COEF'F IC I ENT Mll.TI! IX. 
5Yf1'<ETR IC MA'l'R IX• 
SVSTEHS ARISING F'RO" PAQT14L 01rrtRENTtAL f0UAT10NS, PROVIOED HIGHER ODDER PERIVAT!Vf9 CAN er fAllL¥ 
SVSTEH CF 01F'FERENTIAL. f0VAT!ONS BV SOMETIMES USING TH! OEPEUOfNT VARIABLE Al INT[GRATIOh VARIA8~[. 
SYSTEM er FIRST Ol!O!R DIFFERENTIAL EOUATIONS USING A 5.TH ORDER RUNGE KUTTA METHOO, 
SVST~# CF F!RST ORDER OIFFtRENTIAL EQUATIONS USING TH[ ARC LENGTH 11.S INTfGRAT!Oh VAklABL[, 
svSTE~ CF FIRST Ol!~E~ D!F'FtR[N•IA~ E~UATIONS, AV A ON!.ST!P TAYLOR METHOD; THIS METMOO IS PARTICUL/l~ 
SYSTEM CF FIRST ORDER ( NON.Ll~EAR ) DtFF'fRENT1A~ !QVATIONS, 9V A STASILIZ~O RU~G[ KUTTA M[THOO WITH 
SYSTEM CF FIRST ORD~~ n1FFERENTIAL EOUAT!ONS, ~v ONE OF THE F'OLLOWIMG ~Ut.TISTEP N[THOOS: GfARS, ADAM 
5yqTEH CF FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, BV AN !XPONENTIA~LY FITTED, ~XP\.ICIT RUNGE KUTTA MtTHO 
SYSTEM CF FIRST ORDEM DIFFERENTIAL EGUAT!ONS, AV AN fXPOMfNT!ALLY FITTED, SEHi • IMPLICIT RUNGE ~UTT 
Sv5T(M CF FIRST OR~£k OIFF!RENTtA~ EOUATtONS. AV AN l~PLtCIT, EX~ONEhT!ALLV F1TTEO, ,1RST ORO[A ONE• 
5Yf.TEM CF FIRST ORDE~ n1FFERENTIA~ EQUATIO .. s, ~v AN INPL1C1T, EXPONENTIALLY F1TTEO, SECONO CROER ONE 
svSTEM CF ~!NfAP f0UkT1'1~S 8V TH[. METHOO Of CONJUGAT! GRAOiENTI. 
svSTEN CF Lltl~AR Ea~.Tl,NS W!TH BAND MATRIX, WHICH IS DECOMPOSED SY OECBNO, 
svSTEM CF ~ttlEAR ~GUATlnNS. 
SVSTCM CF 1.1NEAR EO\lkTl~NS ~ITH SVMMETRIC POS\T\V[ otr1N1T£ ~ANO MATRIX, -HIC~ ~Al Bff~ OfCCMPCS!O a 
SYSTEM Cf j.!NfAR EOP,..,TIO~S BY THE Ct10L.,[SK'Y METHOD, 
SVSTE~ CF ~lr4EAR EqUATl~NS, 
SVSTCN CF Ll"EAR f0U.TIQNS 1 OF WHICH TM[ TRIANGU~AR\.V OECOMPOStP YORH OF THE #ATRIX IS GIVEN, 
SYSTEN CF L•NEAR EOUAT10NS ev CROUT FACTOR1ZAT10h w1TH PARTIAL P1VOTING, 
SY!T[N er ~·NEAR ED~.TIQNS, OF WHICH TWE TRIANGU~ARLV DECOnPOSEP FOR~ or THE NATRIX IS GIVEN, 
SYST[~ CF LINEAR EOU.T11NS BV GAUSSIAN fLlniNAT!ON WITH COMBINED PARTIAL AND co~~LETE PIVOTIN~. 
5yf,TEM CF L'NEAR EQUATIONS ANO COMPUTES AN UPPER BOUND fOR ITS ERROR, 
svSTEM CF L.!NEAR EUU.Tl1NS, THE MATRIX OF WHtCH 15 Gl\/EN l~I ITS TRiANGULllRLY DECOMPOSED FO~H. 
SYSTCH Cf L!NEAR EDVAT11N5 1 
SVSTCM CF LINEAR EOUATlnNs, Of WHICH TME TRIANGULARLY DECO,,POSED fORM DF THE MATRIX 15 GIVE~. 
SVSTEH CF \.•HEAR EOU.TIONS, / 
Sv~TEM CF ~!NEAR E0UATIONS 1 THE MATR1X BEING DECOMPOSED BY CHLrEC2, 
SVSTCM Cl' LINEAR E0tli.TtONS 1 THE MATRIX BElllG DECOMPOSED BY CHLCfCl, 
svSTEM CF 1.iNEAR ECJU.TIDNS BV THE CHOt.fSKV METHOO, THE HATPIX REING STORED IN A TWO.DIMENSIONAL ARR,l 
SVS'E" CF L'"EAR EillJ~TIONS ev THE CHOLESKV METHOD, TH[ MATRIX eE1NG STORED IN A ONE.OIMENSIONll.L ARRA 
svSTEM CF LINEAR EOU.TIONS, PROVIDED THAT THE SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOS1TlON OF TME CDEff ICIENT MATRIX 
svSTfl' CF LINEAR fOU.TIONS BV ~EANS or SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION, 
svSTEM CP LINEAR EOU•T•DNS, PROVIDED THAT THE SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION OF TMf COEFFICIENT MATRIX 
SYSTCM CF LillEAR EOll•Tl')NS av "'EAN& OP SINGULAR VALUE DECONPOSIT10'4, 
SV5TEM CF ~iNCAR E0U•TIONS 1 PROVIDED •HAT THE SINGULAR VALUE OECOMPOStTION Of T~E COEFFICIENT ~ATRIX 
SYSTEM CF ~;NEAR EQUATIONS BV MEANS OF SiNGULAP. VALUE DECDMPOSIT;ON, 
svSTEH CF 1.INEAR EOll•TiONS W1TH TRIOIAGONAL COEFFICIENT MATRIX, PROVIDED THAT TkE 1.U DECOMPOSITION I 
SYSTEM CF ~!~£AR E0U•Tl1NS WITH TRIOIAGONAL COEFFICIENT M11.TR1X, 
SVSTEM CF ~IN(AR EOU-TIONS W1TH TRIDIAGON/lL COEFFICIENT MATR1X, PROVIOED THAT TkE LU DECOMPCSITION A 
SYSTEM CF 1.INEAR EOU•TID~S WITH TRIDIAG0NAL COEFFICIENT MATRIX, 
SVSTEH CF LINEAR E9U•Tl0NS WITH SYMMETRIC TRIDIAGONA~ COEFFICIENT MATRIX, PROVIDED THAT THE u•Du DEC 
svSTEM CF LINEAR EOUATl~NS WITH SVMM[TRIC TRIOIA~ON/lL COEFflC!ENT MATRIX, 
SYSTEM CF SECOND ORDlR DIF,ERE~TIAL EQUATIONS USING A 5.TH ORDER RUNGE KUTTA METHOD, 
SVSTEM CF SECOND ORDER DIFrERE~TiA~ EQUATIONS USING A 5.TH ORDER RUNGE KUTTA HETHOOJ NO PERIVATIVfS 
34191 F 4 
34U2 r 4 
34193 F 4 
344UO F 6 
34401 " 6 
34402 , 6 
34403 F 6 
341!>1 p 36 
34152 D 36 
34165 0 36 
341"1 0 36 
34563 ' 4 
3020 H 20 
34421 H 22 
34422 .. 22 
34011 D 6 
33040 c 26 
33017 c 22 
33011 c 10 
330111 c 24 
33040 c 26 
330!>0 c 2@ 
33010 c 30 
33120 c 32 
33160 c 34 
33130 0 Ja 
33131 0 38 
34220 c 36 
34071 E 4 
34322 r: 4 
34332 r: 10 
34333 f 10 
34241 f 22 
340!;1 r: 26 
34301 f 26 
34061 E 26 
34232 E 26 
34243 r: 26 
342:00 E 30 
342a E 30 
342~3 E 30 
342:;4 E 30 
34390 F 4 
34391 'f 4 
34392 F 4 
34393 F 4 
34260 H 0 
34261 H Q 
342112 H 2 
3421!3 H 2 
34284 H 4 
34285 H 4 
34424 H 18 
34425 H 18 
34427 H 18 
34428 .. 18 
34421 H 22 
34422 H 22 
33013 c 14 
33015 c 18 
TIAL EQUATIONS, BV A ONE.STEP 
MODIFIED 
RANSFORMATION AS PERFORMED ev 
RANSFORMATION AS PERFORMED ev 
RANSFORMATION AS PERFORMED ev 
RANSFORMATION AS PERFORMED sv 
IN COMBl~ATION WIT~ PROCEDURE 
ELM(OL ACDS A SCALAR 
EL~Vf.CCOL ADDS A SCALAR 
EL~ROWCOL A~DS A SCALAR 
MVECCOL ADDS A CO~PLEX NU~Rf A 
MCOMCOL ADDS A CO~PLEX NU~8ER 
MROWVEC ADDS A COWPLEX NuMaEA 
ELMROW ADDS A SCALAR 
EL~VECROW ADDS A SCALAR 
EL~COLROW ADDS A SCALAR 
MAXELMROW ADDS A SCALAR 
ELMVlC ADDS A SCALAR 
EL~COLVEC ADDS A SCALAR 
EL~ROWVEC ADDS A SCALAR 
IDIAGO~AL ONE ev HOUSEHDLD~RS 
IDIAGO~AL ONE AV ~OUSf.HOLCEPS 
N6ERG ~ATRIX 6Y T~E WILKINSC~ 
f0R0 BY MEA~S OF ~OUSfHOLDfR 
BAKSYMTRl2 PERFOPMS TH[ BACK 
ESPO"DING TO THE H0USEH0LDEPS 
BAKSYMTR\~ P[qFORMS THE eAcK 
ESPONDING TO THE t-OUSfHOLD~RS 
BAKLBR PERFORMS TH[ BACK 
BAKREAHESl PERFO~MS THE SACK 
SAKREAHES2 PERFOPMS THE HACK 
BAKHRMTRI PERFOR~S THE BACK 
BAKCOM~ES PERFORMS THE BACK 
BAKLBRCOM PERFORMS THE BACK 
TFMPREVEC CO~PUT[S Tt-C 
CARPCL 
HSHCoMHES 
EQ I L BRCO'·' 
HS><COl'COL 
HSH1'"1Rf"·iR I 
ECJ I LE>< 
t-J(\1,- (,R~J 
TFt·1SYMTR 12 
Tff>1SV!-1T~ ! 1 
TfMREAHES 
HSHREA~IO 
G MATRIX USEO BV hSHREAB1D TO 
G MATRIX USED RV t-SHREAB1D TO 
TDEC PERFORMS ThE HOUSEHOLDfR 
DECBNC PERFOQMS •t-f 
C~LDECBND PERFORMS Tt-E 
DEC PERFORMS Tt-E 
GSSELM PERFORMS Tt-~ 
STEM Of LI NEAR [Qi.JA TI O!<S W 1 T>< 
TAH~AT COMPUTES THE SCALAR PRODUCT OP TWO COLUMN VECTORS, 
TAl'VEC COMPUTES THE SCALAR PROOUCT OP A COLUMN VECTOR AND VECTOR, 
TAVLOR METHOD; THIS HETHOD 15 PARTICULARLY SUITABLE FOq THE INTEGRATION OF LARGE SYSTEMS ARISING FRO 
TAYLOR SOJ.VES AN llllTIAL ( BOUND.O.RV ) VALUE PROBl.EM, GIVEN AS A SVSTEM OF FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL E 
TFMPREVEC COMPUTES THE TRANSFORM/NG MATRIX IN COMBINATION WITH PROCEDURE TFMSYMTRl2, 
TfHREAHES 1 ON A VECTOR, 
TFrREAHES, o~ T~E COLUMNS OF A MATRIX, 
TFHREAHES TRANSFORMS A qEAi. MATRIX \~TO A SIMILAR UPPEq HESSENEERG MATRIX qy THE WILKINSON TRANSFORM 
TFl'S'IMTR 11, 
TFf'SVMTRll TRANSFORMS A DEAL SVMMETR!C MATRIX 1NTO A SIMILAR TRIDIAGONAL ONE ev HOUSEHOLDERS TRANSFO 
TF;lSVt•TR 12, 
TFl1SVMTRl2, 
TFl1SVMTRl2 TRANSFORM~ A REAL SYMMETRIC MATRIX 1NTO A SIMILAR TRIDIAGONAL ONE ev HOUSEHOLDERS TR4NSFO 
T 1 liES A coi.UMN VECTOR TO A~OTHER C~LUMN VECTOR. 
T\~ES A COLUMN VECTOR T1 A VECTOR, 
'l'lf1E5 A COLUllN VECTOR To A ROW VECTO'l, 
TIMES A COMPLEX COLUMN VECTOR TO A COH?LEX VECTOR, 
TIMES A CO~PLEX COLUMN VECTOR TO A~OTHER COMPLEX COLUM~ VECTOR, 
TIMES A COMPLEX VECTOR TO A COMPLEX ROW VECTOR, 
TIMES A RO• VECTOR TO A~OTHER ROW VECTOR, 
TIMES A ROW VECTOR TU A VECTOR, 
TIMES A RO• VECTOR TO A CO~UMN VECTOR, 
TIMES A RO~ VECTOR TO A ROW VECTOR, AND RETURNS THE 5U1SCRIPT VALUE OF THE NE~ ROW ELEMENT CF WAXIMU 
TIMES A VECTOR TO A~OTH!R VECTOR, 
T t MES A VECTOR TO A coL;JMN VECTOR. 
TIMES A VECTOR Tu A RoW VECTOR, 
TRA,,SFORMATION, 
TRANSFORMATION, 
TRAN5FORt~AT I ON, 
TRAt~SFORMA'i I ON I 
TRANSFORMATION COQA~SPO~DING TO THE HOUSEHOLDERS TQA~SFORMATION AS PERFORMED ev TFMSVMTR\2, 
TRANSFORMATION AS PEllF0C<'1EO f\Y TPMSV'•TRl2, 
TRANSFORMATION COQRESPO~Dl~G TO THE HOUSEHOLDERS TRANS~OAMATION AS PERFORMED BY TFMSYMTRll, 
-RANS FORMAT I O~J AS PERF"O~tiED o.v TFMSVM'P~ t 1, 
TR•~SFoRMATION cuRRESPn~o1NG To THE EQUILIARaT10~ ~s PZRFORMED sv EOILBR, 
TRANSFORMATIO~ COARESPD~Ol~G TO THE WILKl~SON TRANSFOR~ATION AS PERFDR~ED 9V TFWR!AH[S, CN A VECTOR, 
TRAhSfORWITION CORRESPD~Ol~G TO THE W!LKINSO~ TRANSFDR'IATION AS PERFOR~EO 9Y TF•REAHES, ON THE COLUM 
TRAhSFOR~ATION COARESPO~Ql~G TQ HSHHR~TR!, 
TRAtSFORMATl~N CQRRESPO~Dl"G TQ HSHCO~HES, 
~RAkSFOR~ATfON CURRrSPO~O!NG TO TH! !QUILl~RATIO~ AS PCRFO~MEO Bv EQILBRCO~. 
TQANSFOR~l~G MATRIX 1N COMB!~ATlON WI~~ PROCEDURE TF~SVMTR!2, 
TRANSFORMS A CO,PLEX NU19E~ GIVE~ I~ CIRTES•A~ chORDINATES INTO POLAR COOADl~ATES, 
TRAhSFDRMS A CO~PLEX MATRIX •NTO A 51"\ILAR U~ITA~V UPPER HESSENBEAG MATRIX WITH A AEAL NON•NEGATIVE 
TRANSFORMS A COt>'PLF.X MA~RiX 1NTO A Sl'1iLAR EQU1LIBOATE!) COMPLEX 1\ATRiX, 
TRANSFORMS A CO,,.PLCX VECTOR INTO A VEC!Oq PROPDRTIONAt. TO A UN\T VECTOR, 
TRANSFORMS A HERlllTIAN 1ATRIX INTO A SIMILAR REAL SY~~ETRIC TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX, 
TRANSFORMS A f<ATRIX INT'J A SIMILAR EQU1L>BRATED 1lATRIX, 
TRANSFORMS A POLYNOMIAL REPRESENTATIO~ FROM NEWT0N FOR~ INTO GRU~ERT F"RM, 
TRANSFORMS A REA~ Syl1ME•RIC MATRIX INTO A Sl~ILAl TRIDIAGO~AL ONE ~y HOUSEHOLDERS TRANSFOR•ATICN 
TRANSFORMS A REAL SVllMETRIC MATRIX l~TO A SIMILA~ TRIDIAGO~AL ONE BY HOUSEHOLDERS TRANSFOR~ATICN° 
TRANSFORNS A REAL MATRIX INTO A S\Ml~AR U?PER ~ESSENBElG MATRIX 9Y THE WILKINSON TRANSfORMATIO~, • 
TRANSFOR"S A REAL llATRIX 1•no fllOIAGONAL fORM BY f>'EANS OF HOUS~HOLDER TRANSFORMATION, 
TRANSFOQM A MATRIX INTO BIDIAGONAL FOR~, 
TRANSFORM A M&TR\X INTO R!OIAGONAL FOR•, 
TRIANGULARIZATICll Of THE COEFFICIENT ~ATRIX OF A LINEA1 LEAST SQUARES PROBLEM, 
TQ•l<IGULAR DECDPPOSJTID~ Of A BAND MATRIX RY GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION, 
TP11~GULAR D!CO~POStTrON OF A SYMMETRIC POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRIX SV THE C~OLESKY METHOD, 
TRIA~GULAR DEcO,POSITIO~ OP A MATRIX av CROUT PACTORIZATION WITH PARTIAL PIVOTING, 
TRIANGULAR DEcOPPOSITIDN OP A MATRIX av GAUSSIAN ELIMl~ATION W\TH COMBINED PARTIAL AND COMPLETE PIVO 
TR OIAGC~AL COEFFICIENT MATRIX, PROVIDED THAT THE LU DECOMPOSITION 1S GIVEN, 
34014 D 6 
34012 D 6 
33040 c 26 
33040 c 26 
34142 D 34 
34171 F 14 
34172 F 14 
34170 F 14 
341,44 D 34 
34143 D 34 
34141 D 34 
34142 D 34 
34140 0 34 
34023 D 6 
34021 0 8 
34028 0 B 
34376 G D 
34377 G 0 
34378 G 0 
34024 D a 
34026 0 B 
34029 D 8 
34025 D e 
34020 D 8 
34022 0 8 
34027 D B 
34140 D 34 
34143 0 34 
34110 F 14 
34260 H 8 
34141 D 34 
34141 D 34 
34144 D 34 
34144 D 34 
34174 F 12 
34171 f 14 
34F2 F' 14 
34365 G 4 
343b7 G 14 
34362 G 16 
34142 D 34 
34344 D 18 
34366 G 14 
34361 G 16 
343:>5 G 24 
3431>3 G 4 
34173 F 12 
31050 c 4 
34140 D 34 
34143 D 34 
34t70 ' 14 
34260 H e 
34261 H 6 
34262 H a 
34134 E 32 
34320 E 0 
34330 E 6 
34300 E 22 
34231 E 22 
34424 H 18 
STEM Of LINEAR EQUATIONS WITH 
STEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS WITH 
STEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS WITH 
NEAR EQUATIONS WITH SVMMETRIC 
NEAR EQUATIONS WITH SVMMETRIC 
E, EIGENVALUES OF A SVMMETRIC 
S EIGENVECTORS OF A SVMMETRIC 
LL EIGENVALUES Of A SVMMETPIC 
ND EIGENVALUES OF A SVMMETRIC 
INTO A SIMILAR REAL SVMMETR1C 
GONAL ELEMENTS OF A HERMITIAN 
NG, THE LU DECOMPOSITION Of A 
NG 1 THE LU DECOMPOSITION CF A 
DECOMPOSITION OF A SVMM[TRIC 
MMETRIC ~ATRIX INTO A SIMILAR 
MMETRIC ~ATRIX INTO A SIMILAR 
T LEAST SQUARES SOLUTION OF A 
T LEAST SQUARES SOLUTION OF A 
N TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX WnlCn IS 
COMPLEX ~ATRIX INTO A Sl~ILAR 
ER6ELM COMPUTES AN 
EAR EQUATIONS AND COMPUTES AN 
HE INVERSE OF A MATRIX AND AN 
IVELV REFINED SOLUTION AND AN 
A REAL ~ATRIX INTO A SIMILAR 
TES THE EIGE~VALUES OF A REAL 
VEN REAL EIGENVALUE OF A REAL 
ES AND EIGENVECTO~S or A REAL 
COMPLEX EIGE~VALUES OF A REAL 
COMPLEX EIGENVALUE OF A REAL 
ALL EIGENVALUES OF A COM•LEX 
AND EIGENVALUES OF A COMPLEX 
MATRIX l~TO A SIMILAR UNITARY 
DECSVMTRI CALCULATES T~E 
ENT MATRIX, PROVIDED THAT T~E 
W ELEMENT Of MAXIMUM A~SOLUTE 
X ELEMENT Of MAXIMUM AASOLUTE 
EFSIRK SOl,.VES 1N1T!AL 
!TH POSITIVE TERMS, USING T~E 
RENTIABLE FUNCTIO~ Of SEVERAL 
RENTIABLE FUNCTION OF SEVERAL 
ION OF SEVERAL VARIABLES av A 
ION Df SEVERAL VARIABLFS BV A 
TES THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF TWO 
SCALAR PRODUCT OF TWO COLUMN 
THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF TWO ROW 
TES THE SCALAR PRODUCT Op TWO 
TES THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF TWO 
INTERCHANGES ELEMENTS OF TWO 
INTERCHANGES ELE!"ENTS OF T;JO 
INTERCHANGES ELEhENTS OP TWO 
HANGES El..EMENTS Of Two COLUMN 
ERCHANGES ELEMENTS Of TWO ROW 
ATION OPERATION ON TWO COLUMN 
ROTATION OPERATION ON TWO ROW 
ION THE SCAl..AR PRODUCT OF TWO 
TRIDIAGONAL CQEFFICl[NT MATRIX, . 
TRIDIAGCNAL COEFFICIENT MATRIX, PROVIDED THAT THE LU DECOMPOSITION AS CALCULATED BV DECTRIPIV IS GIV 
TRIDIAGONAL COEFFICIENT MATRIX, 
TRIDIAGCNAL COEfFICllNT MATRIX, PROVIDED THAT THE U•OU DECOMPOSITION IS GIVEN, 
TRIDIAGCNAL coErFICIENT MATRIX, 
TRIOIAGCNAL MATRIX BV LINEAR INTERPOLATION USING A STURM SEQUENCE, 
TRIDIAGCNAL MATRIX BV !~VERSE ITER,T10N, 
TRIDIAGCNAL MATRIX BV AR-ITERATION, 
TRIDIAGCNAL MATRIX 6V QR.ITERATION, 
TRIDIAGCNAL MATRIX, 
TRIDIAGCNAL MATRIX WHIC~ IS UNITARV Si~ILAR TO A GjVEN HERMITIAN MATRIX, 
TRIOIAGCNAL MATRIX, 
TRIDIAGCNAL MATRIX, 
TRIDIAGCNAL MATRIX, 
TRIDIAGCNAL ONE JV HOUSEHO~OERS TRANS~ORMAT!ON 
TRIDIAGCNAL ONE BY HOUSEHO~DERS TRANSFORMATION: 
UNDERDETERMINED SVSTEM OF ~INEAR EQUATIONS, PROVIDED THAT THE SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION OF THE CO 
UNOERDETERMINED SVS~LM OF ~INEAR EQUATIONS BV MEANS OF SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION, 
UNITARV SIMILAR TO A GIVEN HERMITIAN MATRIX, 
UNITARY UPPER HESSE~UERG MATRIX WITH A REAL NON.i~EGATIVE SUBDIAGONAL, 
UPPER BCUND FOR THE ERR~R IN THE SOLUTION OF A SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS, 
UPPER BCUND FOR ITS ERR~R, 
UPPER BCUND FQR !TS ERROR, 
UPPER BCUND FOR ITS ERROR, OF A SVST~M OF LINEAR EQUATIONS, OF WlilCn THE TRIANGULARLV DECO~POSED foR 
UPPER HE&SENBERG MA,RIX BV THE WILKINSON TRANSrORMATIO~. 
UPPER HESSEN9ER~ MATRIX, PROVIDED THAT ALL EIGENVALUES ARE REAL, BV MEANS OF SINGLE OR-ITEAATICN, 
UPPER ~ESSENBERG MATRIX, BV MEINS OF INVERSE ITERATION, 
UPPER HESSENBERG MATRIX, PROVIDED THI' ALL EIGENVALUES ARE REAL, av MEANS OF SINGLE QR-ITERATICN, 
UPPER HESSENBERG MA,RIX BV MEANS OF DOUBLE OR-JTERATIO~. 
UPPER HESSENBERG MATRIX RV MEANS OF INVERSE ITERATION, 
UPPER HESSENBERG MATRIX WITH A REAL SUBDIAGONAL, 
UPPER •1ESSENBERG MATRIX WITH A REAL SWADIAGONAL, 
UPPcR HESSENBERG MATRIX WITH A REAL NON.NEGATIVE SUBDIAGONAL, 
U•~U DECOMPOS1TION OF A SV"METRIC TRIDIAGONAL •ATR!X, 
U•~L DECOMPOSITION IS GIVEN, 
VALGRICCM COMPUTES ALL ~IGENVALU~S OF A COMPLEX JPPEA rlESSENBERG MATRIX WIT~ A REAL SUBDIAGCNAL, 
VALGRISVmTPI CD~PUTES ALL EIGENVALUES OF A SVM•1ETR1c TRIDIAGONAL MATWIX BV QR-ITERATION, 
VALSVMTRI COMPUTES ALL, OR SOM! CO~SECUTIVE, EIGENVALUES OF A SYMMETRIC T~IDIAGONAL MATRIX EV LINEAR 
VAL~E. 
VALUE, 
VALUE PROBLEMS, GIVEN A~ A~ AUTONOMOUS SYSTEM OF •1R3T ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, BY AN EXPCNENTI 
VAN WIJNGAIRDEN TRANSFOR~ATION, I 
VAPIABLES ev A VARIA~LE METRIC METHOD, 
VARIABLES BV A VAR!AHLE METRIC METHOD, 
VARIABLE METRIC HETHOO, 
VARIABLE ~ETRIC METHUO, 
VECSVMTRI COMPUTES EIGE~VECTORS Of A SVMMETRiC T~IDIAGONAL MATRIX BY INVERSE ITERATION, 
VE(TORS, 
VECTORS, 
VECTORS, 
VECTORS, 
VECTORS. 
VECTORS, 
VECTORS, 
VECTORS, 
VECTORS, 
VECTORS, 
VECTORS, 
VECTORS, 
VECTORS, 
34425 H 18 
34427 H 18 
34428 H 16 
34421 H 22 
34422 H 22 
34151 0 36 
34152 0 36 
34165 D 36 
34161 D 36 
343"63 G 4 
343b4 G 4 
34423 H 16 
34426 H 16 
34420 H 20 
34140 0 34 
34143 D 34 
3421l2 t-1 2 
342B3 H 2 
34364 G 4 
34366 G 14 
34241 E 22 
34243 E 26 
34244 E 28 
34253 E 30 
341]0 F 14 
3411>0 F 16 
34181 F 16 
34186 F 16 
34190 F 16 
34191 F H 
34372 G 12 
34373 G 12 
34366 G 14 
34420 H 20 
34421 H 22 
34372 G 12 
34165 0 36 
34151 D 36 
34025 D 8 
34230 0 26 
33160 c 34 
32020 E 16 
34214 D 30 
34215 D 30 
34214 D 3Q 
34215 D 30 
34152 0 36 
34010 0 6 
34014 0 6 
34015 D 6 
34016 0 6 
34017 0 6 
34030 D 10 
34034 0 10 
34035 0 10 
34031 I) 10 
34032 I) 10 
34040 D 12 
34041 0 12 
34410 H 14 
R PRODUCT OF A ROW VECTOR A~D 
R00UCT OP A COLUMN VECTOR AND 
CT OF A ROW VECTOR AND COLU~N 
TS OF A ROW VECTOR AND COLU~N 
PUTES THE SCALAR PRODUCT or A 
5 THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF A RCW 
NTERCHANGES ELEMENTS OF A RCW 
MPUTES T~E INFINITY NORM OF A 
S THE SCALAR PRODUCT CF A RCW 
He SCALAR PRODUCT OF A CO\..U~N 
T MULTIPLIES A COi PI.EX COL.Uf'N 
WCST MULTIPLIES A COMPLEX RCW 
MULVEC f'ULTIPLIES A 
~ULROW MULTIPLIES A RCU 
ROWCST MULTIPLIES A Rew 
MUI.COL MULTIPLIES A CO\..UrN 
COLCST MULTIPLIES A COLIJl'N 
ELMVEC ADDS A SCALAR TIMES A 
ROW ADDS A SCALAR Tl~ES A RCW 
DUPCOLVEC COPIES (PART OF) A 
MCOLVEC ADDS A SCALAR TIMES A 
ROW ADDS A SCALAR TIMES A Rew 
DUPROWVEC COP10S (PART OF) A 
MROWVEC ADDS A SCALAR TIMES A 
ADDS A SCALAR Tl~ES A COLUVN 
ROW ADDS A SCALAR TIMES A ROW 
DUPVEC COPIES (PART OF) A 
VECROW COPIES (PART OFJ A ROW 
COL COPIES (PART OF) A COLU~N 
ADDS A SCkLAR TIMES A COLU~N 
ROW ADDS A SCALAA TIMES A R~W 
NIVEC INITIALIZES (PART OF) A 
POSITIVE TERMS, USING TME VA~ 
PPER HEISENBERG MATRIX BY T~E 
ORMATION CORRESPO~DING TO T~E 
ORMATION CORRESPO~DING TO T~E 
ZEROIN SEARCHES FOR A 
VECTOR, 
VECTOR, 
VECTOR, 
VECTOR, 
VECTOR AND A ROW OF A SyMMETRIC MATRIX, 
VECTOR AND COLU~N VECTOR, 
VECTOR AND COLU'N VECTOR, 
VECTOR A~O DELIVERS THE INDEX FDA AN ELEMENT MAXIMAL IN MODULUS, 
VECTOR AND VECTOR, 
VECTOR ANO VECTOR, 
VECTOR ev A COMPLEX NUM~ER, 
VECTOR ev A COMPLEX NUM~ER, 
VECTOR ev A SCALAR, 
VECTOR ev A SCALAR STORING THE RESULT IN ANOTHER VECTOR, 
VECTOR ev A SCALAR STORING THE RESULT IN ANOTH~R ROWVECTOR, 
VECTOR ev A SCALAR, 
VECTOR ev A SCA~AR. 
VECTOR TO ANOTHER VECTOR, 
VECTOR TO ANO~HER Ruw VECTOR, 
VECTOR TO A COLUllN VlcT.')R, 
VECTOR TO A COLUNN VtCT')R, 
VECTOR TO A CQLU~N VLCT0R, 
VECTOR TO A ROW VECTOR, 
VECTOR TO A ROW VECTOR, 
VECTOR TO A Row VECTOR, 
VECTnR TO A ROW VECTDP, AND RETURNS THE SUBSCRIPT VALUE OF THE NEW ROW ELE~ENT OF MAXIMUM ABSOLUTE V 
VECTOR TO A VECTOR, 
VECTnR TO A VECTOR, 
VECTOR TO A VECTOR, 
VECTOR TO A VECTOR, 
VECTOR TO A VECTOR, 
VECT'.)R w I TH A CCIJSTAr;T. 
VECVEC COMPUTES THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF TWO VECTORS, 
UIJ~GAARDE~ TRANSFORMATION, 
i/ ILK I NSCN TRANSFQRllAT I O~ 1 
UILKINSCN TRANSfQAflAT10~ AS PERFORMED 8¥ TFMREAHES, ON A VECTOR, 
WILKINSC~ TRANSFOR~ATIO~ AS PERFOR~ED BY TFMREAHES, ON THE COLUMNS o• A MATRiX, 
ZERCIN SEARCHES FuR A Z!RD Of A FUNCTION OF ONE VARIABLE IN A GIVEN INTERVAL, 
ZERO OF A FUNCTION Of O~E VARIAd~E IN A GIVEN 1NTERVA~, 
34011 D 6 
34012 D 6 
34013 0 6 
34033 D 10 
34018 0 6 
34013 0 6 
34033 D 10 
31060 D 32 
34011 0 6 
340'12 D 6 
343:>2 G 6 
34353 G 6 
31020 D 4 
31021 D 4 
31132 D 4 
31022 D 4 
31131 D 4 
34020 D e 
34024 D 8 
31034 D 2 
34022 D e 
34029 0 6 
31032 0 2 
34027 D e 
34028 0 8 
34025 D e 
31030 D 2 
310S1 D 2 
310 33 0 2 
34021 D 8 
34026 D p 
31010 D D 
34010 0 6 
32020 E 16 
34170 F 14 
34171 F 14 
34112 F 14 
34150 F 16 
341:>0 F 18 
31010 D 0 
31011 D 0 
31012 D 0 
31013 D 0 
31014 D 0 
3102~ D 4 
31021 D 4 
31022 D 4 
31030 D 2 
31031 D 2 
31032 D 2 
31033 D 2 
31034 D 2 
31035 D 2 
31040 c 0 
31041 c 2 
31050 c 4 
31060 D 32 
31131 D 4 
31132 D 4 
32010 D 28 
32020 E 16 
32051 c 48 
32070 c 6 
33010 c I:! 
33011 c 10 
33012 c 12 
33013 c 14 
33014 c 16 
33015 c 18 
3.5016 c 20 
33017 c 22 
33010 c 24 
33040 c 26 
33060 c 28 
33080 c 30 
33120 c 32 
33130 D 31:! 
INIVEC INITIALIZES (PART OF) A VECTOR WITH A CONSTANT, 
INIMAT INITIALIZES (PART OF) A MATRIX WITH A CONSTANT, 
INIMATD INITIALIZES (PART OF) A DIAGONAL OR CODIAGDNAL Wl'H A CO~STANT, 
INISV~D INITIALIZES A CODIAGONAL OF A SVMMETQIC MATRIX W!TM A CONSTANT, 
INISV~ROW INITIALIZES A ROW DF A SYMMETRIC ~ATRIX WITH A CONSTANT, 
MULVEC MULTIPLIES A VECTOR ev A SCALAR, 
MULROW MULTIPLIES A ROW VECT~R BY A SCALAR STORING THE RESULT IN ANOTHER VECTOR, 
MULCOL MULTIPLIES A COLUMh V~CTOR BV A SCALAR, 
DUPVEC COPIES (PART OF) A VECTOR TO A VECTOR, 
DUPVECROW COPIES (PART OF) A ROW VECTOR To A VECTOR, 
DUPROWVEC COPIES (PART CF) A VECTOR TO A Rn~ VECTOR, 
DUPVECCOL COPIES (PART OF) A COLUMN VECTOR TO A VECTOR, 
DUPCOLVEC COPIES (PART CF) A VECTOR TO A COLUMN VECTOR, 
OUPMAT COPIES (PART OF) A MATRIX TO (AN OTHER) MATRIX, 
POL EVAl,.UATES A PCl..YtlCl'IAL GIVEN IN T>iE C,RU'IERT FORM BV THE tiORNER SCt<E;~E. 
NEWPOL EVALUATES A POLYNOMIAL GIVEN IN THE ~EWTON FORM BV THE t<ORNER SCHEME, 
NEWGRh TRANSFORMS A POLVNO~IAL REPRESENTATl~N FROM NEWTO~ •ORM INTO GRUNERT FORM 
ABSMAXVEC COMPUTES THE INFl~ITV NOR, OF A V!CTOR ANO DELIVERS THE INDEX F01 AN ECEMENT MAXIMAL IN MODULUS, 
COLCST MULTIPLIES A COLUMN VECTOR ev A SCALAR, 
ROWCST MULTIPLIES A ROW VECTOR BY A SCALAR 
EULER COMPuTrS THE SU~ OF AN ALTERNATING SERIES, 
SUMPOSSERIES CO~PUTES T~E SUM OP A CCNVENGE~T SERl~S WITH POSITIVE TERMS, ~SING THE VA~ WIJNGAARDEN TRANSFOR~ATION, 
INTEGRAL ( Qu•DRATURE ) CO~PuTES T~E DEFINITE INTEGRAL OF A FUNCTION OF ONE VARIABLE OVER A FINITE OR INFINITE INTERVAL OR OVER A NU 
MBER OF CONSECUTIVE INTERVALS, 
QADRAT ' QUADRATURE ) COllPUTES TH[ DEF I~ I TE I N'T'EGRAL or ~ FU,~CT I ON oF ONE VARI AELE OVER A FIN I TE INTERVAL. 
RK1 SCLVES A &lhGLE F1RST OR~ER DIFFERE~TIAL EQUATION USING A 5-TH ORDER RJNGE KUTTA METHOD, 
RKlh SOLVES A sySTEr CF FIRST ORDER DIFFERE~TiAL EQUATIONS USING A 5-TH ORDER RUNGE KUTTA METHOD, 
RK2 SOLVES A SECOND ORCEA DIFFERENTIAL EWUATION USING A 5.TH ORDER RUN~E K~TTA ~ETHCO, 
RK2N SOLVES A SvSTE~ CF SECCND ORDER DIFFERENTIAL f.QUATIONS USING A ~-TH D~DER RUNGE KUTTA METHOD, 
RK3 SCLVES A SECO~n ••ADER n1•FERENTIAL EWuATICN US!NG A 5.TH ORDER RUNGE KJTTA ~ETHOU; NO nERIVATiVES ALLOWED c~ RIG~T ~AND SIDE, 
RK3N SOLVES A SVSTF~ CF SECCNO ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION~ USING A ~-TH oqoER RUNGE KUTTA ~ETHOD; ~o DERIVATIVES ALLOWEp ON RIGHT H 
AND SI l'E, 
RK4A SOLV~S A SINGLl DIFFERE~T<AL ECUATIO~ 1V SO~ETl~ES USING A DEPENDENT VARIABLE AS INTEGRATICN VARIABLE, 
RK4NA SOLVES A SVSTE!\ OF D<fF[PfMTIAL EQUATIONS SY SOMETIMES USl~G T~E DEPE~DENT VARIABLE AS INTEGRATION VARIASLE, 
RK5NA SOLVES A &vSTE'I nF FIRST ORDER OIFFERENTIAL EQUAT•ONS USING THE ARC LENGT~ AS 1NTEGRATIDN VARIABLE, 
HODIFIEr TAVLOP SOLVES AN l~ITIAL ( sou:101Rv ) VALUE P~OBLEM, GIVE~ AS A SySTEM OF F1RST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EGUATICNS, BV A ONE.STEP 
TAYLCR ~ETHOCI l~IS ~[THOO IS PARTICULARLY SUITABLE FOR THE l~TEGRAT[ON OF LARGE SySTEMS ARISING FROM PARTIAL OIFFERENflAL [QUATION 
S, PRCVIDED l<!G~EP CRDER DERIVATIVES CA~ RE EASILY D8TAINE~. 
MODIFIED RUNGE KUTTA SPLVES AN INITl~L ( RO•IND&Rv ) VA~UE ?ROBLE~, GIVEN AS A SYSTEM OF FIRST ORDER ( NON-LINEAR ) DIFFERENTIAL EDUa 
TIONS 1 Bv A STAelLIZED RUNGE KLTTA ,ETHUU WITH LIMITED STO~AGE REQUl~EMENTS, 
MULTiSTEP ~OLVfS A~ INITIAL VALUE PRO~LEM, GIVEN AS A SYSTEM OF FlRSJ ORDEq DIFFERENTIAL [QUATIONS, BY ONE OF T~E fD~LOWING MULT1STE 
p MET~ODS1 GEARS, AD,i.l'S - 'ICL•1..TOf•, CR ADA~s - BASHF'ORT>i "ETtiOD; \o/ITH AUTOM~TIC STEP AND ORDER CONTROi. AND SUITAeLE FCR Tr;E INTEGRATI 
ON OF STIFF DlfFERE~TIAL EQUATIONS, 
EFERK SOLVES INITIAL VALUE PROBLE~s. GIV[N AS AN AUTONOMOUS SySTEM OF FIRST oRnER DIFFERENTIAL EDUATIONS, BY AN ExPONEN'flAl..Lv FITTED 
, EXPLICIT RUNGE KUTT• ~ETHCD •HICH USES THE JACOBIAN MAT~IX A~O AUTOMATIC STEP CONTROL; SUITA~LE FOR INTEGRATICN CF STIFF DIFFERENT 
IAL EQUATIO~S, 
LINIGER1 SDL..VfS li'llTiAL VALUE PR<lBLEllS, \>!VEN AS AN AUTONOMOUS SvS'!'EM OF FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EGUATIONS, BV AN IMPLICIT, EXPONEN 
TiALLY FITTED, FIRST orDER CME.STEP MET~OD WITH NO AUTOMATIC STEP CDNTRDLJ SUITABLE FOR INTEGRATION OF ST1FF DIFFERENTIAL EQU,ATIONS, 
33131 0 38 ~IN1GlR2 SOL..VES IN!~IAL VALUE PROBLEMS, (,!VEN AS AN AUTONOMOUS SYSTEM OF FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, av AN 1~PL1c1T, EXPONEN 
TIALLV FiT'~D. SECO~D ORDER ONE-STEP METHOD WITH NO AUTOMATIC STEP cONTR0L1 SUITABLE FOR 1NTEGRATIO~ OF STIFF DIFFERENTIAL EQUaT10NS 
33160 c 34 
3'4010 D 6 
34011 0 6 
34012 0 6 
34013 D 6 
34014 D 6 
. EFSIRK SOLVES INITIAL VALUE PROBLEMS, GIVEN AS AN AUTONOMOUS SVSTEM or FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EDUATIONS, BY AN EXPONE~TIAL~V F1TTE 
Dr SE~I - 1MPL1CIT RUNGE KUTTA METHOD; SUITABLE FOR INTEGRATION OF STIFF PIFFERENTIAb EDUATIONS, 
VECVEC COfPUTES THE SCALAR PRODUCT CF TIU VECTORS, 
MATVEC COMPUTES Tt<E SCALAR PRODUCT OF A ROW VECTOR AND V~CTOR, 
TAMVEC COMPUTES T~E SCALAR PRODUCT OF A COLUMN VECTOR AND VECTOR, 
M~TMAT COMPUTES T~E SCALAR PRODUCT OF A ROW VECTOR ANO COLUMN VECTOR, 
TAMMAT COMPUTES T~E SCALAA PRODUCT OF TWO COLUMN VECTORS, 
34015 0 6 
34016 0 6 
34017 0 6 
34018 0 6 
34020 0 8 
34021 0 8 
34022 0 8 
34023 0 8 
34024 D 6 
34025 0 8 
34026 0 8 
34027 0 6 
34026 D 8 
34029 D 6 
34030 D 10 
34031 0 10 
34032 D 10 
34033 0 10 
34034 D 10 
34035 0 10 
34040 D 12 
34041 D 12 
34051 E 26 
34053 E 28 
34061 E 26 
34071 E 4 
34131 E 34 
34132 E 32 
34134 E 32 
34135 E 34 
34140 D 34 
34141 D 34 
34142 D 34 
34143 D 34 
34144 D 34 
34150 f 16 
34151 D 36 
34152 0 36 
34153 E 12 
34154 E 12 
34155 E 12 
34156 E 12 
34161 0 36 
34162 E 12 
34163 E 12 
34164 E 12 
34165 0 36 
34170 F 14 
34171 F j,4 
34172 F 14 
34173 F' 12 
34174 F' 12 
34160 f 16 
MATTA~ COMPUTES THE SCALAR PRODUCT Of TWO Row VECTORS, 
SEQVEC COMPUTES ThE SCALAR PPODUCT Of TWO VECTORS, 
SCAPR01 COMPUTES THE SCALAR PRODUCT Of TWO VECTORS, 
SVMMATVEC COMPUTES THE SCALAR PRODUCT OP A VECTOR ANO A ROW Of A SVMMETRIC MATRIX, 
ELMVEC ADDS A SCALAR Tl~ES A VECTOR TO ANOT,ER VECTOR, 
ELMVECCDL ADDS A SCALAR TIMES A COLUMN VECTOR TO A V~CTOR, 
ELMCOLVEC ADDS A SCALAR TIHES A VECTOR TU A CO~UMN VECTOR, 
ELMCOL ADDS A SCALAR TIMES A COLU~N VECTOR TO ANOTHER COLUMN VECTOR, 
ELMROW ADDS A SCALAR Tl~ES A ROW VECTOR TO ANOTHER ROW V~CTOR, 
MAXELMROW AO~S A SCALAP. TIMES A ROW VECTOR TO A ROW VECTOR, AND RETURNS THE SUBSCRIPT VALUE OF THE NEW ROW ELE~ENT Of MAXl~UM ABSO~U 
TE VALUE, 
ELMVECRCW ADDS A SCALA~ TIMES A ROW VECTOR ?O A VECTOR, 
ELMRO~VEC ADDS A SCALAn TIMES A VECTOR TU A ROW VECTOR, 
ELMROWCOL ADDS A SCALAR TIMES A COLUMN VECTOR TD A ROW VECTOR, 
ELMCOLROW ADDS A SCALAR Tl>lES A ROW VECTOR TO A COLUMN VE~TOR 1 
ICHVEC INTERCHANGES ELE~ENTS OF TWO VECTORS, 
ICHCOL INTERCHANGES ELEMENTS OF TWO COLUMN VECTORS, 
ICHROW INTERCHANGES ELE~ENTS Of Twc ROW VfCTORS, 
ICHROWCOL INTERCHANGES ELE~EHTS or A RO~ VECTOR AND CO~UMN VECTOR, 
ICHSEQVEC l~TERCHANGES ELEMENTS or TWO VECTORS, 
ICHSEO INTERCHANGES ELE~ENTS Of TWO VECTORS, 
ROTCDL PERFORMS AN ELEMENTARV ROTATION OPERATION O~ TWO COLUMN VECTOQS, 
ROTROW PERFOR~S AN ELEMENTARV ROTATION OPERATION O~ TWO ROW VECTORS, 
SOL SOLVES A SVSTEM Of LINEAR [0UATIO~S, OF WHICH THE TRIANG~LARLV DECOMPOSED FORM Of THE MATRIX IS GIVE~, 
INV COMPUTES THE INVERSE OF' A ~ATRIX OF WHICH THE TRIANGULARLY DECOMPOSED FORM IS GIVEN, 
SOLEL~ SJLVES A SYSTEM or LINEAR ECUATION9, OF WHICH THE TQIANGULAQLV DECOMPOSED FOR~ OF THE MATRIX IS GIVEN, 
SOLBNC SOLVES A SV~TEM or Ll~EAR ECUAT10NS ~ITH BAND ~ATRIX, WHICH 1s DECOMPOSED BV DECBND, 
LSQSOL SOLVES A LINEAR LEAST SQUARES PROBLf.·t, PROVIDED THAT THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX HAS BEEN DECOMPOSED BY LSQORTDEC, 
LSQDGLINV COMPUTES TliE DIAGCNAL ELE~ENTS Of THE INVERSE OP M•M (M coErFICIENT 11ATRIX) OF A LINEAR LEAST SQUARES PRCBLEM, 
LSQORTOEC PERFORMS TltE HOUSEHOLDER TAIANGUL4R!ZATION OF Ttt! COEFFICIENT MATRIX OF A LINEAR LEAST SQUARES PROBLEM, 
LSOORTOECSOL SOLVES A LINEAR LEAST SQUARES PROBLEM AND CO~PUTES T~;. DIAGONAL ELEMENTS OF' THE INVERSE OF M•M (M COEFFICIENT MATRIX), 
TfMSVfTRl2 TRANSFOq~5 A REAL SYMMETRIC ~ATRIX INTO A SIMILAR TRIDIAGDNAL ONE BV HOUSEHOLDERS TRANSFORMATION, 
BAKSV~TRl2 PERFCR~S THE JACK TRANSFORMATION CORRESPONDING TO THE HOUSEHOLDERS TRANSFORMATION AS PERFORMED BV TFMSV"TRl2, 
TFMPREVEC COMPUTES THE TRANSFORMING MATRIX IN COMBINATION WITH PROCEDURE TF'MSV~TR•2, 
TFMSVVTRl1 TqANSF'OR~S A REAL SVMMETRIC r1~TRIX INTO A SIMILAR TRIDIAGONAL ONE BV HOUSEHOLDERS TRANSFORMATION, 
BAKSV~TRl1 P!RFOR~S T~E BACK TRANSFORMATION CO~RESPONOING TO THE HOUSEHOLDERS TRANSFORMAT•~N A~ PERFORMED BV TFMSYMTRl1, 
ZEROlh SEARCHES roq A ZERO CF A fUNCTIO~ Of ONE VARIAA~E I~ A GIVE~ INTERVAL, 
VALSVMTRI COMP~TES ALL, OR SOME CONSCCUT!VE, EIGENVALUES OF A SVMMETQIC TRIDIAGONAL HATRIX BV LINEAR INTERPOLATION USING A STURM seo 
UENCE, 
VECSVrTRI COMPUTES EIGEhVECTORS Of A SVMMETQIC TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX BY INVERSE ITERATION, 
EIGVALSVM2 COMPUTES ALL, OR SOME CO~SECUT1Ve EIGENVALUES OF A SVMMETRIC MATRIX, STORED IN A Two-DIMENSIONAL ARRAv, ev LINEAR lNTERPo 
LATIO~ USING A STUR~ SEQUENCE, / 
EIGSV'2 COMPUTES ALL, OR SOME CONSECUTIVE EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTO~S Of A SYMMETRIC MATRIX, WHltH IS STORED I~ A TWO•DIMENSIONAL A 
RRAV, 
EIGVALSVM1 COMPUTES ALL, OR SOME CONSECUTIVE EIGENVALUES OF A SVMMETRIC MATRIX, STORED IN A ONE•DIMlHSIONAL ARRAv, BY LINEAR INTERPO 
~ATIOh USING A STUR~ SEQUE~CE, 
EIGSV~1 co~PuTES ALL, OR SO"E CONSECUTIV& EIGE~VALUES AND !IGENVECTO~S Of A SVM~ETRIC MATRIX, WHICH IS STORED I~ A ONE-PIMENSIONAL A 
RRAY, 
QRISVrTRI COMPUTES ALL ~IGENV!CTORS AND EIGENVALUES OF A SVMMETRIC T'llDIAGONAL ~ATRIX BV QR-ITERATION, 
ARIVALSV~2 CO~P~TFS ALL EIGE~VALUES OF A !Vl~ETRIC MATQlx, STORED IN A TWO-DIMENSIONAL ARRAV, ~y QR-ITERATION, 
QRISVI· corPUTES ALL EIGENVALUES AND EIGE~•·ECTORS Of A SYM~ETRIC MATRIX BV QR-ITERATION, 
DRIVALSVN1 CQMPUTFS ALL EIGENVALUES OF A !Y~METRIC MATRIX, STORED IN A ONf.DIMENSIONAL ARRAV, BV QR.ITERATION, 
VALORISVMTRI CO~PUTES ALL EIGENVALUES OF I SYMMETRIC TQIO!AGONAL MATRIX BV QR.ITERAT10N, 
TF~REAHES TkANSFORM5 A REAL MATRIX INTO A Sl~ILAR UPPER HE9SENBERG MATRIX 3V THE WILKINSON TRANSFORMATION, 
BAKREAHES1 PERFCR~S T~E BACK TQANSFORMAT1DN CORRESPONDING TO THE WILKINSON TRANSFORMATION AS PERFORMED BV TF~REAHES 1 ON A VECTQR, 
8AKREAHE52 PERF'CRl'S THE BACK T~ANSFORMA?IDN CORRESPONDING TO THE WILKINSON TRANSFORMATION AS PERFORMED BV TFMREAHES, ON THE COLUMNS 
OF A ~ATRIX, 
EQILBk TRANSfDR,S A MATRIX INTO A SIMILAR EQUILl~RATEO MATRIX, 
UAKLRR PERFORMS ThE HACK TRANSFORMATIOI! CORRESPONDl~G TO THE EQUIL18qATION AS PERFORMED BV EQILBR, 
REAVALQRI CALCLILATrS THE EIGENVALUES OF A REAL UPPER HESSENBERG MATRIX, PROVIDED THAT ALL EIGENVALUES ARE REAL, ev MEANS Of SINGLE Q 
34181 F 16 
34183 F 8 
3418l> F 16 
34190 f' 1b 
34191 F 16 
34193 F 10 
34210 D 30 
34211 D 30 
34212 D 3!1 
34213 D 30 
34214 D 30 
34215 0 30 
34220 c 36 
34230 D 26 
34231 E 22 
34232 E ';!6 
34235 E 28 
34236 E 28 
34240 E 22 
34241 E 22 
34242 E 22 
34243 E 26 
34244 E 28 
34250 E 30 
34251 E 30 
34252 E 22 
34253 E 30 
34254 E 30 
34260 H 8 
34261 H 8 
34262 H 8 
34270 H 10 
34271 H 10 
34272 H 12 
34273 H 12 
34280 H 0 
342111 H 0 
34262 H 2 
34263 H 2 
34284 H 4 
34265 H 4 
34286 H 6 
34287 H 6 
34300 E 22 
34301 E 26 
34302 E 28 
34303 E 24 
34310 F' 0 
R-ITERATION, 
REAVECHFS CALCULATES THE EIGENVECTOR CORRESPONDING To A GIVEN REAL EIGENVALUE OF A REAL UPPER HESSENHERG MATRIX, BY MEANS OF INVERSE 
ITERATION. 
REASCL NORMALIZES T~E COLUMNS OF A TWO-DIME~SIONAL ARRAY, 
REAQRI C~LCULATES T~E tlGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS OF A REAL UPPER HESSENBERG MATRIX, PROVIDED THAT ALL EIGENVALUES ARE REAL, BY MEA 
NS OF SIM~LE QR-ITERATIO~, 
COMVALQRI CALCULATES TllE REAL AND COMPLEX EIGENVALUES OF A REAL UPPER HESSENBERG MATRIX BY MEANS OF DOUBLE QR.ITERATION, 
COMVECHES CALCULATES Tl'E EIGENVECTOR CORRESPONDING To A GIVEN COMPLEX EIGENVALUE OF A REAL UPPER HESSENBERG MATRIX BY MEANS Of INVER 
SE ITERATION, 
COMSCL IS Ah AUXILIARY PROCEDU~E FOR THE COMPUTATION OF COMPLEX EIGENVECTORS OF A REAL MATRIX, 
LIN~MIN l!("l\N(AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FO~ OPTIMIZATION, 
RNKlUPD 1S)A\J AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR OPTIMIZATION, 
OAVUPD IS AN AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FCR OPTIMIZATION. 
PLEUPD IS AN AUXILIA~V PnOCEOURE FOR OPTIMIZATION, 
MNKIMIN ( OPTIMIZATION ) MINIMIZES A GIVEN OIFFERE"TIABLE FUNCTION OF SEVERAL VARIABLES BY A VARIA~LE NETQIC METHOD, 
PLEMIN ( OPT1MIZATIC~ ) Ml~IMIZES A GIVEN DIFFERENTIABLE 'UNCTION OF SEVERAL VARIABLES BY A VARIABLE METRIC METHOD, 
CONJ GRAD SOLVES A SYMllETRIC AND POSITIVE O!FINITE 1 SYSTE•! OF LINEAR EQUATIONS BY THE METHOD OF CONJUGATE GRADIENTS, 
!IAXMAT FINOS T~E INDICES ANO MODULUS OF THAT MATRIX ELEMENT OF MAXIMUM ABSOLUTE VALUE, 
GSSELM PERFORMS THE TRIANGULAR DECO~POS1T10~ OF A MATRIX BY GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION WITH COMBINED PARTIAL ANO COMPLETE PIVOTING, 
GSSSOL SGLVES A sysT~M OF LINEAR EQUATIONS ~y GAUSS IA~ ELIMINATION WITH COMBINED PARTIAL AND COMPLETE PIVOTING, 
INV1 COMPUTls THE INVERSE OF A MATRIX op WHICH THE TRIANGULARLY DECOMPOSED FORM IS GIVEN, 
GSSINV COMPUTES THE INVERSE OF A MATRIX, 
ONENRMINV COMPUTES .TttE 1.NORM OF THE INVERSE or A MATRIX, WHICH IS TRIANGULARLY DECOMPOSED, 
ERBEL~ COMPUTES AN UPPER BOUND POR THE ERROR IN THE SOLUTION OF A SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS, 
GSSERB IS AN AUXILIARY PRDCEOUqf FOR THE SOLUTION OF LIN~AR EQUATl~N WITH AN UPPER BOUND FOR THE ERROR, 
GSSSOLERB SOLVES A SYSTE'l OF LINEAR EQUATIO~S ANO COMPUTES AN UPPER BOUND FOR ITS f.RROR, 
GSSINVER9 COMPUTES THE INVERSE OF A MATRIX AND AN UPPE~ BOUND FOR fTS ERROR, 
ITISOL COMPUTES AN ITERATIVELY REFINED SOLUTION OF A SYSTEM Of LINEAR EQUATIONS, THE MATRIX OF WHICH IS GIVEN IN ITS TRIANGULARLY DE 
COMPOSED FORM, 
GSSITISOL COMPUTES A!I ITERATIVELY REFINEU SOLUTION OF A SySTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS, 
GSSNRI IS AN AUXILIAqy PROCEDURE FOR THE ITERATIVELY RfFl~ED SOLUTION OF A SVSTEM OF LINEAR EQIJATIONS, 
ITISOLER6 COMPUTES AN ITERATIVELY REFINEU Sry~UTION ANO AN UPPER ~OUND FOR ITS ERROR, OF A SYSTEM OF blNEAR EQUATIONS, OF WHICH THE T 
RIANGULARLY OECOHPOSEO FOR'l OF THE MATRIX IS ~IVEN, 
GSSITISOLERB COMPUTES AN ITERATIVELY REFINE~ SOLUTION OF A SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS, 
HSHREA81D TRANSFORMS A REAL MATRIX INTO BIDIAGONAL FORM 8¥ MEANS OF HOUSEHOLDER TRANSFORMATION, 
PSTTFMMAT CALCULATES THE POSTMULTIPLYING MATRIX USED BY HSHREA~ID TO TRANSFORM A MATRIX INTO BIDIAGONAL FORM, 
PRETF~MAT CALCULATES THE PREMULTIPLYl~G MAT~IX USED BY HS~~EASID TO TRANS,ORM A MATRIX INTO 91nlAGDNAL FORM, 
QRISNGVALBID CALCULATES THE SINGULAR VALUES OF A REAL BIDIAGONAL MATRIX BV MEANS Of IMPLICIT QR.ITERATION, 
QRIS~GVALDEC910 CALCJLATES THE SINGULAR VAL•JE OECOMPOSITIDN Of A REA~ MATRIX OF WHICH A BIDIAGONAL OECOMPOSITICN IS GIVEN, BY MEANS 
OF AN IMPLICIT CA-ITERATION, 
URISNGVAL CALCULATES THE SINGULAR VALUES OF A REAL MATRIX BY MEANS or AN IMPLICIT QR.ITERATION, 
ORISNGVALOEC CALCULATES THE SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION OP A REAL MATRIX av MEANS OF AN IMPLICIT QR.ITERATION, 
SOLSVDOV~ CALCULATES THE LEAST SQUARES SOLUTION Of A OVERDETERMINED SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS, PROVIDED THAT THE SINGUhAR VA~UE D~C 
OMPOSITION OF T~E CCEFFICIENT MATRIX IS GIVEN, , 
SOLOVR CALCULATES TrE LEAST SQUARES SOLUTION OP A OVERDET!RMINED SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS BY MEANS OF SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION 
~OLSVDUNO CALCULATES THE BEST LEAST SQUARES SOLUTION OP A UNDERDETERMINEO SYSTEM OF LINEAR E0UATIO~S, PROVIDED THAT THE SINGULAR VAL 
JE DECOMPOSITION OF THE COEFFICIENT WATRIX IS GIVEN, 
SOLUNr; C~LCULATES T~E BEST LEAST SQUARES SOLUTION OF A UNDERDETERMINED SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS BY MEANS OF SINGULAR VALUE OECOMPO 
SITION, 
HOMSOLSVD SOLVES A ~OMOGENECUS SYSTEM Of Ll~EAR EQUATIONS, PROVIDED THAT THE SINGULAR VALUE DECOHPOSITID~ OF T~E CCEFFICIENT MATRIX 
IS GIVEN, 
HOMSOL SOLVES A HOMCGENEOUS SYSTEM CF LINEA~ EQUATIONS BY MEANS OF SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION, 
PSOINVSVD CALCULATES Tl'E PSEUOO IMVERSE OF ~ MATRIX, P~OVIOED THAT THE SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION IS GIVEN, 
PSOINV CALCULATES T~E PSEUDC INVERSE OF A MATRIX BV ~EANS OF THE SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION, 
DEC PERF~RMS THE TRIANGULAR DECOMPOSITION OF A l~ATRIX BY CROUT FACTORIZATION WITH PARTIA~ PIVOTl~G, 
DECSOL SOLVES A SYSTE~ OF LINEAR fQUATIO~S qY CROUT PACTORIZATION ~!TH PARTIAL PIVOTING, 
DECINV COMPUTES THE INVERSE OF A MATRIX, 
DETER~ COMPUTES THE DETERMINANT Of A MATRIX PROVIDED T~AT THE MATRIX HAS BEEN DECOMPOSED BV DEC OR GSSELM, 
CHLDEC2 ( LINEAR EQUATIONS ) COMPUTES T~E CHOL~SKY D~COMP051TION OF A SYMMETRIC POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRIX, STOR~O IN A TWQNOIMENSIDNA 
34311 F 0 
34312 F 2 
34313 F 2 
34320 E 0 
34321 E 2 
34322 E 4 
34330 E 6 
34331 E a 
34332 E 10 
34333 E 10 
34340 D 14 
34341 D 20 
34342 D 22 
34343 D 16 
34344 D 18 
34345 D 24 
34352 G 6 
34353 G 6 
34354 G 18 
34355 G 24 
34356 G 24 
34357 G 2 
34358 G 2 
34359 G 20 
34360 G 22 
34361 G 16 
34362 G 16 
34363 G 4 
34364 G 4 
34365 G 4 
34366 G 14 
34367 G 14 
34368 G a 
34369 G 8 
34370 G 8 
34371 G 8 
34372 G 12 
34373 G 12 
34374 G 10 
34375 G 10 
34376 G 0 
34377 G 0 
3437S G 0 
34390 F 4 
34391 F 4 
34392 F 4 
i., ARRAY, 
CHLDEC1 ( LINEAR EQOATICris ) COMPUTES T~E C•iOLESKY DECOMPOSITION OF ~ SYMMETRIC PO~ITIVE QEFINITE MATRIX, STORED CCLUMNW1SE IN A ONE 
·DIME~SIONAL ARRAY, 
CHLOETERM2 COMPUTES THE DETE~MINANT OF A SY~METRIC POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRIX, WHICH HAS BEEN DECOMPOSED BY CHLDEC2, 
CHLCETERMl COMPUTES THE DETERMINANT OF A sv~~ETRIC POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRIX, WHICH HAS BEEN DECOMPOSED BY CHLDEC1, 
DECBND PERFORMS THE TRIA~GULAR DECO~POSITIO~ or A BA~D MATRIX RY &AUSSJAN ELIMINATION, 
UETERf>'BND COMPUTES T11E DETERMINANT CF A ~AND MATRIX, ~MICH HAS BEEN DECOMPOSED BV DECBND, 
OECSOLB"D PERFORMS THE DECOf>'PQSITION OF A RAND MATRIX BY ~4USSIAN ELIMINATION ANO SOLVES THE SySTEM OF LINEAR E~UATIONS, 
CHLDECBNO PERFORMS THE TRIANGULAR DECOMPOSITION OF A SYMMETRIC POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRIX av THE CHOLESKY METHOD, 
CHLDETERMBND COMPUTES THE DETERMINANT OF A SVM~ETRIC POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRIX, WHICH HAS BEE~ DECOMPOSED BY CHLDECEND, 
CHLSOLBND SOLVES A svsTEll OF LINEAR EQUATIONS WITH SY~METRIC POSITIVE DEFl~ITE BAND MATRIX, WHICH HAS BEEN DECO~POSED BY CHLOECBND, 
CHLDECSOLBND PERFCQ~S THE DECOMPOSITION UF A SYMMETRIC POSITIVE DEFINITE BAND MATRIX AND SOLVES THE SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS BY TH 
E CHOLES~Y ~ETHOD, 
CO•IA6S COMPUTES Tf<E :10DULUS OF A COf>'PLEX NU11~ER, 
COMMUL MULTIPLIES T~a COMPLEX NUMBERS, 
COMDIV COMPUTES THE ClUOTIENT OF TWO COl•PLEX '!UMBERS, 
COMSQRT COMPUTES THE SQUARE ROOT OF A COMPLEX ~U1B~R, 
CARPOL TRANSFORf>'S A COMPLEX NUMBER GIVE~ IN CARTESIAN COORDINATES INTO PO~AR COORDINATES, 
COMKWD COMPUTES Tf<E ~OOTS OF A QUADRATIC ECl~ATIO~ WITH CO'IPLEX COEFFICIENTS, 
COMCOLCST MULTIPLIES A COMPLEX COLUMN V~CTOR BY A COMP~EX ~UMBER, 
COMROWCST MULTIPLIES A COMPLEX ROW VECTOR R¥ A COMPLEX NU1eER, 
COMMATVEC COMPUTES T~E SCALAR PRODUCT OP A COMPLEX ROW VECTOR AND A COMPLEX VECTOR, 
rlSHCOMCOL TRANSFORMS A COMPLEX VECTOR lllTO • VECTOR PROPOqTIONAL TO ~ UNIT VECTOR, 
HSHCOt·-PRD PREMIJL TI PLIES A CCl•Pi.EX MATRIX \'!I ~'I A COl"PLE~ "10 1JSEHOLDE'l "1ATR IX, 
~OTCO•·CDL PERFORMS A R~TATICN ON TWC COMPLEX COLUMN VECTORS, 
~OTCO~RD• PERFORNS A ROTATION ON TWC COMPLEX ROW VECTORS, 
COMEUCNRM C0~1PUTES H1E E!ICL i DEAN NOR:1 or A C'.lMPLEX MATR I)(' 
SCLCO~' NORMALIZES Tt-<E COLU!1NS OF A COMPL[X ·IATR IX, 
EQILBRCOM TRANSFORMS A COMPLEX MATRIX l~TO 4 SIMILAR EOUILIBRATED COMP~EX 1ATRIX, 
OAKL~RCO~ PERFOR~S THE ~ACK TRANSFORl1ATIDN CORRESPONDING ~o THE EQUILISRATION AS PERFQqMED BY EQILSRCOM, 
dSHHR~•TR 1 TRA"4SF'ORMS A f<ER'1 IT I AN MATRIX 1 NT1 A SIM I LAR REAL SY•IMET!l IC TRI DI AGO>iAL •'A1'R IX, 
dSHt-<R~TRIVAL DELIV~MS '!'HE 'IAIN DIAGONAL ~LEH'.N,.S AN[.) SQUARES OF THE CO:JIAG:JNAL ELE>'E'~TS 'lF A Hf.R'llTIAN TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX \llHICH IS U 
NITARV SIMILAR TO A GIVEW HEqMITIAN MATR1X, 
dAKt1qJ•·TR I P~<>fORllS T11E eAc.: TRANSFORl1A'!' I u" CORRESPOND I "'G TO -1SHHRllTR I' 
HSHCO~HES TRANSFORMS A COMPLEX MATRIX !~TD A SIMILAR U~ITA~Y UPPER HESSENBERG MATRIX W!TH A REAL NON.NEGATIVE SUBOIAGONA~, 
~AKCO~HES PERFORMS T1<E 6ACK T~ANSFDRHATIUN CORRESPONDING TO HSHCOMHE5, 
EI GVALHR 11 C:OllPUTES ALL E 1 GENVALUES CF A t1ER 11 T ! A>l MATRIX, 
EIGt1RN COMPUTES ALL EIGE~VECTORS AND EIGENVALUES OF A HER~ITIAN MATRIX, 
QRIVALHRM COMPUTES ALL EIGENVALUES CF A HER llTIAN ~ATRIX, 
<IR I Hqr; COt,PIJTES ALL EI GEllVECTQRS AND EI t;ENVALUF.S OF A HER'.1 IT I A>l MA"'R IX, 
VALQRICOM COMPUTES ALL EIGENVALUES OF A CQMP~EX UPPER HESS!N9ERG MATilX ~1.,.H A REAL SUBDIAGONAL, 
QRICON COMPUTES ALL EIGE~VECTORS AND EIGENVALUES OF A co~~LEX UPPER ~ESSEN3ERG ~ATRI~ WITH A REAL SUBOIAGONAL, 
EIGVALCO!I COMPUTES ALL EIGENVALUES OF A COMPLEX MATRIX, 
EIGCO~ COMPUTES ALL EIGENVECTORS AND EIGENVALUES OF A COMPLEX MATRIX 1 
ELMCOMVECCOL Anos A CO•IPLEX ~UMBER TIMES A ~OMPLEX COLUMN VECTOR Tn A COMPLEX VECTOR, 
ELMCO~COL ADDS A CO'PLEX NU~aER T1~E5 A COMPLEX COLUMN VECTO~ TO ANOTHER COMPLEX COLUMN VECTOR, 
ELMC0,'ll0<1VEC ADDS A COllPLEX .,ur•SER TI MES A COMPLEX VECTOR TO A COMPLEX ROW VECTOR' 
CHL50L2 SOLVES A sv";1E .. RIC POSITIVE DEFINITE SYSTEM OF LINEAi! EQUATIONS, TliE MATRIX BEING OECOMPOSED BY C11LOEC2, 
CHLSOL1 30LVES A sv,:IETRIC POSITIVE DEFIUIT~ SYSTEM OP LINEAR EQUATIONS, THE MATRIX BEING DEC01POSED BY CHLDEC1, 
CHLOEC50L2 SOLVES A Svf'METRIC POSITIVE DEFl~ITE SYSTEM or LINEAR EQUATIO~S BY THE CHOLESKY METHOD, THE MATRIX BEIN~ STORED IN A TWO· 
DIMENSIONAL A~RAV, 
34393 F 4 CHLDECS0L1 SOLVFS A sv:i~ETRIC POSITIVE DEFlilTE SYSTEM OP LINEAR EOUATIO~S BY THE CHOLESKY METHOD, THE MATRIX eEING STORED IN A ONE. 
34400 F 
34401 F 
34402 F 
34403 F 
~IME~SIONAL AllRAV, 
6 CHLl~V2 COMPUTES Tl"IE lllVERSE OF A SYMMETHIC POSITIVE DEFl~ITE MATRIX WHICH HAS BEEN DECOMPOSED ev CH~OEC2, 
6 CHLl~V1 COMPUTES THE lllVERSE OF A SVMMETHIC POSITIVE DEFl~ITE MATRIX WHICH HAS BEEN DECOMPOSED BY CH~DEC1, 
6 CHLDfCINV2 COMPUTES, ~v THE CHOLESKY METHOD, THE INVERSE OF A SYMMETRIC P031TIVE DEFINITE l"ATRIX, STORED IN A TWO.D1MENS10NA~ ARRAY, 
6 CHLDECl~v1 COMPUTES, av THE CHOLESKV METHOD, THE INV[qSE o~ A SYMMETRIC POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRIX, STORED IN A ONE-Dl~ENSIONA~ ARRAV, 
34410 H 14 LNGVECVEC COMPUTES 111 DOUBLE P~EC1SIO~ THE ~CALAR PRODUCT OF TWO VECTORS, 
34411 H 14 
34412 H 14 
34413 H 14 
34414 H 14 
34415 H 14 
34416 1 14 
34417 H 14 
34418 H 14 
34420 H 20 
34421 H 22 
34422 H 22 
34423 H 16 
34424 H 18 
34425 rl 18 
34421:> H 16 
34427 rl 18 
34428 H 18 
35020 c 38 
35030 c 40 
35050 E 14 
35051 E 14 
35052 E 14 
35053 E 14 
35054 E 14 
35055 E 14 
35056 E 14 
35060 c 42 
35061 c 42 
35062 c 42 
36010 c 44 
36020 E 18 
36021 E 20 
36022 c 46 
bNGMATVEC COMPUTES I~ DOUBLE PRECISION Thf SCALAR PRODUCT Of A ROW VECTOR ANO A VECTOR, 
LNGTAMVEC COMPUTES I~ DOUBLE PRECISION THE ~CA~AR PRODUCT Of A COLUM~ VECTOR AND A VECTOR, 
LNGMATMAT COMPUTES IN DOUBLE PRECISION THE SCALAR PRODUCT Of A ROW VECTOR ANO A COLUMN VEC~OR, 
~NGTAMHAT COMPUTES IH DOUBLE PRECISION THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF TWO COLJM~ VECTORS, 
LNGMATTAN COMPUTES I~ DOUBLE PREC1S\ON THE SCA~AR PRODUCT Of TWO RoW VECTORS, 
~NGSEQVEC COMPUTES I~ DOllBLE PRECISION THE SCALAR PRODUCT Of TWO VECTORS, 
LNGSCAPRD1 COMPUTES IN DOUOLE PRECISION THE SCALAR PRODUCT Of TWO VECTORS, ~NGSVVMATVEC COMPUTES !N DOU6LE PRECISION T!E SCALAR PRODUCT OF A VECTOR AND A ROW IN A SY~METRIC MATRIX, 
DECSYMTR! CALCULATES THE U•DU DECOMPOSITION OF A SYMMETRIC TRIDIAGONAL MAT~IX, . SOLSV~TR! SOLVES A svsTEM Of LINEAR EQUATIO~S WITH SVM~ETR!C TRIDIAG0NAL COEFFICIENT MATRIX, PROVIDED THAT THE U1DU DECOMPOSITION IS 
GIVEN, 
DEC50LSYMTRI SOLVES A SYSTE~ OF LINEAR EOUATIONS WITH SYMMETRIC TR1DIAGO~AL COEFFICIENT MATRIX, 
DEC TRI CALCULATES, w I Tt<O;JT PIVOT I NG, TliE L.U DECOMPOSITION Of A TRIO I AGONAL MATRIX, 
SOL.TRI SOLVES A SV~TEM OF LINEAR EQVAT1oi.s •ITH TRIOIAGONA~ COEFFICIENT MATRIX, PROVIDED THAT THE LU DECOMPOSITION IS GIVEN, 
DECSOLTRI SOLVES A SV$TE!' OF LINEAR EQUATIONS •ITH TRIDIAGONAL COEFFICIENT MATRIX, 
DECTRIPIV CALCULATES, UITH PARTIAL PIVOTING, THE LU DECOMPOSITION OF A T~l~IAGONAL MATRIX, 
SOLTRIPIV SOLVES A SYSTEM OF LINEAR CQUATIO~S •ITH TRIDIAGONAL COEFFICIENT MATRIX, PROVIDED THAT THE LU DECOMPOS!T!ON AS CALCULATED 
HY OECTR!PIV IS GIVEN, 
DECSOLTR!PIV SOLVES ~IT~ PARTIAL PIVOTING A SYSTEM OF ~IN[AR EQUATIONS WITH TRIDIAGONAL COEFFICIENT MATRIX, 
ERF COMPUTES THE ERROR FUNCTION AND COMPLEMENTARY ERROR FUNCTION FOR A REAL ARGUMENTJ THESE FUNCTIONS ARE RELATED TO THE NORMAL OR G 
AUSSIAN PR06A81LITV fUIJCTION, 
INCOMGAM COMDUTES T~E INCOMPLETE GA•NA fUNC?JON 9V PAOE APPROXIMATIO~S, 
INCtlETA CQMP•.JTes THE INCOMPLETE BETA FlltJCTl'IN l(X,P,Q),O<•X<•l,P>O,Q>O, 
16PPLU9N COMPUTES T~E INCOMPLETE BETA FU~CTION l(XiP•N,Q) 1 D<:Xcc1 1 P>0 1 Q>0 1 FOR N:0(1)NMAX, 
IBQPLVSN COMPUTES Ti"E INCO'IPLE'T'E BETA fU<ICTION I (X,P,Q•N),0<•Xc•1,P>0 1 Q>O, FOR N:0(1)NMAX, 
IXQf IX IS AN AUXILIAqv PROCEDURE FOR TH~ 1NCOMPLET~ BETA PUNCTION, 
IXPFIX IS AN AUXILIARV PROCEDURE FOR TH~ INCOMPLETE SETA FUNCTION, 
FORWARD IS AN AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR TH~ !~COMPLETE BETA FUNCTION, 
OACK•ARD IS.~ AUXILIARY pqocEDURE FOR THE INCOMPLETE BETA FUNCTION, 
RECIP GAMMA COMPUTES THE RECIPROCAL OF THE GAMMA FUNCTION FOR ARGJ~E~TS IN THE RANGE tl/2,3/2); ODD AND EVEN PARTS ARE ALSO OELIVERE 
D, 
GA•lMA C011PUTES T>1E GMWA FUNCT I Ot< FOR A REA!. ARGUMENT, 
1-0G GAMMA co11PUTES TilE NATURAL LOGAR I TH'1 OF TH£ GAMMA FU;iCT I ON F'lR P')$ IT I VE ARGUMENTS. 
NEWTON DETERMINES THE COEFFICIENTS CF THE N~WTQN INT!RPOLATION POLVNOMIA~ FOR GIVEN ARGUMENTS AND fU~CTION V6!.UES, 
INI IS AN AUXILIARV PROCEDURE FOR MINll1AX J\PPROXIMATIO"I, 
SNDREtEZ (SECOND AE'EZ ALGORITHM) EXCMA~G[S ~UMBERS WITH ~UMB~RS our OP A qEFERENCE sET, 
lllNMAXPOL 0ETERPINE9 TliE C0EFf!CIENTS Of TH! POLYNOMIAL (IN GRUNERT FORM) THAT APPROXIMATES A FUNCTION GIVEN FOR DISCRETE ARGUM~NTSJ 
TME SECOND AEMfZ EXCHA~GE ALGDRITH' IS USE~ FDA TMIS Kl~i~AX POLYNOllAL APPROXIMATION, 
